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ABSTRACT
Loanwords from other African as well as non- African languages form a substantial part of the 

Tenne lexicon# Despite the importance of loanwords in historical and comparative linguistics howevert 
the study of loanwords in African languages has received Inadequate attention in the paety and 
there has been a lack of comprehensive case-studies 
into the sources and processes of borrowing within individual African languages# involving inter-African loanwords as well as loanwords from European languages 
and/or Arabic# The present thesis is designed to provide such a comprehensive case-study, based on 
Temnef the major language of northern Sierra Leone and the writer's mother-tongue*

The first chapter is an introduction to Temne language and society* A majority of words borrowed into Temne from other African languages relate to the cultural Institutions of the Temne and it has been necessary to provide cultural as well as linguistic data in examining the assimilation of these loanwords* The following methodological introduction discusses 
the problems of the historical study of an unwritten language# together with a proposed methodology for the identification of loanwords in Temne#

The source languages are discussed under chapters 
with introductory sections on the phonology of each language on the historical and cultural contacts between the Temne and speakers of each language* Loanwords are arranged and discussed under separate 
semantic categories v demonstrating the areas of culture where each source language has had its greatest impact* 
Items from Handing, Susu and Pula (and from Arabic via these languages) illustrate the impact of Islam on traditional Tonne culture, while items from Hende relate largely to the major Temne 'secret1 societies* Limba and Bullom are dealt with briefly* The final chapters cover non-Sierra Leonean sources# i*e* 
Engliah/Krio and Portuguese, involving mainly trade 
and technology# but having little impact on indigenous culture# together with Yoruba# introduced 
via Krio# involving 'secret' society terminology*
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A capital letter immediately before a source item indicates, 
wherever necessary,the source language:

A. Arabic
B* Bui lorn
E* English
P. Pula
K. Krio
1* Limba
M* Manding
Me. Mende
P. Portuguese
S* Susu
Te* Temne
Y* Yoruba (via Krio)
SY* Yoruba (Modern standard)

>  or ^  derived from (in direction of loan)
 replaced by

* corresponds (phonologically) to 
=s Verbal stem in Temne
— Nominal or adjectival (non-verbal) stem in Temne 
~  Extension suffix 

Phonemic orthography for African languages,spelling orthography 
for European languages and Arabic (unless phonetic orthography 
in square brackets)*
English glosses are cited with a capitalised initial*
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CHAPTER ONE
1 INTRODUCTION TO TEMNE LANGUAGE AND SOCIETY

1.1 Temne: Belated Languages and Geographical Location 

Temne /kq̂ -t hemne/is the major language spoken in
_ iNorthern Sierra Leone,with ahout 648,931 native speakers!

It is also used as a second language among other ethnic
groups in the Northern Province,making the total number
of speakers of Temne probably over 800,000* Temne is one

2of a group of class languages known as fMclf spoken in 
Guinea,Sierra Leone and Liberia: Landuma and Baga (spoken 
in Guinea)*form,with Temne,the northernmost sub-group of 
these languages,the other members being Bullom,Krim,E:issi 
and Gola. The Temne today occupy a wide area in the centre 
of Sierra Leone stretching eastwards from Port Loko and 
Kambia Districts into southern Bombali and Tonkolili 
Districts,sharing a common boundary with the Mende to the 
south of them. The Limba, Loko and Susu form the northern 
neighbours of the Temne.

1. This is the figure recorded in the Official Census 
figures of April 1965.

2. D.Dalby, ’The Mel Languages:A Reclassification of 
Southern West Atlantic’African Language Studies,Yl,1965* 
pp.1-17.
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Dialects
Five regional, dialects have been distinguished* The 

differences a,re mostly lexical and, in the case of the Kunike 
dialect,in tonology also; there are also minor 
phonological variations in the Yoni dialect*

1,a 1 Western,including two sub-dialects:
a) North Western is spoken in the î orth West of

Port loko and Kambia Districts,including Koya
and Freetown peninsular area* This dialect
contains more Arabic and Manding/^usu-derived
words than any other Temne dialect* Over half
of the Susu speakers in Sierra leone live in
Kambia. and Fort loko Districts,these being also
the most Islamised of all Temne-speaking areas
in Sierra leone,/kg-s ancK/

b) Sanda^is spoken in Western Bombali and Eastern 
Port loko Districts,in the grassland areas 
where many Fula herdsmen and Koranic teachers 
have settled,intermarrying with the Temne. This 
accounts for the occurence of a larger number of 
Fula words in this dialect than, the others.



1*22 Bombali /ks-gbambft 11/ is spoken in Southern Bombali 
District* It is more cosmopolitan than other dialects in 
terms of items received,containing a wider range of 
vocabulary from all the surrounding languages (Manding, 
Fula, Limba, Mend e, Susu) *

1*25 Yoni /kQ-ffinx /is spoken in southern Tonkolili and 
the south-east border of Port Loko District,being strongly 
influenced by Mende and Bullom* In pronunciation, it has 
certain palatal phonemes /J/ and /JJ/, corresponding to /s/ 
and /fe/ in other dialects, as well as the semi-vowel /y/ 
before the front vowels /i/ /e/ and /£/,corresponding to 
/w/ in other dialects,e*g.

Other Dialects Yoni
\  ̂ s.w—lr Goat
N \w-er Mouse y-er
N  S*we.lc Wring *=y£ k

11*24 Western Kunike is spoken iq central Tonkolili,its 
vocabulary being generally similar to that of Yoni*

1* Speakers of Western Kunike do not refer to their dialect 
s / V*j V** tru>n
k3-kanke*in the same way as k§-sanda is not used^for

the North Western dialect (see 1*21),



/ v  Sl ^ /1.25 Eastern Kunike /ka^konke/is spoken in eastern Tonlaolili 
District,with Kuranko and Kono as neighbouring languages. 
Other speakers of Temne often find it difficult to 
understand this dialect,semantic divergences between 
Eastern Kunike and other dialects being a principal 
reason for this,e.g.

Other Dialects 
s \£.~sa Buttocks

E, Kunike

k3-tit Vagina
£~sa Vagina
S. ska^tit Buttocks



Some words occuring in Eastern Kunike are known only 
to older speakers of the other dialects, e.g. Kunike v^-dCrqt
I)oori Open.A major characteristic of Kunike,both
Eastern and Western, is that it has a low tone in caes 
where the other dialects have a falling tone in the final 
syllable:

Other Dialects
ks-dare

b^ 
a, -pot hr

Door
Amulet
Cup

Kunike
ke~dare
a-ê be*
s /  ̂a-ps>thi

There are no major grammatical differences among the 
Temne dialects.

1.3 Structure of Temne
This description is not exhaustive,including 

only those details which are significant in the identifi
cation of loanwords. Thus the phonology includes the 
consonant and vowel charts,useful in the establishment of 
sound correspondences,whil£ the list of positional 
occurences and the statement on syllabic and tonal structures 
help in establishing those features which are usually found



only in loanwords* The dialect described below is Bombali, 
the most centrally located and also the writer’s own 
idiolect* The consonant and vow&l phonemes are shown in the 
accompanying charts ,using the conventional Temne 
orthographic symbols*

1* 3 1 Consonants

: A t , u v < f w , A R  fALHTAL V£*-AR ^ io fT A U3>£M7AL 'SfiMTAl*
Plosives p b th t d (t̂ k gb 2
Affricates
Pricatives f s (£) h
Rasals m n tj

Laterals 1
Roll rr
Semi-vowels w t y

1)[t!JandfJ>J S0m*̂ -̂meS occur as allophonic variants of 
/t/ and /s/ respectively,before the front vowels/i/,
/e/ or /£/*

2) /*) / is homorganic before Cf

13



3) /2/ and /}%/ occur only in loanwords
4) /w/ before /i/ /e/ or /e/ occurs as /y/ in Toni*

1»33l. Vowels
i u
e o

I * *
a a

/a/ sometimes occurs as an allophone of /a/ in Yoni,e*g*
General Yoni
k~imo Smoke k-irna.
mi mo* Thanks m£jn<£
=winth Grasfe. =winth

Vowels occur initially only as controlling
prefixes,with long vowels occuring only as a form of

€emphasis and in icjjophones, e*g*
* / f H0*»gb£th He screamed, but 3 -gbseth He screamed hard

V S \ \ f j pu-bana He is big, but u-ban a a, He is very big*
p^boli it is far,but 0 ̂ boli pooj It is very far*



r1,33 Positional Occurence of Consonant Phonemes in Simplex
Stems
1,33 | Simple Consonants_ _L |_- IJ . _ -- -------- -

Initial 
s/p/ «=pim Pluck

/b/ a—bok Snake

/th/ =thek£ s Learn
/t/ s=t̂ m Chew 
/d/ =di Eat

/k/ s=kom Bear 
/gb/ P Olimb
/f/ Blow
/s/ =sel Laugh
/m/ =mun Brink 
/n/ =nal Insult
/9/ =D*1 Warn
/l/ s=lbrj Spill
/r/ Prostitute

oneself

Medial
k-*up£ Peat her

ks-bebi Boll

/ /=W£.tha Squeeze 
c:gb«ip Surround
N \ /u-fade Enemy

sa~yagba Worry 
'a-mkft G-roin
=rus3m Train

Pinal
ka~l\p Back of the 

neck
/=bab Have a hair 

cut
%0L-seth House 
kV-fot Proth 
=kad Bribble (of 

football) 
Na-bok Snake

==thuf Spit 
~b?Ls Big

ka-*thim3 Pishing- s=lom Count*r\CuV
==kan£ Beport 

ka-saja Height 
=kulS Weep
V \a,-muru Hubbish

=tsn Tremble 
Caution 

s=pol Clap 
’ft̂ sar Stone

heap

ir



Init ial Mfdial Pinal
v j t */vv/ =way Buy -kawandi Preach -----

/y/ ~yi> Bo,perform =muyu Put up with, ~kay Bush
bear

/h/ cx-hakV Sin    —
\ \ \ t

/?/ I -pasobi Similar d»es ------- -----

1+333. Nasal Compounds
/mp/ ----  ==b«mpa Make ra—bomp Head
/mb/ _ _  ka-rG mb o' Cassava ---- -

leaf

/nth/ ----  k5~bs>nthi ke-banth Bone
/ nt/ ----  a -s^nta k Pinger a. -bo nt Odour

or toe nail
1

/nd/  --- - £-sandal Sandals *a -kernd Ground
nut

\ v/nk/ _____  a—bonk a Bay a — kunk Pence
/ erb / ---- * * *1 ° ' a -sangba Brum sp* ----

». a - vtar,dL Vs a. C ^  V -  Rar^Wv



I * 333
1 Consonant Clusters

These occur onljr initially in stems "borrowed from 
English/Krioi

/pi/ =pl£k (B* Pledge) Pawn
/kl/ u~klak (E* Clerk) Typist, secretary, educated African
/"bl/ &-blu laundary "blue 
/fl/ kWlut Piute
/si/ =slap (E. Blap) Strike on the face
/pr/ a-pre s (E* Price) Cost,value
/tr/ <x~trit Street,motorway
/kr/ &~krep (E, Crepe) Ganvass shoes
/br/ ksabred Bread
/dr/ s=dr£b Drive a vehicle
/fr/ =fray (E# Pry) Cook in oil
/sp/ *=spik (E, Speak) Speak English,talk Temne in affected

manner
/sth/ V-sthul (B# Stool) Low wooden seat for a single

person
/sk/ ^skola (Convergence E* Scold + Collar) Hold by the

collar

17



Consonant clusters may occur in indigenous complex 
stems as a result of

a) the addition of an extension suffix to a simplex 
stem e.g*

N \  Asrdim loose ®dimsi Put out,wipe off
N- f /*=fof Speak s=fofla Speak in low voice

To) compounding or reduplication of nominal stems 
as in,

^ / N* / Au~kas Father n-kasbom Grandfather

1»34 Tone
The following tonal contrasts,(marked on V of CV/CVC 

syllable or Y of grammatical element) occur in Temne:
High ^

Low x 
Falling A 
Rising ^
I) own step 1 ( intersegment al)

1«541 Tone^Patterns
The following tone~patterns may occur in controlled 

stems:
Monosyllable Nominal Verbal
High ra~ka Something s=ba Save
Low ko-ta Hand =ba Lay eggs
Falling \ -seth House - yo Ho

IS



Monosyllabic Nominal Verbal
Rising k5~bo Bread —--
Pownstep V -sa'l Finger ---

Disyllabic
HH
HL
HP

k a ^ g b a ra  N u t ssbsmpa Male©

ar-f£rV Opportunity, =rens« Stand on
N f A-̂tira, Female

nes& Fear

LH
<x«-reka Paper --- -
\ \ *a ~gbasa Headtie ---
k**aro Wooden bowl th£> Obtain

1*35 Morphology
1*351 Controlling Elements

Temne is a class language operating a system of prefixes 
as controlling elements (GEs) whereby words that are 
gramatically related in certain ways contain elements which 
indicate that they are related* The majority of lexical items 
in Temne occur regularly with prefixed OEs,which may have 
nominal|adjectival,locative or verbal functions*

1* Bee D.Dalby,fLexical Analysis in Temne1»Journal of West 
African Languages, 2,1966,pp*5-2.3* His numbering and 
lettering systems are used in this thesis*

'5



The nominal prefixes in Temne are 
10“ Singular animate 
Â* Singular (animate and

inanimate)
2A Plural animate 

E Plural (animate and 
inanimate)

20 Abstract 
K Singular 
B Singular inanimate 
T/S Plural inanimate 
N Plural inanimate 
M Plural/Oollective 
P Collective

as follows: 
u-bky Chief
a~t»*ko Chicken,k-this Knif€

k^bky Chiefs 
V-ti»1 ko Chickens,j£-thxs

Knives
o~tank Cold 
ke-bap Axe
K * S /■rs>-p̂ l Rope, r-uma Shirt
S ^  S ^to-bap Axes, s-uma Shirts
*» / ^no-p» 1 Hopes

mo-sar Stones, m-knt Water 
p£*la Hice,p-onde Millet

1»3S% Singular/Plural Class Pairs
The nominal controlling elements combine in the 

following singular/plural pairs of classes;
I 01/A2 Human Beings

\ vu-bay Chief- 
u-key Thief

a-bky Chiefs 
a-key Thieves

u-tik Stranger a-tik Strangers



II 0^/T Large Animal; 
u-na, Gow
S /•u~sxp Leopard
V s,u~bajj Buffalo

ta-na Oows
to-sip Leopards 
\ >ta-baj Buffaloes

III A1/® Animate and Inanimate
&-bamp Bird 
\ *cx-lajjs Ear
v AA.-Seth House

£-bamp Birds
 ̂ _ A. __£~l$os Ears 
£-seth Houses

IV A1/!* Inanimate
\ /| ia-ss. ni Needle
v *a~sar Stone
\ /•a-lonk Arm

V *\ *ma~>s& ni Needles
mo-sar Stones
 ̂ / 1mo-lonk Arms

v e/t
ka~bap Axe
ko-pet Town
v * ka-fant Bed

t9-bap Axes 
tO-pet Towns 
tk-fSnt Beds

1* Some items relating to plants and fruits are under both 
pairs III (including plants and trees) and IV (fruits)

 ̂ t A /Fe*g#, (X -rokas Lemon ^  -rokjslemon trees, ma*-rok&s Lemon
fruit

v / >* vCl -lontho Okro -lontho (plant) ma-lontho
(fruit)

at



VI R/T
r^-wotho Baboon 
r 3~bomp Head 
rd-bem Rabbit

XII R/S (as integral prefixes)
tr̂ -og Road

r-nma Shirt 
%r~im Voice

\ /t Q*-wotho Baboons
ta-bomp Heads 
ta-bem Rabbits

Roads 
s-nma Shirts

Ns~im Voioes

VIII R/E
rWfiS Egg 
r W o r  Eye 
ra-sek Tooth

Eggs 
&~fir Eyes 
fc-sek Teeth

IX R/H 
r$*-pol Rope
V / Vro*~beja String 
ra~tul Raffia

X /M
mWber Palm wine,alcohol 
ma^lap Shame
V Vm^^tir Blood

ns~poi Ropes
n̂ -betja Strings
na-tul Strings of raffia

JL3L



XI /s
s<-5mt Pubic hair
s~$ka Stew, vegetable curry

/ \ s-athka Offering

XII /E
£~les Lac© cloth ( K* les)
£~pitiknl Spectacles (K, pstikul)
E.-thanlDay Sandal sp. ( K. taribay, 'Stand By' )

XIII /P
s s /pa-yaka Rice sp* ( Me, 3aka ) 
p^la Rice (generic) ( L# pagala)

N f%p3~sid Rice (generic) ( E* Seed)

Ro indigenous items have been noted under 
jsaabars XII and XIII,

x %



Extension Suffixes
Temne operates a .system of extension suffixes,one 

os? more of which may be added to a simplex verbal^to 
form a complex radical resulting in modifications to the
meaning of the simplex radical# Two types of extension
suffixes are outlined below, simplex extension suffixes 
and complex extension suffixes comprising a combination 
of one or more simplex suffix©s«

1, 3k! Simplex Extension Suffixes
A1« Instrumental rv(X

=sgbal Write =gbala. Write for s*o* or
s / A B.t#s=dif Kill =difa Kill by means of s.t

To avoid a W  structure, /n/ occurs before the
extension suffix (SB-} if the radical ends in/.the vowels 
/O/ or /a/;

V s A~ko Gro srkona G-o instead of ...
/ S vy5=ba Take along =ban<£ Take along for s*o.

If the radical ends in /u/,then /w/ occurs between the
radical and the ES;

s /A~su Oollect rain water «=suw&- Collect water with
N > At=ru Plait hair =ruw<x Plait hair for * * *



2* Reflexive A/ (X.
/ A=sop Rub =sopa Rub on oneself

~gbay Smash. =gbo£y« Smash (by itself}
This ES, when used with an adjectival radical has 

the meaning fto become*;
«~l̂ s had 

^-thes Beautiful 
-fith Blind

seIsscl Become bad
=thes2 Become be^tiful 
=fith&. G-o blind

5# Instrumental^*,
=gbal Sweep

=di Eat

-bom Deficate

\~gbal2 Broom (that used for
sweeping)

v * i • * /k^~diyo Right hand ( that used
for eating)

** / k^-bomo Anus

4# Directional ̂(s)r
This has the meanings Ho} fat*, ’from1 , or ton1,

depending on the context; 
\=gba.l Write 

=suth Shoot
=bo Borrow
-fontho. Lie

/ A-gbalor Write to 
-suthar Shoot at
=bor Borrow from
=f« nthSr Lie on

I* See- 4 ^  Ĵ tnf JUscaSStmA. Cŝ U l s "re<ncrw.stnxejte-ct

2,5"



5* Reversive ^  i (Transitive)
Bite Open (mouth)

V A-gba-k Hang =gbaki Unhang
V / A=sunt Cork =sunti Uncork

Ab* Iterative (Patterned Repetition)
S  ̂ A*=yif Ask =yif9s Interrogate,investigate

S A-way Buy =ways Shop
=pay Jump =pays Skip

A "I7. Iterative^bh (Random Repetition)
*=yif Ask =yif5th Ask 1^5 aj; y<w~<1©y\a. .
=dif Kill -difoth Kill at random
=sop Rub -sopSth Rub all over

1* W. A. A. Wilson, An Outline Of The Temne Language,
1961, treats the iteratives and as ,by^formst
of a single suffix. It is however clear from their 
semantic differences that they should be treated 
separately.

QJo



A
8 Causative Ml !!■ II II 1 'ff

=sak Dawn,understand 
=temp Be clever,wise

-lap Be ashamed,shy 

9» Reflexive^ nil
N.-manic Hide 

sghak Hang 
=dif Kill

Re.c Iptoca'V10.
-kali Look 
-f of Talk 
=̂ mar Help

“SokSs Make s.o. understand 
-tempos Teach s.o. to be

clever,teach s.o. a 
lesson (with negative 
meaning)

=lapSs Disgrace

=mankni Hide or conceal o.s. 
-gbakni Hang o.s.
=difn£ Kill o.s. ,commit 

suicide

-koliyani Look at each other 
=f o fana Talk to each other 
-marani Help each other



I3kj Complex Extension Suffixes
The following suffixes are combinations of one or 

more of the simplex suffixes# The numbers in brackets 
refer to the numbers of the simplex suffixes as listed 
in 1»3M #

3-* ~ 3. (5) + ^Q.(l) : iya
suntiya Uncork forsunti Uncorksunt Gork

2 £>h (7) +^n- (1)
S =yifoth Ask 

repeatedly

S N  ^=yifatha Investigate 
on behalf of

-yif Ask

A3# s (6)
-po<j Complete, ~pô  s Finish off, ™po<jŝ  End something

for SftO.

A

4* ^ CX _ (1) 4- n£ (9) : jfne (cf, Simplex suffix 11)
=fof Speak *=fofa Speak for -fofane. Speak for

oneself

' A  / A
-*• r + (9) : ^ rn^

s=suth Shoot =suthsr Shoot at ~sut hsr n^Shoot
oneself



~t>)B (6) + ~K£. (9) :
\ / s=lap Be ashamed »lap$ss Shame s.o

=lap&sn£ Put oneself in disgrace

(7) + (9) : ̂ /a)thnt
~fof Talk -fofa th G-rumhle,nag

fofthn£ Talk incessantly to oneself

(6) -i-~ «nt (10} : ̂ fĉ sqni,
-lam Throw -Ismas* Throw stones

s=iem3sandstone one another

~fcQth (7) + *<Znt (10): ^^tfchni.
-dif Kill -difath Kill at random

s N y ^
s=difdth<xnl, Kill one another

(&yr (4) + ~ant (10) : ~fejran£ 
sghal Write s=ghal3r Write to

^gSalarans Write to each other



11* s (6) 'f- ~-o. (1) * r-xî  (9) : ^^)sani
s=ways Shop -ways^ Shop for

N * /+eway^ni Shop for oneself

12* '"wfâfbh (7) + (l) + ̂ n& (9) : ^̂ yfchcinfc*
' A-yifath Investigate

S . r.S A-yifatha Investigate for
N S /As=yifath«nt- Investigate for oneself 

3-3* ~(£)r (4) + q (1) + ~n£ (9) : b)ra.rt£
/ A  N A-yira Sit =yirar Sit on

=yirsra Sit on for
 ̂ s / AyirarsntSit on for oneself i.e. Be selfish,greedy

3 0



1»2|» Historical Background
1*^1 The originAis not known, even though one often 

gets from the Temne, when questioned about their origin, 
the answer that they originally came to their present 
location from an area to the north-east of present-day 
Temne land (ro-thoraj»North-east)* The Temne belief. that 
all their chiefs originate from Futa (Jailon) which lies 
north-east of them,as well as the distribution of the Mel 
languages around the Futa Jallon territory,strengthens 
the possibility of Futa Jallon being the original homeland 
of the Northern Mel (including Temne)* The southward push 
of the Susu after their defeat by the Manding in 1233 (see 
3*12) may have been the original reason for the Temne and 
other Mel moving away from this Futa Jallon ’homeland1*

l#î 2 The Temne language has been known to Europeans 
for half a millenium,the Temne having occupied the coastal 
area around Sierra leone Hiver from the arrival of the 
Portuguese in the late fifteenth century* The Portuguese 
were of course the earliest Europeans to arrive on the 
Sierra leone peninsular | see 9*1), and the evidence of

31



the Portuguese-derived loanwords in Temne reflects the
fact that oontaot between the Portuguese and the Temne 
predated that between the Temne and the English,for example*
English also had an early influence on Temne,commencing
about a century later than that of tPortuguese. The
earliest words to have come into Temne from English did
so through contact with sailors and include nautical terms
( e.g. K-bosinpqyp^osun* s pip© ,7 *4&3)# English later
became the principal source of borrowing into Temne,
particularly since the establishment of the Krio community
at Freetown from the end of the eighteenth century and
the establishment of the British Protectorate of Sierra
Leone from the end off the nineteenth century.

1*^3 Among the non-European sources of Temne 
1loanwords,Handing and Sueu have contributed the greatest 

number;these languages have not only contributed indigenous 
items but have also been the medium for the introduction 
of Arabic-derived loanwords into Temne# Mende (ch.
Five), Pula (ch. Pour), Bullom and Limb a (ch. Six) have also

1. Por the languages included under the term Handing, see 
3.U.



contributed loanwords to the Temne lexicon. The historical 
and cultural contacts between these various ethnic groups 
and Temne are discussed under the relevant chapters*

11»A The f Secret * Societies among the Temne
Since a large proportion of loanwords from other 

African languages are ultimately bound up with Temne 
’secret1 societies,it is necessary to give a brief account 
of the relevant societies and their function among the 
Temne.
l*jl Poro and Radigba/Bundu

Poro is a male secret society to which only certain 
local inhabitants are admitted;Radigba,its female counter** 
part,also admits only some female local inhabitants,the 
members of Radigba being also responsible for the initiation 
of young girls into the female circumcision society,the 
Bundu. There is close co-operation between the Poro and

1# Por article© on these societies,see the following;
V# Dorjahn, ’The Temne Ragbenle society’,Africa,XXLX, 
1959,pp#156-70; D.Dalby and A*Kamara,’Vocabulary of 
the Temne Eagbenle society’,African Language Review,3» 
1964,pp*55-41 ;G*.W.Brown, ’The Poro in modern business} 
Man,37»19571PP*8-9?K*little, ’She Poro society as an

an arbiter of culture' ,Afr. Studies "7 l̂ o-scA



and Radigba and evidence collected during field research 
for this thesis indicates that Poro and Radigba (including 
Bundu), all borrowed from the Mende,are replacing the 
indigenous Ragbenle and Ramena. Detailed discussion of the 
Poro,Radigba and Bundu societies,together with evidence for 
their non^erane origin, may be found under the relevant 
chapter (5#124).

1*52 Ragbenle and Ramena
She mate Ragbenle and female Ramena societies have lost

much ground to the rival Poro and Radigba respectively* The
1Portuguese sailor Fernandes described the Ramena society 

(wrongly thought to have been the Bundu by Rodney, see 5*411/ 
as existing on the Sierra leone coast as early as the first ;i
decade of the sixteenth century;the Bundu has, however,taken 
over the functions of the Ramena described by Fernandes* like 
the Poro and Radigba,both Ragbenle and Ramena are restricted 
male and female societies with close co-operation between 
them. There is,however,a strong feeling of rivalry between 
the Poro and Radigba on one hand, the Ragbenle and Ramena 
on the other*

1* Valentim Fernandes, Description de la cSte Occidentals 
d*Afrique»1505-10 , ed*by Th* Monodf A.T.da Mota,R.Mauny 
Bissau 1951
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1+5*5 0.1 eh and Adikali

These societies tfe^less®. significance to the
Temne than any of those already mentioned,serving more

(Vorvba)
as social Gluhs and hoth being of Okn̂  origin. There are 
no female counterparts to these male societies among the 
Temne. Ihe A&ikali is considered as the ’Junior1 society 
for younger hoys who may he admitted to the Qjeh when 
they hecom® adults.

1+54 ffunotions of the Secret Societies 
lS/̂ \ Political

The secret societies serve a major political 
function, since in most chiefdoms^a chief has to he a member 
of the secret society,Poro in the case of Poro
chiefdoms,and Baghenle in the case of Ragbenle chiefdoms*

OjciAIv, o r  i geThese societies are also used to preventAharvesting of 
crops,hoth societies having,in their respective chiefdoms,

fcoWCTS
wide of punishment. The third type of chieftaincy,

1. V.Dorjahn, fThe changing political system of the Temne1, 
Africa,XXX,19 60,pp.110-40.
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affecting the Muslim chiefdoms, exists in the Northern Bombali 
Southern Kambia and North and East Port Loko Districts,
where there is great Islamic influence* In these Muslim
chiefdoms, the Paramount chief is installed in the Mosque,
while in other chiefdoms^nstallation is conducted by the
appropriate societies,to which a chief must necessarily
belong* It is significant that it is in these Muslim
chief dome that the Ojeh society has become most strongly
established among the femne^and even though a chief does
not have to be a member of the 0;jeh, chiefs in Muslim
chiefdoms now find it useful to become members of this
society since matters of importance affecting the whole
chiefdom may be discussed in the society’s meetings.

1 «543fteligious
Even thmxgh. the Ragbenle has lost considerable 

ground to the Poro in several Temne chiefdoms,it still 
retains many religious functions in all Temne chiefdoms, 
including the Poro and Muslim chiefdoms* These functions 
include purification of those commiting incest,or 
’cleansing* the household in which someone accused of 
witchcraft had lived* Apart from the Mende~derived nawo*



(helmet mask) of the Bundu end ko~bemba,a Manding-derived 
ancestor mask associated with male circumcision,the Ragbenle 
is the only society among the Temne whose ’masquerader* uses 
a carved mask for all ceremonial functions,such masks being

>* sknown as £ * In the Ragbenl@«controlled chiefdoms,chiefs
used to wear these masks in court,the disguise helping them

1decide wxthout fear or favour* Even in Poro and Muslim
chiefdoms,the chief,soon after his installation,is accompanied
round by a Ragbenle masked figure,who acts also as official
ambassador to other chiefs* Kagbenle chiefs among the Temne
also have a carved figure kept in a secret grove or house,

Xbeing seen only by the ’elders’*

1*J»Barbot,A Description of Guinea,London,1746,noted the 
n \use of fc~roj in Judging cases in the middle of the 

eighteenth century, The writer of this thesis also witnessed 
one such use of these masks in the late forties,

2* Displaying this carving to strangers is strictly forbidden* 
In the writer’s experience,the late chief of lane chiefdom 
in the Tonkolili District nearly lost his chieftaincy,as 
well as his life,when,in 1962,he allowed David Dalby to 
see the chiefdom’s ancient carving known as 3m- b/y.
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CRAJPTER TWO

2* METHODOLOG-IQAL IKTROtDIIQTIOR

2*1 Aim of Study
The aim of -this study is to identify lexical items 

that have been borrowed into the Temne language from African 
and non-African languages with which the Temne have been 
in contact,and to examine the processes end patterns of 
such borrowings and the semantic and cultural significance
of such loanwords within the Temne lexicon* The words 
included in this study as loanwords into Temne are those 
that can be demonstrated either in form or meaning to have 
been accretions in the language* It must be emphasised from 
the outset that while this is a linguistic study,the aim 
has not been to provide a purely descriptive statement 
on loanwords in the Temne language;using linguistic

1* E*Dalby,fA Referential Approach to the Classification 
of African languages1, in Pap&gs in African Linguistics 
ed* by Chin~wu Kim and H. Stahlke, Edmonton, 1971,pp,17-51, 
includes innovations and borrowings as part of the new 
material entering language through accretion and it is 
these borrowings in the language that are here referred
to as loanwords*\
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criteria to identify loanwords is only a first step* The 
main section of each chapter is devoted to a study of 
the semantic categories to which the loanwords from a 
particular language,once identified,may he assigned, 
together with a discussion on their cultural and historical 
implications.

2.11 Problems
A study of this kind presents problems with which 

one is not confronted in the study of European languages, 
from which it is much easier to recognise loanwords than 
from neighbouring African languages: more rigid tests are 
necessary in order to establish the direction of inter** 
African loanwords. The dearth of adequate recorded material 
of any historical depth is a major reason for the 
difficulty in identifying such items. Unlike lexicographers 
of European languages,who frequently provide etymological 
data,compilers of African languages dictionaries have in 
general failed to concern themselves with the origin of 
words*



d/rffecertfcWord-lists of African languages
frequently contain identical or near identical items 
(in both structure and meaning),but for which it may he 
difficult to determine the language of origin* Such a 
word may he a cognate within a number of closely related 
languages or may otherwise he an item distributed generally 
throughout West Africa or western West Africa,irrespective 
of language group* These general items,as they will he here

£.vi>eYft # I
described,have no apparent souroeAto West Africa,unlike
several Arabic, Portuguese,and English^-derived items also
existing widely in West African languages hut which are
normally easy to identify* The methodology proposed by 

1Knappert for the identification of inter-African loans 
is useful in raising an investigator*s suspicions about

1. J.Khappert,fContribution from the Study of Loanwords to 
the Cultural History of Africa*, in Language And History 
in Africa;ed. by D* Dalby,London,1970,pp*78-88.



a particular word,but in the case of Temne and surrounding
languages it is often not conclusive in establishing the
direction of loaning# According to this method,if a word
occurs within two distinct hut adjacent African language*
groups,then it is reasonable to assume that the word has
been borrowed from the group in which it occurs more frequent*-*
ly into the group in which it occurs less (i#e* within a
smaller proportion of the languages involved)* There are many
cases,however,involving Temne,where words occur generally
within both the Mel and Mande language groups,an example

\ #being the term Hundred,occwurring widely in Mande as
well as Mel* Using a statistical method alone one would be 
unable to determine whether the word has been borrowed from 
Mande into Mel or vice-versa* One might be tempted to 
suggest that such items were inherited from a postulated 
common ancestor language like Proto Niger~Gongo^although 
classifications at this level are so remote and

1* Bee J*H*Greenberg,Languages of Africa*Bloomington, 1963, 
and of* n.Dalby,’Reflections on the classification of 
African Languages’,African Language Studiest XL,1970*PP*147 
*-171, P*D.Lh Winston, ’Greenberg’s classification of African 
Languages’,African Language Studies,Yll,1966tpp«l6l~17Q«
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their subdivisions so uncertain that they provide an 
improbable explanation f or̂  widespread distribution
of terms with identical or nearddentical form and meaning*

2*2 Identification of Loanwords
The question of the identification of loanwords,according 

1to Binar Haugen is primarily a historical question not Nfr
susceptible to synchronic analysis: "To identify the results
of a historical process like borrowing is simply not possible

study
by a purely synchronic pgto&w&s* What we find when we study a 
structure without reference t* its history is ’structural 
irregularity* "* Since the lack of historical data makes it 
impossible,however,to undertake a diachronic study of any 
depth in an African language like Temne,an adequate morpho** 
phonemic description of the language,in order to discover 
its ’structural irregularities*,serves as a good point of

1, B*Haugen,’The analysis of linguistic borrowing’,in 
English Linguistics,ed»by Hungerford at al*, Illinois, 
1970,pp# 429*455#



departure in the identification of loanwords in the 
language* It is at this point that the comparative methodo<- 
logy becomes applicable,especially for the inter~African 
loans which axe more difficult to identify than the

1European or Arabic derived loanwords* Professor Hope , 
though conceding that in practice a diachronic method 
continues to provide the most efficacious,does not,unlike 
Haugen,minimise the significance of the synchronic method, 
accepting that both have a role to play in the identification 
of borrowings*

1* I»B»Hope»Lexical Borrowing in the Romance Languages» vol# 
II,Oxford,1971,p*623*



2,21 Morphophonemics Description
The morphophonemic description of the language

helps to provide a clue as to which of the structural
elements are characteristic of loanwords and which are not,
Bloomfield claims that such a description will recognize

1a layer of 'foreign forms' which deviate from the 
normal phonological patterns of the language in question,

IProfessor Eugenie Henderson*" has systematically applied
this synchronic methodologyLin identifying these 'foreign'
phonological characteristics in some South East Asian lang-

auages,distinguishing between a 'primary* and/* secondary'
2phonological system* This method was found,to a large 

extent,useful in the case of Temne for which secondary 
features,characteristic of loanwords in Temne only,have 
been set up.

1. 1*Bloomfield,Language, London,1925,p#449
2. E.J.A.Henderson, 'The Phonology of Loanwords in some 

South East Asian Languages',Transactions of the Philo- 
logical Society,1951»PP»151-58» The term 'features' is 
used here instead of 'system' to avoid the suggestion of 
two separate phonological systems co-existing in Temne.



2+211 Secondary Features
In •sjskxNfc*& isolating these secondary features,it has

heen necessary at times to work backwards,since it would
he difficult to start an analysis of this kind without
admitting some prior knowledge about- loanwords in Temne*
Some universally recognised loanwords from English and Arabic
were therefore used as a starting point for the study of
the phonology of loanwords in Temne,and the results of the
analysis of these words made it possible to identify a wider
range of loamwords.

The following secondary features have been isolated
as characteristic of loanwords in Temne:

1) The glottal phonemes /h/ and /**/• The former occurs
initially in loanwords of Arabic origin borrowed

1via Manding and Susu ,and one English-derived word
 ̂ / V / 2 /hawa»Hour* /*/ is very rare although it occurs
in some idiolects as an allophone of /w/ or /y/ in 
a loanword with a vowel initial in the source 
language (see 2*51)*

1* See,for example, <*■-hake, a-haramu, q-harsikt (5+42)*



2) The occurence of /b/,/d/,and /w/ in medial 
positions,as in u~nabi (3*432,), ur-fade* (3*4£-2.), 
and a -y:>p3w& (5.47 )

3) /b/,and /d/ in final position,as in gbab (7.4/4), 
=kad (7.4^0

4) Consonant clusters (see 1.34 )

5) Nominal stems under the Singular/plural class 
pairs Xll and Xlll (see 1.3S2.)

6) Simplex stems of more than two syllables,as in 
u-bilakoro (3*4# ), A~bosinpayp (7*4 ) and
a~yagTsawva ( 5.4(q )

N \ ^7) Final /n/ outside the structure CVn, as in <x-ken 
(7*4 f ^  b.-masin (7*4£3) an$ 3. ̂ dibi.yon ( 7.443 )

-cv CO.
8) The structure a^WBUEnglish-derived monosyllabic 

verbal stems ^(except =fray ending in a semi-vowel) 
all have this structure when borrowed into Temne.



2.22 The student of loanwords must also rely to some 
extent on circumstances external to language which, can
furnish him with the proof he needs. Such circumstances
may be social,cultural,or historical# One may,for
historical reasons,suspect Islamic or Christian terms

?OT*in Temne to be of foreign origin,or,social reasons, 
to suspect words connected with the 1 secret’ societies 
to be loans# Listing words ifl semantic clusters is thus 
another useful method of isolating suspect loanwords# In 
Temne,words borrowed from each language often fall into 
particular semantic categories,e#g# terms relating to 
secret societies from Mende, Islamic terms of ultimate 
Arabic origin from Manding,Susu and Fula,and words 
for trade goods,administration and politics from English#

2#23 When a word has been identified as a loanword,tracing 
its source presents less difficulty if of European or 
Arabic origin,since adequate dictionaries are available 
for the languages involved# For words of African origin^ 
however,one needs to devise a method which does not rely



entirely on recorded material or diachronic data* The
%comparative methodology as proposed by Ehappert^ becomes 

relevant only at this stage* The morphophonemic description 
containing a statement on secondary features helps in 
identifying the loanwords,while the comparative methodology, 
together with sound correspondences,provides evidence as to 
the derivation of the loanwords*

2*3 Establishment and Assimilation of Loanwords

2*31 Assimilation
A loanword may be either totally or partially 

assimilated or not* A partially or non-assimilated loanword 
is readily identifiable since it retains phonological 
features which are secondary in Temne,while a totally 
assimilated word may loose its 1 foreign’ shape rendering 
it less easily recognisable as a loan. The phonological 
assimilation of loanwords follows the pattern of the various 
sound correspondences listed under each major source 
language in the relevant chapters. For Portuguese and 
English^derived words borrowed via Krio into Temne, the tonal
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pattern of the word in Temne is influenced hy the position 
of the stressed syllable in the source language (see 7#225 
and 9*23).

By far the greatest number of words borrowed into Tenyp̂  
are nominals,each of them being assimilated into the Temn€. 
prefix system* In their singular/plural forms,only veryjri€»M.̂ oÂ  
falling under classes XXI and XII,do not fall under the 
primary class system (see 1*352),

Borrowed verbal stems,on the other hand,rarely become 
assimilated into the Temne extension suffix system (see 1*36), 
only a few talcing the instrumental suffix alone*
-suth,Shoot,the only exception,takes five extension suffixes 
(see 7.424)*

For loanwofds having a Y initial in the source language,
/w/ occurs before a back vowel and /y/ before a front 
vowel to avoid a Y initial when borrowed into Temne* The

p .phoneme /x/,a secondary feature ,̂Ln a few Krio-derived 
loanwords before a Y initial in the source form,

2*311 Semantic Farrowing/ Extension/ Shift
Words borrowed into Temne may have their meaning^ 

narrowed or extended,or undergo a shift in meaning. Several 
Manding/Susu^derived words have undergone a shift in meaning



because of the adaptation of certain Islamic concepts in 
the source languages to Temne traditional concepts* An 
example of such a meaning shift is demonstrated by the 
word Grod, which in the source language,Manding,
means Prophet (see 3*452)« The Manding,who were the 
earliest to introduce Islam to the Temne,did not primarily 
play the role of religious reformers* Bather,they used the 
Koran and their knowledge of reading and writing Arabic 
to spread their influence. In doing this,they did not try 
to dissuade the Temne from their strong beliefs in magic, 
divination and ancestor reverence,but encouraged them,only 
using Mending terms f&fr in place of indigenous Temne terms. 
This is the principal reason for the shifts in meaning of 
many Manding^derived terms. The secret society terms also 
have their meanings narrowed when borrowed into Temneja, 
term with a.general application in the source language may 
b» borrowed into Temne to refer only to a specific function 
in the relevant secret society* Mender-derived words for 
the Bundu and Poro societies generally have their meaning 
narrowed (see 5*4). There are not as frequent examples of 
extension as there are of narrowing in words borrowed into 
Temne,but some English-derived words relating to adminis
tration have had their meanings extended in Temne,an exemplie

S'o



being CX ~nayn , (i. E, Nine) which, apart from its meaning of 
'nine*, also refers to an alarm drum sounded at night at 
the time of a curfew# More detailed examples are discussed 
under the relevant chapters*

2»^2 Establishment of Loanwords
Professor Whiteley has made a useful distinction 

between what he terms 'established* and * probationary* loans, 
defining established loans as those which have been in 
general use for a number of years, while defining

1, W#II.Whiteley, ’loanwords in Linguistic Description:A case 
study from Tanzania,East Africa*, in Approaches in 
Linguistic Methodology,ed# by Bauch and Scott, London,1967, 
pp*125^145* Professor Whiteley admits that the term 
'general* is not easy to delimit,but * if a word is used 
regularly in the press,on the radio,#,*••and is accepted 
by a cross section of the local speakers,it may be 
regarded as having attained general acceptance*#



probationary loans as those that,for one reason or another,
rare not yet in general use* The occuajtence of loanwords in 

proverbs and other fixed formula is a useful measure in 
determining their status as established* Probationary loans 
are more commonly heard in the speech of bi~linguals, 
especially in technical,scientific and political contexts*

A probationary loanword may fall out of use before 
it becomes established,the existence of another word of 
similar meaning militating against the establishment of such 
a probationary loan* If the loanword becomes established, 
on the other hand,in spite of the prior existence of a 
synonym or near-synonym in the language,it may result in;

1) The eventual supplanting of the older word,
rendering it obsolete* This older word may be an 
indigenous item or an older established loan e*g*
P* mesa > obs* a-ms. sa  ̂____ ^ q -thebul Table *

2) The co-existence of both the old and new words, 
often resulting in narrowing of meaning of the 
older word in Temne ana/or the newly borrowed word 
relative to its meaning in the source language (ef 
older established k-Qr/ntha (< P* corrente) and 
the relatively newer ko—ten(< E*Ghain^under 9.4S- 
and 7*4ll3respect ively) *



English is today the most active donor source
language for the introduction of loanwords into the $emne 
language so that virtually all probationary loanwords axe 
English-derived, e. g,

\  ̂ f sE* Permanent Secretary u-paman§ntssktri, ^
Senior Oivil serVa

V N AE* Debate Cwdibet Parliamentary
debate

2*4 gummary of Sources and Categories of Loanwords
The most abundant source of loanwords into lemne 

is English (via Krio or direct),words relating to administra
tion, trade and technology having largely come from that 
source* Portuguese has also contributed many words relating 
to trade as well as a few plant and food names,Apart from 
Manding and Susu,which contributed several spiritual terms 
and also words for divination and magic,it appears that 
the major factor influencing borrowing between Temnc atn&'frcm 
other African language sources has been cultural*a great !
majority of words borrowed from Mende relating to the Poro 
and Bundu secret societies, Oku (Yoruba) words atom all̂  secret ̂  
society terminology for the Ojeh and Adikali societies,end

S3



Limb a and Bullom words also being largely secret society
terms* The diagrams below illustrate the categories into 
which words borrowed from the various sources ivc&e may be 
classed* These diagrams are not accurate statistical w  
represent&tionsjthey serve merely as visual aids in 
summarising the relative sources and categories of 
loanwords in Temne*

2*5 Layout of Thesis
The loanwords are discussed according to their 

respective source languages;the word lists are proceeded 
by a discussion on the historical and cultural relationship 
between the relevant source language and Temne* For the 
major source languages,there is a discussion of the source 
language’s phonology and a list of sound correspondences 
between Temne and the source language* The words are arranged 
in semantic categories;this has the advantage of demonstran
ting immediately,the various areas of the Temne lexicon 
that have been most affected by borrowing from each 
particular source* Short explanatory discussions are 
included,where necessary,on how certain loanwords are 
assimilated into the vocabulary relating to the general 
Temne life-pattern,including any significant cultural or 
historical evidence that may be deduced from such loanwords*
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2.6 Sources of Data
The materiel for this study has been collected mainly 

from the following sources:
1) Dictionaries and Yford lists

Abraham R.C., Dictionary of Modern Yoruba, London, 19 58 
Dalby D*, A Dictionary of Temne, (MSS)
Delafosse M, La Longue Mandingue,Parist1955 
Hancock I.F* A Dictionary of Krio,(MSS)
Innes G-* , A Mende~English Dictionary Cambridge, 19 69 
Jones E*D., A Krio~EngIish Dictionary (MSS)
Eoelle Polyglotta Africana,London, 1834
Lacan. Pare Ph., Prancais^Soussou at Soussou^Francais,

Bordeaux,1942 
Sohlenker G.F.,A Dictionary of Temne,London.1861 
Sumner A»1.,A Handbook of the Temne Language,

Freetown,1922 
Taylor FtW., Fulani~English Diet ionary, Oxford .IQ 52 
Vail and ro G*., Dicionario Ingle s~Fortugues, Sao Paulo

1965
Wehr II., A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, ed, by

Milton Oowan, Wiesbaden,1966



2) Radio broadcasts in Temne on the Sierra Leone 
Broadcasting Service

5) Speech and songs recorded during field research in 
Sierra Leone (1967-69)

4) Personal observations through own knowledge of Temne 
(as native speaker)

5) Informants:
Miss Aliyero Bah 
Abu Bakar Jalloh ■ 
Alfred Seeay 
Miss Mariama Turay 
Anmdu Traore 
B* Bidibe 
Dan Koroma 
Alhaji Suma 
James Mahoi 
Willie Kowa

-Pula
_ f T

—Limb a. 
-Maninka 
-Bambara 
•Mandinka 
•Ruranko 
-Susu 
-Bullom 
-Mende



CHAPTER THREE

3m M M D i m  ATO SITSU LOAOTORDS 
5.1 Introduction
3,HI These two related languages are disoussed together 
here because many Temne loanwords,especially those of fe 
ultimate Arabic origin,have similar forms in both 
languages,and since the Mending and Susu have played 
a similar role in Sierra Leone both as marabouts and itinerant 
traders. It is frequently difficult to differentiate 
between words which have been borrowed into Temne from 
Handing and those which have been borrowed from Susu, and 
it is therefore necessary to discuss these two source- 
languages together.

5.11 Manding and Susu are both members of the Mande
language-group,a. so-called ’branch1 of the Niger-Oongo

1family of languages postulated by Greenberg. The Mande
planguages' are sub-divided into four sub-groups, northern 

(comprising Handing, Susu,and Soninke),South-western 
(comprising Mende,Loko,Bandi, Loma, and Kpelle), Southern 
(including Mano) and Eastern (including Busa). The term

1. J.H.Greenberg, Languages of Africa , The Hague,1963,
2. W.E.Welmers, fHiger-Congo, Mande* in Current Trends in 

Linguistics, vol. Vll, Indiana TJniversity,1971(in press).
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Mending is used to refer to a closely related complex
of dialects spoken over a large area of West Africa
including Mali, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Senegal, Gambia,
Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, Liberia and Sierra Lnone* These
dialects include Maninka and Kuranko (as in Guinea and
Sierra Leone), Mandinka (as in Senegambia), Bambara
and Khasonke (as in Mali), Dyula (as in Ivory Coast), and
Kono and Yai (as in Sierra Leone)* The Manding dialects
spoken in Sierra Leone have between them a total number

%of 241,415 native speakers (1965 census)*

5*12 Among the donors of Mending terms in the Temne 
context, it is the Maninka that have been most influential 
and, unless specifically stated otherwise, Manding will 
be reflected by Maninka throughout this study* Contacts 
between the Temne and Manding and Susu may have been 
established for several centuries before the *Mane! 
invasion of Sierra Leone in the sixteenth century. When

pthe 'Mandinga* defeated the Susu in c*1255» they (the Susu)

1* For geographical distribution see D.Dalby,’Language 
Distribution in Sierra Leone:1961-1962*, Sierra Leone 
Language Review. 1,1962,pp.62-67*

2* D.T.Niane, *Recherches sur 1 * Empire du Mali au Moyen Age*, 
Becherches Africainos ,Uo.l (Jan-March i960),pp#17~56.
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fled west into what is now western Guinea, and the 
lMundingaf, having followed them, were already well established 
on the Upper Guinea Goast when the Portuguese arrived 
in the middle of the fifteenth centuryi The Susu,pushed 
further south by the Pula of 1725, sett let among
the limba and then among the Baga—Temne and Northern 
Bullom, whom they ruled for a considerable period until 

A finally destroyed the power of the Susu over them at 
Port Loko in 1865? Another possible period of direct 
contact between the Manding and Susu and the Temne is 
the 'Mane Invasion* fwhen a group of people called the *Mane* 
were believed to have invaded the country of the coastal 
rSape'. Although the identity of both groups has not been 
settled, it is generally agreed that the Mane included 
Manding people and the Sape included the coastal Temne and 
Bullom?

1. W.Rodney, A History of the Upper Guinea Goast 1545~1800. 
Oxford, 1970.

2#E.Ijagbemi, A History of the Temne in the nineteenth 
century, Ph.D. Thesis, Edinburgh, 1968.

3# P.Hair, 'Ethnolinguistic continuity on the Upper Guinea 
Goast1,Journal of African History, 7111,2, (1967),pp*247- 
268, suggests the possibility of the Yai being the *Mane»,
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3*13 The influence of the Manding in western West 
Africa is reflected in the fact that lVIanding-derived 
items are very widespread in West African languages from 
Ghana and Upper “Volta in the east to Senegal in the west* 
YFinterbottom} in 1803, observed that he never visited a 
town in Sierra Leone and its neighbourhood which did not 
have its ownlMandingo bookman1* At about the same time

pGorry had also noted the influence of the 'Mandingo1 in 
the same area, describing them as itinerant fetish-makers 
and priests* The Manding influence on the Temne, although 
perhaps not yet as strong as at the end of the eighteenth 
century, was already evident fifty years earlier* B&rbotp 
writing about the Temne in 1746, uses the Manding-derived 
term 'solatesquis* in referring to the counsellors of a 
chief (see 3*4 Travel accounts have often confused

1* T*Winterbo11om, An Account of the Native Africans in 
the neighbourhood of Sierra Leone* London,1803#

2* J*Oorry, Observations upon the Windward Goast of Africa, 
London,1807, p*44.

3* J.Barbot, A description of Guinea,London, 1746, p*103*



the ethnic identity of marabouts in Sierra Leone (as also 
in Liberia) by referring to them generally as * Mandingo* 
regardless of their origin* But even though this term 
may have included other ethnic groups^ the linguistic 
evidence suggests that the most influential marabouts 
among the Temne were Manding and Susu. Although the term 
'morimen* has been used in English to refer to marabouts 
in general^ the equivalent term u^more (apart from
its original but less common meaning of Muslim, see 3*44-2. ) 
is used by the Temne to refer to a Manding
(Maninka) or Susu marabout. This term is thus in contrast 
to the equally Manding~derived u-karmokp. used in Temne 
(in addition to its general sense of Teacher) to refer 
expressly to a Pula marabout. The use of these terms 
reflects not only that Manding were the earliest and 
most influential marabouts known to the Temne,but also 
that the more recently arrived Pula were,and still are, 
recognised by the Temne as teachers of the Koran and 
Islamic doctrine rather than Islamic fetish~makers and 
soothsayers as are the Manding and Susu marabouts.

1 . I3agbemi,op.cit. p.221.



5*14 Welcomed for their powers of divination and 
charm-making by the use of extracts from the Koran,the 
marabouts gained positions of influence and power among

\ / Athe Temne,who sometimes invited an u-mare to an empty
throne, or,as was frequent,to make charms for a chief*
Such a marabout,often rewarded by being made a sub-chief

2over a section of the chiefdom, might even marry a 
daixghter of one of ®»et $£ the ruling houses,the children 
of such a marriage being entitled to be candidates for 
the main chieftaincy* The willingness to accept chieftaincy
\also meant a willingness to accept traditional customs,
the result being a large scale adaptation of Islamic 
concepts to traditional Temne customs; offerings to dead 
ancestors were not discouraged,the Manding and Susu 
marabouts merely replacing the indigenous terms for such

1* I;jagbemi,op*cit* p.221 
2* I3agbemi,op.cit* p* 189
5* Many Temne,including some chiefs,still claim Manding 

ancestory,even where^(as is often the case) the lines 
of descent are very obscure* The Fula also benefited 
in this way from their knowledge of the Koran,although 
to a much lesser extent than the Manding; a Fula 
became chief of Yoni,for example,the stronghold of the 
Temne Poro society, 63



offerings by items derived (via Manding and/or Susu) from 
Arabic ( see 5,4 ' 2l )* The custom of divination,traditional 
among the Temne,was also continued,but with the new methods 
introduced by the marabout,©nd therefore associated with 
Islam,being now considered more reliable and more 
prestigious (see ' ■2- )•

3*15 Hot every Manding or Susu settling among 
the Temne was a marabout,numbers of them being leather 
workers (u-karanke) and also professional musicians
/ S X X y 1(u-yeliba)* A few Temne are themselves practising 
marabouts (u-msrfe)today*having studied the Koran,but the 
professions of u-karanke and u-yeliba are still restricted 
to Manding and Susu*

1# The term 1griot1 often used for these professional 
Manding musicians and historical narrators is t*c*t cxvrotâ dL 

in this thesis* '̂eliba* (derived from Manding
s x sjeliba and known throughout western West Africa) seems 
to the writer a more appropriate term,and will therefore 
be used throughout this thesis*



%16 The majority of words borrowed from Manding
and/or Susu into Temne (a large proportion of them being
of ultimate Arabic origin) relate to spiritual,pious and
impious behaviour* The terms for material goods and
implements connected with trade are significantly very
few for people said to have been primarily eonoerned with 

1trade* It appears that Manding interest in trade may 
have taken second place in Sierra leone to the exploitation 
of the Koran for and political purposes* Their
attitudes being pragmatic,the marabouts did not seek to 
impose a totally alien mode of thought and way of life 
on the Temne,but rather exploited and adapted their 
traditional beliefs,integrating Islam with the communities1

psocio-political system* Trimingham1s remark that the

1* G^Fyfe, A History of Sierra Leone,Oxford 1962,p,6*
2. J. S.Trimingham, Islam in West Africa  ̂Oxford,1963,p*35#
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chief elements of Islamic culture which became assimilated 
in West Africa are those that have 1 animistic1 elements 
seems relevant to the situation in Temne,where many 
words of Islamic significance have been borrowed from Manding 
and Susu but with their meaning adapted to some element 
of traditional culture (ef« unmsre and u**mtn, and q**wallca 
and a~wanka , %4 I )• This attitude of the Manding
and Susu marabouts may account for the ready way in which 
Islam has been accepted by the Temne,as opposed to 
Christianity1, involving the introduction of new and totally 
alien concepts* The situation is thus similar to that in 
the Middle Yolta Basin, Levtzion having summed it up 
in the following passage;"There is no sign in Dagomba of 
active resistance to Islam,the attitude being pragmatic* 
Chiefs have Muslims around them to pray for their welfare

1* Christian Missionaries,in translating Biblical texts 
into Temne,have endeavoured to bridge this gap by 
using Arabie~*derived terms in several instances,e*g. 
the words for Angel,Heaven,Hell,Spirit and Prophet*
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and their success# Tinder the influence of these Muslims, 
chiefs occasionally pray,but only rarely become genuine# 
They go along with Islam as long as it does not interfere 
with their obligations towards the majority of the 
non~*Muslim subjects* Hence the character of the half 
Islamised chief ♦'k

H#Levtsion, Muslims and Chiefs in West Africa,Oxford 
19 68, pp # 19 0*191 *
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3«2 Phonology of Manding and Susu
3*21 Consonants

Plosives
Nasals
Affricates
Fricatives
Laterals
Boll
Semi-vowels

J•«r
5<-Jt
<50

p b 
m

J
ZUJPiIo
2<

w

q£cJ
S
<

t

s

J
£
-j<a.

o 3

cr
-4Ui>

k g 

0

(?-)

<-JMl>to
s*<u
gb

J
v*i-oJcr

ll

( ) in Susu only
+ in Manding only 

The above symbols have their I*P,A. value except c & n

™ d 3 jfK}.
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3 * 2.11 Vowels
i i

0

a

3*212 Tone
Manding (Maninka) has two contrasting lexical tones, 

high and low,which are^in this thesis with acute and

grave accents respectively,(together with an inverted 
circumflex for rising tone,i.e* combination of low plus
high,in the definite form of certain monosyllabic nominals)

1* For a full discussion of tone in Manding,see
W.E.Welmers, * Tonemes and Tone Writing in Maninka’, 
Studies in Linguistics«vol*7tl971>
C,S*Bird, Aspects of Bambara Syntax, Eh »!)» Dissertation, 
TJ*G,L*A*, 1966;
R*A*Spears, ’Tonal dissimilation in Maninka*,Journal of



Examples of tonal contrasts include:
s /  /  /kaba Maize kaba Stone
san Year san Rain

1Susu has four syllabic tones marked in this thesis 
as in Temne,i*e* acute accent for high,grave for low, 
circumflex for falling,and inverted Gircumflex for 
rising* Examples #f tonal contrasts in Susu include;

N / / \koti Amulet koti Goat
' /s

di Child di How
' /»d t Mouth dt. leper

1 * M #Houis, Etude Descriptive de la langue Susu, I. F . A.H., 
Dakar,1963,pp* 25~36*



3*22 Phonological Correspondences between Manding/Susu 
and Temne (in loanwords borrowed from Manding and Susu)

The items oited as illustrations of correspondences 
include loanwords of Arabic origin which,since they have 
been borrowed through Ma.nding/Susu,are treated here 
together with indigenous Manding/Susu terms. Examples 
represent Manding forms or identical Manding and Susu 
forms,except where indicated bjr initial S (=Susu only)*
Only one example is cited for identical correspondences 
and three for differential correspondences (except where 
only two have been noted).The Manding/Susu items are quoted 
first*
3*221 Consonants (non-differential)

b :b
bemba Ancestor,grandfather u-bemba Ancestor

k:k
v fktafc Hundred W i n s  (as for M/S>i

gb s gb

\ /gbundu Secret a-gbun^u (as for M/S)

fontobalin Irresponsible u-fonthoba (as for M/S)

ii



m:m
/ /■mori Marabout ^  j JMu~more Marabout

s:s
/ /stb«* Amulet o.~s&b£ Amulet

n:n
ns»n» Oow1 milk, sour milk Sour milk

\ ✓ +lemure Orange
1:1

0.-1 emre Orange

s S fgarange Leather 
worker

/ /wulu Thousand

r:r
u-karanke Leather worker

w:w
'o.-wul Thousand

3m222 Consonants (differential)
b:p

hotuba Sermon

✓ /tubi Repent

\ / N0 ~wuthpa Lance festival marking 
end of Ramadan

✓ s=thupi Repent

12.



t :th
* / stabule Drum for calling 

to prayers or
meetings

N t +bayiti Funeral vigil 
batu Worship

(Initial only) d:r
/ sduba Ink 

dunun Drum type 
danka Ourse

(Medial) d:th 
faiada Meal for a 

stranger 
sadaka Offering,eharity

g:k
garange^ Leather worker
/ / /kasange Shroud
^ /gasi Social offence

V / S /(X~th<xbuie Gk±$ff& drum, also for 
calling to prayers or 
meetings 

a«bayithi (as for M / s)
»b ortho' (as for M/S)

■>T-viwaC
(as for l/S)

^runu (as for M/S) 
cx-ranka (as for M/S)

V~fantha (as for M/S) 

s-athka (as for M/S)

u-ksfranke* (as for M/S) 
k-asanke (as for M/S) 
k~asi (as for M/8 )
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X(Susu only) :k 
SXabui Blacksmith 
Sd3n*£ Little,last
S sony.3 Shout

u~kabi (as for Susu) 
~donk£ (as for Susu) 
-sonko (as for Susu)

Manding jf Susu y;y
M iel±9 S yeli Jeliba u~yeli (as for M/3)
M jarabi* S yara'bi Fall ==yctrc£bi (as for M/S)

into public disgrace
M jaba, S yaba Onion ka^yaba (as for M/3)

"3.223 Vowels (non~differential)
i:i

kisi Be saved =kisi (as for M/3)

e:e
bemba Grandfather, ancestor u-bemba Ancestor

£.!€-
ktm£ Hundred k~£m£ (as for M/S)

a:a
karande" Pupil "u—karande (as for l/S)



mori Marabout
o:o

u-more (as for M/S)

0:0
^  s  /• /bilakoro Uncircumcised u-biiakoro (as for M/3)

u:u
dunun Drum type a«runu (as for 3̂ /B)

3*224 Towels (differential)
a;ct

\ \  ^ /tasabiya Muslim rosary 
gasx Social offence

o^tbasbbiya (as for M/S) 
k-bsi (as for M/S)

u:o
s  / /sukuli Early morning meal 

during Ramadan
bc-sbkoli (as for M/3)

batu Worship =botho (as for M/3)
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3*23 Morphological Assimilation
b&fTowtX̂   ̂ ✓ rOne^nominal stem y~iki.Respect. though not occu^lng 

as a simplex verbal stem in Temne,does occur as a complex 
verbal stem with the ^s causative and the ~nc reflexive 
suffixes

y*a.ki ssyikis Treat with respect
-yikism. Have self respect 

Although at least thirty verbal stems have been 
borrowed from Manding and Susu into Temne,only seven of 
these have been noted as taking extension suffixes. - ^ S w ' 
Oarry on the back, -ranka Curse, =yabi Insult,and ~suna
Initiate into the Bundu, all take the nc allomorph of the

/
Instrumental suffix ~ a (see 1*36 )# the first three also twk 
talcing the Ref 1 exiv<^<oi& ( see 1*36 )•

«bamba Carry on the back 
"bambang. Carry on the back for 
=baraban£ Carry one another on the back,mutual help

=rankâ  Curse
*=rankan^ Ourse on behalf of 
srankan^ Curse one another

/ ✓=yabi Insult 
=£ yabin% Insult (s ♦ o.) on behalf of 
=yabin£. Talk loudly to oneself
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Two verbal stems take thê (,̂ )s causative suffix.
/ f*=fisa G-et better

=fisas Make better

=kisi Be saved
"• A*=kisis Oause to be saved

3»3 Semantic Change in Manding/Susu loanwords in Temne 
3*51 Extension of meaning in words borrowed from 
Manding and Susu into Temne is frequent,especially with 
words of ultimate Arabic origin whose meanings are 
assimilated to traditional Temne beliefs and custom,e,g, 
ft̂ wuthpa (3*4-13) has; apart from its Manding/Susu 
meaning, the additional and more familiar sense of all-night 
dancing and singing in the streets at the end of Ramadan,
(X-boyithi (3*414) in addition to its meaning in the 
source language,is likewise used to refer to singing 
and dancing during^a funeral vigil. Other examples of 
extended meanings include sethani (3*432), u-yeliba (3,47), 
and ~y&bi (3*48),



5*52 The only items noted in which there has been 
narrowing of meaning in the process of borrowing from Manding 
and Susu into Temne are three relationship terms: 

thara Elder female ( see 3#452} 
k*>d* Elder male ( M 11 )
/ * / Vbemba Ancestor ( 11 11 7
Words of ultimate Arabic origin have not been noted 

as having become narrowed in meaning when borrowed into 
Temne via Manding and Susu; it is more common for such 
terms to be extended,although some of them may undergo 
a meaning shift:

u~nabi G-od ( see 3*432) 
vA-marki G-od (11 !t )
Other Manding/Susu words,not of Arabic origin that ^ 

have had shifts in application are:
—;jatigi u-yathki (see 3*421) 
fcondi cwkondi ( "3.47)

3*35 Manding and Susu loanwords in Temne,like those from 
Mende,are unaffected by the influx of Englishaderived 
words into Temne,the reason being the specialised nature 
of the words that 9am) borrowed,neither English nor Krio

1?



having cultural equivalents to replace them# There is one
wiH\ .area,however,where English words co-occû /, and are irpact 

replacing, Manding/Susu~derived equivalents i.e. terms 
relating to time and days of the week (see 3*461)#
3*34 Mending and ^usu are closed sources for borrowing 
into Temne,the use of words borrowed from these languages, 
especially those of ultimate Arabic origin,being- 
largely restricted to Islamic contexts# Islam is regarded 
with a great deal of prestige among the Temne,and Manding 
and Susu loanwords,being associated with Islam,are 
regarded with corresponding prestige. Where there is a choice 
between an indigenous item and a Manding or Susu~derived 
item (whether of ultimate Arabic origin or not),the latter

us cr
is of̂ fen preferred as being more reverent ( see
terms of instilt, 3.48, and behavioural terms,3.42).
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3.4 Semantic Categories
The majority of words borrowed from Manding 

and Susu are of ultimate Arabic origin,having to do 
mostly with religious and pious behaviour and Islamic 
rites and customs,such as prayer and worship,alms and 
sacrifice. There are also words relating to divination, 
magic and charm making, the uses to which the Manding 
and Susu marabouts most profitably put the Koran. Titles 
of chieftaincy have likewise been borroty&ik from Manding 
and Susu into Temne,since these Manding and Susu marabouts, 
because of their powers of divination and magic,as well 
their knowledge of the Koran; not only became * Kingmakers* 
among the Temne,but were themselves sometimes rewarded 
for their services by being made chiefs,hence the Manding 
or Susu ancestry claimed by several chiefs among the ethnic 
groups of northern Sierra leone.

Indigenous Manding an$ Susu words,though not
pious in the source language,have often been given &

Comrvo-V <xA-tor\&religious when borrowed into Temne^with the
result that Manding and Susu words of insults in the source 
languages are borrowed into Temne with the added 
implication of ’divine curse*. Words denoting artisans,



foodstuff s, implements used mainly for measurement,and
numbers have also been borrowed into Temne from indigenous
Manding and Susu vocabulary (i.e. with no ultimate Arabic
source). Such indigenous Manding or Susu items are fewer
than those with an ultimate Arabic source. The cultural

£and historical significance of the various semantic 
categories are discussed under the relevant sections below.

3.4 Semantic Categories 
3.41 Customs and Rites
3.411 Prayer and Worship 

MMDING/SUSTT
/sali (A. $alah) Pray -sail Pray 

assail Prayer marking the 
end of Ramadan, Id 
ul fitri

TEMitfE

suba (A. subha Early
morning) Prayer at 
dawn

O^suba (as for M/S)

salifaha (A. salah +
M fana Meal) Mid- 
afternoon prayer

U~s<xlif ana (as for M/S)

lansara (A.casr Afternoon) Vlansara (as for M/s)
Late afternoon 
prayer



MAM) IFG*/ SUSU 
fitiri^ (A. fiijr Pusk) 

Prayer at dusk
N / /sakafu Fight prayer

TEME
v \ / NCU*fithiri (as for l/S)

a-sakofu (as for l/S)

arjuma/S aryuma (A. jumca va-yuma Friday, Friday congre-
Friday) Friday gational prayer at the 

Mosque

safa (A. saff ) Row,as of a-saf ct (as for W/S)
worshippers

wadani (A. adan) Gall to 
prayer

=wadanjL (as for l\(l/S)

a~thabule (as for M/S),see also 
3.4ft

tabule (A. atbal Drum)
Drum used call 
to prayer

^soll refers specifically to Muslim prayer,this 
being one of the two most important yardsticks in 
deciding if someone is a fgoodf Muslim,the other being 
fasting during Ramadan. Prayer,including the five daily 
prayers,is always a recital of Koranic texts in Arabic,



praying in any other language being considered non-Islamie 
and referred to by the indigenous term =ramnet(including 
Christian prayer)• The two methods of calling to prayer, 
s=wadGni and a~thqbule are necessary only on Friday

V / /prayers, a.~yuma}and on the annual Id prayers,the public
prayers to which every Muslim is expected to go* sq-thodmle
is first sounded two to three hours before the start of

rprayers,and finally about a quaver of an hour before* It
is particularly useful in large towns,where clocks are

T SViXvVnot widely used* Just before the of prayers,a member
of the congregation goes outside the Mosque chanting in 
a loud voice a fixed Arabic text, ==wadani, prayer then

commencing immediately after*

1* The drum is sounded three times before prayers begin, 
and Muslim Temne regard the first drumming as a 
warning to start bathing and preparing themselves, 
the second as an indication that they should be leaving 
for the Mosque,and the final one as a warning that 
prayers are about to begin; the =w&dani immediately 
before the start is regarded merely as a warning to those 
already within hearing range to hurry*

S3



3+4111 Thanksgiving
MMDIMG'/S'DBU TEMNE

 ̂ /- , sfi,<r v / /dikra (A* ) «dikra G-ive thanks to G-od
Thanksgiving

/gdikra ,praying noisily as a thanksgiving, involves 
several people# The prayer may he conducted by the Imam 
after Friday prayers if the event for which there is a 
thanksgiving involves the whole community,or by u~more 
in an individuals household if it is private# Muslims 
are not obliged to be present at such thanksgiving 
prayers,though absenting oneself from a public thanksgiving 
might be criticised by the rest of the community as 
r^~fisrwali (see % 4  2.|l )♦

%4112 Places of Worship
MATO ING/STfiSU TEMNE

misidi(A* misjid) Mosque a-misidi (as for M/3)

* + * * — ^S s alike ntn (A#salah Pray a*»sa3£*.( a's for Susu)
-t* S k^nen Open space)

s
Large open field used 
for the annual Id prayer 
and for the installation 
of chiefs



ft̂ s&lk̂ ndfc is usually located on the outskirts of a 
town and close to the cemetery;the reason for this may 
he because of ancestor reverence among the Temne,who give 
greater significance to the holding of prayers close to 
the place where their ancestors are buried#

3>4113 Praying Accessaries
JMATOING/SUSIT

s \ / /tasabxya Muslim rosary 
(A, tasbihat) 

tasalen (A# ^as Wash basin
+ diminutive suff*

len) Small metal
basin carried by
Muslims for washing
themselves before
prayer

/ + t Su5uS salidt Prayer mat (A. sal all ex-s alb*, (as for
+suff#de )

These accessaries were and still are partiou*-
larly useful to travelling Muslims wko often have to pray 
<in deserted roadsides during the course of their journey#
A stranger coming into a village holding a^thqsqle or 
a ~solb£ is immediately welcome as a fellow tAuslim* Instead

TEMNE

a~thasobiya (as for M/s) 

a-*thiscile/ (as for M/S)



of a mat,a sheep’s skin may sometimes be used as g-sqlbt »
Ordinary mats used for sleeping, q^gbatha ,or for other
domestic purposes like drying rice, a ~b iky may not be used 

\ / ✓as <fc-s<*lbfc« these being special mats imported from Egypt, 
often with drawings of Mosques outlined on them.

3+412 Alms and Sacrifice
M&roma/susu

sadaJga (A. sadaqa ) Alms, 
offering

M iaka, S yaka (A. zakah) 
Alms, charity

S fangadama Mixed offering

fEMEE

s-athka (as for M/S)

N / /£-yaka Alms m  the form of 
provisions given to 
Imam or Koranic 
teacher (u^karmako t 
see 3*44*1 )

oi-fankadama Form of offering
0 Q̂ .CfiLS'-tirvS
(s^athka)comprising 
an assortment of 
foodstuffs and other 
objects,usually left 
on the roadside as 
appeasement to the 
ancestors



s~athka is the generic term for various kinds of 
offerings referred to by particular terms, q~f ankadamal* 
being one of such terms* The indigenous offerings,all 
referred to generically as s^athka ?include:

1) ka-bunpa (lit. The making-up) Annual offering to 
a village or family spirit. Rice cooked with palm oil 
is offered to the ancestor spirit by the head of the 
village or family whose duty it is to supervise the 
strict performance of this rite annually. Any disaster, 
like a bad crop,plague or flood is often attributed to 
the neglect of this offering to the ancestors*

ar’boya (Te. -lo p Pour. a~boya G-ift)?Pour 
libation to the ancestors* Unlike Ka-benrpa,this 
offering is restricted only to personal relations,and 
is not accompanied by an elaborate ceremony* Palm wine 
or water was formerly used in pouring the libation, 
although today imported gin and whisky are becoming thesa 
most popular drinks for this purpose* When a group of 
Temne are sharing a drink together,they frequently 
spill a small quantity from the first drink on the ground 
in reverence to the ancestors.



5) kg>~b8 (le.~t/m$r Stand,tr* vb.jks^bo Ground

rioe)^Make offering of ground rioe to the ancestors, 
often prescribed for an individual as a cure or 
protection against disaster by a marabout or u~m^n»the 
indigenous diviner.

Manding and Susu marabouts often officiate in the 
=t^mSr k£~bo offering, though hardly ever in the previous 
two forms of sacrifice. Although these indigenous 
offerings are offered directly to GrOd,(lle* kurn) each of 
them beginning with the fixed formula kum. mnno i barar,
’It is to you Grod that I plead1,the names of the ancestors 
are always invoked as mediators who ©re capable of pleading 
directly to God on behalf of the suppliant^ Uemne who are 

W R  practising Muslims do not find these offerings 
incompatible with their professed Islamic faith;on the 
contrary, they have retained pagan1 customs under the
guise of Islamic ritiial by calling a Manding,Susu or Fula 
marabout to read a chapter of the Koran during the ceremony

1. A#E.luray, ’lemne supernatural terminology’ Sierra 
Leone Bulletin of Religion  ̂vol.*2,no#9,Lec#1968,p*10.



of gt^mSr k&*-bo,for example,instead of calling the 
indigenous u~m£n# Whether or not the offering is carried 
out with a marabout officiating,it is still the ancestors 
that are called upon by name to act as intermediaries and 
not the Prophet Mohammed,reflecting the fatt that the 
Prophet is of very little importance in Temne Islamic 
practice(see u-nobh 3 * 4- "32.)*

V^y&a is one of the ways in which the marabouts have 
sustained themselves without having to engage in other 
supplementary occupations (see also 3-3 ) ,the others 
being fees received for services as charm~makers and 
the collection of money and foodstuff collected by the 
pupils when they go out begging for alms on behalf of their 
teachers ( qlqmuthi 3*4 ̂  I Though not legally
binding, giving \,-yaka is a moral obligation to be 
discharged at least once every year,every Muslim having 
to send part of his produce to the village cleric* At the 
same time,Kor&nic teachers are not supposed to take a fee 
from their pupils as they are theoretically performing a 
sacred duty,though the pupils’ parents do send ir-yaka at 
regular intervals in order to ’receive blessing*.



3*413 Fast
MAM) IK G/STJBU

sum (A* âurn) Past,abstention
/ / / / ^sunankati (A. sunna,Law, custom,

+ M kati To break 
Evening ’break fast* at 
Bamadan

sukuli (l su Mightf* kuli Meal) 
Bate night or early- 
morning meal during 
Ramadan

M hotuba,S wutuba (A* kutba)
Public address, specif* 
Priday sermon

TEME 

^-sum (as for M/S) 

a^sonankathi (as for M/S)

a-sokoli (as for £M/S)

v / sa-wuthpa Dance festival
celebrating the end 
of Ramadan

1* The term Kk^ti,Break,corresponds in meaning to
-gbak, Gut,break, both being used to refer to 

breaking of fast at dusk*



During the month of Ramadan rjof ja^sum (Te* jof ,Moon, 
month, -ysum),food and drink are permitted only between

N \ / ̂nightfall and dawn, the heavy early morning meal a^sokoli 
helping to sustain one while fasting throughout the day# 
The Temne have adopted Muslim customs to fit in with 
their traditions of dance and song,the custom of a^wuthpa

having become moreAa traditional dance festival involving 
Temne songs interspersed with Arabic,making the songs 
sound sacred but unintelligible to most Temne#

1# Thse songs may be compared to the Bundu,the Poro and the 
Ojeh songs which are also unintelligible to most Temne, 
being interspersed with Mende words (for the Bundu 
and Poro) and Oku (Yoruba) words ( in the case of Ojeh),

I i\ Ĵ urvC-Ti t> k\
The similarity^ of the cleric,who may be the only person 
capable of interpreting the Koran in the village, and 
the interpreters for the Poro ’devil* ( 5#4f2~ ) and
and the Ojeh ’devil* (8*4 I Cl. ) may also be noted#



3>414 Female Circumcision. Funeral
MAmraa/susu t w m e

suna (A. sunna Law,custom ) 
(Ifircumcisioh

bayiti (A. bait,pi♦ abyat)
Verses,extracts from 
the Koran read at a 
funeral

rsguna Circumcise (female) 
a~suna female circumcision

ceremony,lasting only 
a few days and done to 
a house in the town 
(cf# ft~bondo 5.411)

V s / ^a~bayithi Funeral vigil
iwith singing of 

dirges in Hemne 
interspersed with 
Arabic

M kasanke, S kas ange Shroud / / t^k^asanke

1. An example of such a song is:
sub anal a layila (•&* SubhantLf allab ) Praise be to Cod 
ô -them VWsir£. ^b© man is sorrowful
kc* ko ro sami go to the other world ( see sam£ 3*4?/ )

^ / / / , > , atha d ba q~fantha One needs a light meal ( see f&ida 3.#
de nu kgli duniya Come look at the world ( dunya 3*43| )
/ / / / / *s /  ̂ / /subanala sa ba gj^duijiya Praise be to G-od we own the world.

9 2 - _____________________________________



V / N practised mainly by the Susu and to a lesser 
extent^the Maninka and Pula in Sierra Leone,differs from 
the traditional form of Bundu in that girls are not required 
in the q~suna to spend a long time in the * bush*, though the 
initiation is still carried out by a*»digba,Senior Bundu

official (5*4 12. ). a. -suna. is becoming increasingly 
popular among the Temne because of its greater convenience 
for sohool^girls who are unable to spare the time for 
traditional Bundu initiation*

k-*asenke is used mostly in Muslim and Christian 
burials,the corpse being covered in an unhemmed straw 
mat in traditional burials* The custom of contributing 
towards the funeral costs, «=k(£ri r$~fi (lit* greeting death) 
is an important social obligation,the neglect of which is 
considered a grave social offence, ra~fisrwali (see 3*42t̂ . )% 
Ol -bqyithi is celebrated three times, on the nights of the 
third, the seventh,and the fortieth days after the death
4â es place*



3*415 Pilgrimage
MADDING/8TJSTT TM'E

/ /M hiji (A* hijj) Pilgrimage 
to Mecca

a~hiyi (as for Manding)

M.elhaji, S alhayi (A. alhajj) u~layi (as for M/S)
One who has -undertaken 
the pilgrimage to Mecca

The pilgrimage to Mecca is expensive end many Temne
S€V€-'ralspend fiway years saving so they * can go to Mecca1 in their 

old age# Those who become Alhaj#, u-layi acquire a new 
prestige in their society* often being welcomed on their 
return by dancing and drumming and the singing of songs 
from the indigenous secret societies* Despite the strong 
objection of the Pula in Sierra Leone to these * pagan1 
elements in Islam, this Temne form of Islamic celebration 
does not appear to be loosing ground.

5*416 Forbidden Pood 
MAmOTG/STJSTJ 

M jifa, 8 yifa (A.jffa Corpse, 
cadaver) Animal ,dead | 
natural causes

TEMEE
s  ̂ ✓a~yif& Unslaughtered 
^ animal,dead from natural 

causes and therefore 
taboo

9̂ -



u3*42 Behavioral fferms
3»421 Pious Behaviouriand its Rewards

matoing/s ubu !Te m e

M her/, B htri (K kair Good, 
good thing) Well-being 
p eaGe, ha.ppine s s

halaia (A* hal&l lawful) 
Religious action

a -heri (as for M/S)

ex. -halala (as for M/S)

/ / * /M arsigs-, S harsig*
(A* harsak) Good 
fortune

/ /kisi Escape,be saved
/ /fisa Get better,improve
i t  ,fanda Meal,provision for

a journey, jpdow 
hospitality to a 
stranger

a-harsikl( as for M/S)

/ *kisi (as for M/S)

/ *  r-fisa (as for
\ / /fantha Provisions for

a journey, enter
tainment for a 
stranger, (ritual) 
meal for a dead 
person on his 
journey to the 
other world

9 ^



MATOING/SUSU 
M jigifS yiki Hope,confidence; 

worthy of confidence
✓ ' ✓ / S 'M jatigi, S yatigi Host

/ /tuhi (A. ta.ub) Repent

1EMHE 
\ /y-iki Dignity,respect

u-yathiki Friend
/ i-thupi Repent,ask
forgiveness of a 
superior

3»4211 Impious or Anti-social Behaviour and its Punishment 
MAM) IHG/SHSTJ 1EMHE

M junubi,S yunubi (A.dunub ) 
Offence,sin,crime

/ thak£ (a * haqqa ) Justice, 
due, retribution; sin, 
religious offence

V  V  /  \G~yunubi Divine punishment 
for sin,state of 
sufrering and un- 
nappiness for a 
religious offence 

a*-hak£. Sin, retribution, 
punishment

haramu (A. haram) Forbidden, a.-haramu Sinful gain,un~ 
unlawful lawful action



MAHDING/SUSU 
, f S S tkasara (A. kasara Break,

shatter) Be rained, 
destroyed

/ / shalaki (A.halaka Ruin,disaster, 
destruction) Destroy, 
ruin, punish; death, ruin

N ^ \masibo Danger,peril
s s / /munafaki (A. munafaq.) Hypocrite
s /M janfa, S yanfa Deceit, 

treachery

danka Ourse
/ / / / / t / /■ / /M fisirinwale, S fisiriwale 

Hngr at ef ul, ant i~ 
social,rebellious

M jarabi,S yarabi Humilia
tion, public disgrace

\ /kasi Social crime

BEMNE
=kasara Be ruined,meet with 

disaster

/ / *=halaki Be ruined

masibo Danger,catastrophe

u-munafaki (as for M/S) 
v /y-anfa Plot,treachery

v ' ' ii ia-rank a Ourse ill luck
s  ̂ f *r^fisrwali negligence of 

social duties,anti** 
social behaviour
/ / *-y^rabi Fall into public 
disgrace

k-asi (as for M/S)



Pious and impious "behaviour have their respective rew
ards and punishment in a -her! and a—yunubi»The following
summary chart illustrates the categories into which the

Susu
relevant loanwords from Manding and^fall,demonstrating 
which items and actions are considered pious or impious, 
these also being sub-divided into the respective rewards 
and punishments#
Religious Behaviour

Pious Impious
X  ̂/ v / p / / x l \  ̂  ̂ / / /q-hsri (~fisa,2=kisi) ct -yunubiCghal^kj^

/^^^asara, m5-sibo) 
q-halala harsikL a~hak£ q-har 4nu

/ /  /  ̂ \ / \  ̂  ̂/=f antha =sali y~anfa <x-yifa(also
y-iki s-athka a~ranka eating of pork)
V •< s ^  ̂ s \ / Vu-yath Ski ra-munafaki

V X / \In important element in seeking q-halala relates
to behaviour towards strangers and their entertainment.

\ / /
(X -fantha,food given to a stranger on his arrival and 
departure,as well as provisions on his departure,has 
been given further ritual significance in its application



to the sacrifice offered to a dead ancestor ( s=tam$r ka~bo 
3.412), serving as a meal for the dead man during his

•̂rornjourney to the other world. ApartA giving strangers this 
hospitality,one must also treat them with dignity and

X ^respect , y-iki» what ever their situation. The Manning/ Susu 
word for a host has been borrowed into Temne as u-yathski. 
Priend. The combination of these three actions,giving 
hospitality to strangers both on their arrival and 
departure,treating them with dignity, and accepting them as 
friends,is considered pious behaviour,the neglect of which 
is a sin, q-hake. It is not surprising therefore that 
the Manding and Susu should have given religious 
significance to the treatment of strangers since this was 
to their advantage as travelling marabouts and traders.

The custom of q~f ahtha towards marabouts is also 
extended to emjjjtissaries from other chiefdoms, even if 
hostile,who are not allowed to state their mission until 
they have received formal hospitality. The safe return of 
such emtfiissaries is the responsibility of the host chief 
and it is considered V-hakg if an emjjfissary should be 
harmed.



Secular Behaviour
k~asi is punishable by civil authority or seGret 

society officials,depending on whether the crime is 
against the laws of the community as a whole or against 
those of the secret society, the punishment involving a 
fine,physical torture,or initiation into the 
secret society where relevant. Using foul language,guarell- 
ing with a fellow-villager,or going to a secret society 
grove when not a member of the society all fall under 
this category of crime.

An offence punishable neither by civil authority
y ✓ v N ✓ 's v  ̂ ^as k-osi nor by q-yunubi is r ̂  -f isrwoli, involving 

social 1 infidelity*,i.e. neglecting one*s village 
and duty towards one*s community. Since the community as 
a whole is responsible for the up-bringing of an 
individual, such an individual is expected to fulfill 
his own commitments to the community when the time comes. 
Even though there is no legal or divine punishment,a 
person guilty of such ©n offence is ostracised,exposure to 
public disgrace and humiliation, =y&jcabit being the 
social check for such offences.



ith-upx* is restricted to relationships within the
familyjif a son, daughter or other junior relative 
wishes to seek forgiveness for the neglect or disrespect 
of a parent or elder relative,he or she will kneel in 
front of them, a touch on the head signifying that this 
has heen forgiven*

5*4212 Pious Exclamations 
MA39D33STG/SUSTJ 

astafurlay (A* astagfaru ’11 ah'.) 
God forhid it

T m m
/ _ > _ Asafurlay (as for M/S)

insalahu (A^insa^a-llahu) God 
willing

/
alahuakbar ( A * allahu akbar) God 

is great, exclamation 
of surprise,delight, 
or sorrow

f t t t t  —vxsub ah anal ay (A* subhanu C ,-illafoi 
Praise be to God, 
expressing surprise 
or shock

* t f /al at ant o (A* alia God,+ M t&nto
Praise) lhanks be to 
God

isalawu (as for M/S)

l^kbaru (as for M/S)

sub anal ay (as for M/S)

\\ ̂latLcxnBvo ̂



These expressions have ’become very widely used in Temne, 
■their use not "being restricted to religious contexts. The 
indigenous Temne exclamation of shocfc or surprise, a'gbo 
is still used hut only infrequently, 1 akbaru occuring 
more often, kuru momaCTe. kuru God, & mo mo Thanks) also 
co-occurs with halath^ntho.

3*43 World and Hext World'!' Spiritual Beings 
ff.431 The World and Hext Y/orld

MATO IN G/ BUSIT TEMKB

/  /  v f * /dunya (A. dunya) World,Earth a -duniya This world (as
opposed to the other 
world), crowd

S sami ( A* sama^Heavenly) ro-sami (as for Susu)\

The other world
✓ / V ' N S NM arjana, B ariyana (A# al a^riyana (as for M/B)

Heaven
\  ̂ \ t t \M jahanama, B yahanama <x-yanama (as for I'/j/S-}

(A. jah&nnam) Hell

5e*
1JA. K. Turay, 'Temne supernatural terminology' op,oit.



According to traditional Temne belief,every dead
person goes to ro^karfi, (locative prefix *f -dĉ rfi) t

there being no division between places for bad or good
V / speople* The indigenous word u*-karf i* even though now 

meaning Evil spirit,may be assumed originally to have had 
its literal meaning,Dead Ancestor (u~k9>r Pillar ,-i- ~fi head)* 
It is to these dead pillars of the community that offerings*

/ V S / ss~a.thka. (see %412),are made,the semantic change of u^karfi 
from Dead Ancestor to Evil spirit being probably due to 
the influence of Islam,which introduced the concepts of

s / / /Hell and Heaven* The meaning of a.~duniya has,in line with 
its indigenous counterpart, been extended to include Crowd*
The following diagram illustrates the concepts of the world 
in traditional Temne belief,comparing it with the new concept 
that were introduced because of Islam* There were only two 
levels in the Temne World concept, the world of the living,
\ V S / / / / /d**qru or a^duniya {<£ M dunya),and the world of the dead,

/  ^  S  /  / \  . /  Sro^kgrfi or ro-sami (<S sami)» The influence if Islam saw 
the introduction of a third layer,that of Heaven and Hell, 
Despite these ideas of Heaven and Hell,the Temne still 
make offerings to the ancestors whom they consider as being 
3-n ro^k^rfi*where they are all in communion with G-od,k^uru*

to*



,n\ 7n 'd~fcru / g-duniya

ro~ks>rfi /ro-sami

Loanwords in the diagram axe underlined#
/ / \ iro-eoki" is the world of spirits, seen only hy those with 

second sight;ro~seroj is the world of witches#

1# See ^Littlejohn,!The Temne House1, Sierra Leone Studiest 
14,19 60,pp# 63-7 9 1
D.Halhy and A.Kamara, 1 Vocabulary of Temne Raghenle society' 
African Language Review«3>1964tpp»35-41#



3*432 Spiritual Beings

MAroraa/susiT TWmE

/ /M malikif S marigi (A* malxk) 
King, lor d, mast er

nabi (A* nabi) Prophet

\ s *o-marki God

u ~n<£bi God

S mal£kV(A. iaajak) Angel, 
innocent child

u-maleka (as for Susu)

setani (A. salt an) Satan, devil

jina (A* jinn) Demon,spirit
(harmful or benign)

S  ✓  Nsethani Satan evil spirit
\ / v-sethani likeable rogue, 

rebel

a. -yina Benign spirit

dons6 Hunter a-ronso Hunter's guardian
spirit,believed to 
carry a hunting-bag

Lo5"



M  though there is an indigenousAfor God, kuru, the 
Temne have nevertheless borrowed the Arabic—derived items 
meaning King and Prophet in Handing and Susu as epithets 
for God* The Arabic-derived term alla.̂ occuring in Handing,

jAdOvW
Susu and other languages in West Africa has not
been borrowed into Temne* There is very little reference 
to the Prophet among the Temne who use the ancestors as 
intermediaries between themselves and God when making 
offerings (s—athka)*

Sethani is a powerful spirit opposed to the
beirig

authority of God, the meaning of this term now/extended
\ / 'to a rebel*,the use of Sethani does not necessarily have

2demonic or evil associations,a likeable 1 rogue1 being 
often referred to by this term* a -yina m &  u-maleka, 
though considerably less powerful than sethani * are also 
considered benign guardian spirits*

q-ronso,the only item in this category derived 
from an indigenous Manding/Susu source,may sometimes be 
good,making people successful hunters,or wicked,
inflicting illness such as rash on the skin*

1* cf* Koelle, Polyglotta Africana*London,1854. u p .  74-5* 
2* A child1s book of stories translated into Temne refers 

to Robin Hood as Sethani*

I oc?



5*44 Literacy, Charms,Divination and Magic
up

Since literacy in Arabic is so closely bound^with
the use of the knowledge obtained from learning the

71*4Arabic script̂ jwith the making of charms,it is therefore 
necessary to discuss them here together.
5,441 Literacy

MAMDINa/BWU TEMNE

M kafa Book
/ f / ictu

walaka (A, alwah) Writing

k-afa' Book, Koran

a~walka (as for M/S)
tablet

/ /S dub a Ink / / r~uba Ink
v n ' ft ^S marabu (A, Arabic, N V /m-arabu Arabic script

Arabic script
\ / . karan (A* qara!a Recite,

read) Study,read
s=kara3 (as for M/S)

\ \ t tkaram^gs ( karan + mogd Man) 
Teacher

/ / V N f tu-karupk° Teacher,(esp. of
\ / \ Koran, cf, u^tita,

7 . 4 3  >

karande (karen + den Child)  ̂ \ tu~karande (as for M/S)
Pupil

1^1



MAMOTG/SUSTJ

S karand't. (karan + dc Place) 
Koranic school

r  /  f  ,  S d^ ' * - * nA<Xsalamu$e. ( A. Peace)
Recite Verses of 
Koran

TEMNE

k~ ax ant he (as for Susu)

/ / / ?«sfflomuthi Go from door
to door (of u~karande
Pupil) reciting
verses of the Koran
while begging for
alms

•literacy1 in Arabic among the Temne mostly implies 
the ability to decipher the Arabic script used in the 
Koran,i.e. classical Arabic* The 'school1 may have about

aa dozen pupils,or maybe up to twenty for famous 
teacher#} u-karmoko * lessons are held in the compound 
of the teacher,with the pupils sitting round a bonfire 
in the evenings as a source of light. The pupils 
memorise Koranic passages written out on their writing 
tablets, a^walka,which axe cleaned for more passages when 
a pupil recites successfully what the teacher has written 
for him* After a large section of the Koran has been 
memorised, without any attempt at telling the pupil what



he is reading, u~karande then procedes to the next stage,
gsthflfsiru (see *•*3 ), in which he is taught chants in
"ffemne which are supposed commentaries on the Koran# Any
written piece of Arabic, m~arabuNis treated with reverence,
spoken Aratic^as used by the Lebanese in Sierra Leone,not
being treated with the same reverence#

The teachers often combine this function with that
of diviners and charm-makers (see 3*442)# As a supplement
to what they receive from £~yaka» Alms, (see 3*412) the
marabouts also send out their pupils to go round,reciting
texts from the Koran^when people are morally required to

fithem food,clothes,or money# pupil*,being under a 
solemn oath to take back every part of the proce^ds^f 
such begging-rounds^ *=sftlomuthi,tomthe teacher,usually 
receives nothing for his labours# This use of pupils 
by Handing and Susu marabouts contrasts sharply with 
that of the Fula,who condemn the practice# But the Jhilaj 
on the other hand,because they are engaged in other 
occupations like cattle-rearing and millet-farming,use their 
own pupils as a labour force for the manual work involved^ 
(see 4. £ 3  )*



3»442 Charms,Divination and Magic 
MAHDUSTG/SUSU

kalwa (A, kalwa) Satreat 
solitude

walaka (see 3*441)

nasi Mixture prepared
"by washing off
Arabic writing from 
\ ✓ \o_̂ walka, ana thought 
to have strong 
magical powers

/ /s*b& Writingjwritten amulet

T m m

k*-alawa Marabouts retreat 
into seclusion for 
the purpose of praying 
to achieve a special 
end

\ / \& —walk a. Tablet used as fetish 
to keep thieves and 
witches away

m W a s i  (as for M/S)

& -S£b£ Amulet,talisman,piece 
of paper or cloth 
with Arabic writing 
thought to be a strong 
protection against 
evil



MAUD ING-/ SUSU TEMNE

S yinamusa"Divina.tion of a a -yinamusa (as for Susu) 
wrongdoers identity in 
which somebody covered 
with a white oloth peers 
into a bowl of water while 
a marabout recites extracts 
from the Koran, counting his 
beads

M korsti, 8 kort£ Magic spell k*orth£ (as for M/S)

mori Marabout,Muslim charm- U~more Muslim, charm-
maker maker > eŝ>- Mu^oLiâ

SuSU ’WvO.rctio d oV
More than anything else,the power of using the 

Koran and knowledge of the Arabic script helped to 
entrench the position of Mending, Susu, and more latterly 
Pula marabouts among the Temne. Traditional forms ox 
divination and charm-making existed among the Temne,as 
well as a traditional official, u~m£n,responsible for the 
making of these. The arrival of the marabouts did not 
basically alter the belief of the Temne in the powers of



charms;if anything,th@ marabouts had everything to gain
"by not discouraging these beliefs,merely replacing them.

1traditional forms of divining and charms by new ones based 
on the l!oran* This resulted in a sharp decline in the power 
of *u^m£n,who was now consulted only by the poorer section 
of the community which could not afford the fees asked by 
the marabouts*

\ / VAs a form of divination, ci—walka replaced the indigenous
V /ro-gb<it, Gane used for the identification of culprits* In 

this form of divination,the u-iiiin (or u-mare in the case
V ✓ N°£ o-̂ walka ) causes somebody carrying & cane to tremble all 

over as if possesed,and in this state is guided to the wrong**
\  jdoer* As fetish against witchcraft and thieves, a~walka

may now be seen hanging from tree~tops in places where
v / /the indigenous o^-wmika,Prohibitive fetish, once hung. Both

V  / A  V A.ma**nasi and q^s^b^ have also become more widely used than
* ^  S !their respective indigenous counterpartstma-foytPotent 

mixture made from leaves,and m a~ba.nl«Amulet made from cowries ' 
and sticks,although in secret society rituals the traditional 
m^Kfoy is always used.

1* See V# H. Bor j ahn ,* Some aspects of lemne Divination1,
Bierra Leone Bulletin of Religiont4«l>June 1962,pp.1-9.

Ill



N \ f s
CK -yinamusat though considered a most reliable form of 
identifying culprits,is also thought to carry the 
danger of making the person peering into the howl of 
water mad*

The following table srummarises the indigenous items 
of divination and protective magic among the Iemne,and the 
marabout-inspired forms which are largely replacing them.

Indigenous Manding/Susu
u-mtn Diviner,charm

maker
rs*-gbvb Cane for — -

culprit identic
fication 

v  ̂ /OL~wa.nka Protective

V / s7- «■ -walka

m$~foy Potent liquid v A-̂ ma-neusi
V /* Amc-b ani, Pr o t e e t ive a.~ss/b£

fetish

h-3



3*45 Chieftaincy.Kinship 
3*451 Chief'taincy

MAM) IN Or/SUSU

S kandi Priixce(i#e* chief’s 
son)

M mansa King, chief 

M farima War leader
* f / —M alkali (’A. al qadi Judge) 

Chief

alimami (A* al imam Imam)
Sul)-chief

N / /santigi Tillage chief 

 ̂ .tabule (A*atbal Drum) Large 
drum used for calling 
to prayer or meeting

tasabiya (A* tasbihat) Rosary
m

PEMKE
X / Vu~kand£* Paramount chief

 ̂ N funmans a Chief

u-farma Chief (in Kambia) 

v s 'u*-dikali Chief (in Port Loko)

c^l^mami Sub-chief 

s \ /\a-santhki Tillage section- 
chief

 ̂ / v X-thabule Drum for calling 
to prayer,meeting, 
or announcing the 
presence of a chief

\ \ v ^ /a-thasabiya Rosary (used 
in installation of 
chief")

11̂



V sThe indigenous generic term for a chief u~bay itos&fc 
includes sub**chiefs as well as those listed here,all 
"being personal titles used "by chiefs in various parts 
of Temneland* The chiefs of Kambia and Port Loko,both 
Muslim ohiefdoms,are known respectively as garma and 
Bikaii* The title of Kand̂ , is used by a few Loko chiefs 
whose areas have been under Islamic influence# Although 
in Temne chieftaincy \j -15mami is a sub~chief under the 
u-bay<in the Pula influenced Sand a Temne area and the 
surrounding Limba chiefdoms, l> -l^arni is the equivalent 
of u -bo.y«

The influence of Muslim marabouts over the Temne is 
apparent in chieftaincyjManding and Susu became kingmakers 
they themselves sometimes being made sub-chiefs over parts 
of the chiefdoms# The organisation of chieftaincy in 
non-Muslim chiefdoms has been altered to accoirj&date the %  
Muslim marabouts and ’strangers1 who do not wish to^ruled 
by Temne native laws and custom* The chief, overlord of 
the chiefdom,has ,immediately under him,two deputies,
V / NSL~li5mami»who is the Islamic sub-chief, and q-kqp^r ma-ss>m 
the man in charge of all the indigenous sacred ceremonies*

us"



V \ \Under the u-lamami are a number of a-santfrki,all 
installed in an Islamic ceremony and not necessarilly 
members of the secret society. Under the a-kops>r ma-sam 
are a number of & —kapgAwho must all be members of 
the secret society ruling the chiefdom. each/kopar being 
allocated ^j&r special duties. Important decisions 
affecting the chiefdom are taken in the secret society 
bush to which u-l^mami and &-santhki cannot go,being 
Muslim*strangers and non-members of the secret society.

TOEven though the ’strangers1 have been accon|odated in the 
administrative struoture of the chiefdom,they are thus 
effectively shut out from taking part in crucial decisions* 
The office of a~k&p$r does not exist in Muslim chiefdoms 
where the administration is not segregated*

The Eosary a -th&sVbiya which u-bay carries 
round his neck on the day of his official installation

1. Some of the more prominent k-Wpar and th^r duties are; 
A^k^par kuma (Te# k~uma*Box) Ohiefdom Treasurer 
^k^k^pbr fsnthi (Te* -ffcnthi,Eeat,Glean) Eesponsible

for seeing that villages in the 
chiefdom are kept clean 

(qjkfrpsr kenthi (Te* s=kenthi G-ossip) Eesponsible for
keeping the chief informed about 
what is going on



is in recognition of the Muslim section in the community#
She two diagrams heiow illustrate the organisation of (0
a Poro controlled chief dom, showing the varies officials

(2)
discussed here and their relative positions,and 
illustrating the organisation in a Muslim chiefdom*
1) Poro controlled chiefdom

U ~bay

u-lamami

N V "A N / SO "Santhki ft --koppr

2) Muslim chiefdom
0 ~ba y (u~dikali * u~farma}

- I ..U -lWami

s | "A& -santhki

It should he noted that while the chief in a Poro 
controlled chiefdom has his installation conducted partly 
in the secret society hush and conducted partly through 
Islamic rites,the Muslim chief has h±§ installation only 
through Islamic rites*
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5,452 Relationship.Kinship

M&MDHTG/SUSU

lasiri Ancestor,aboriginal, 
citizen;ancestor cult

\ / / \ \ /M dugule, S dugure Citizen,
inhabit ant (of) 

bemba Ancestor,grandfather

1EME

u-la sari^ Ancestor,original 
founder of village; 
descendant of such, 
person

\ N /u^dur e Cit izen, inhabit ant

u-bemba Ancestor 
kS-bemba Ancestor mask worn 

by senior male 
guardian of boys 
undergoing circum
cision

1* M*Deia.fosse, La langue Mandingue.vol#2. Paris 1955,
/ /p*664,derives this term from M siri,lie,Acquaintance,

✓ / /hence lasiri with the reconstructed sense of Powerrof 
communicating with spirits through sacrifice,ancestor 
worship* Triminghsm,op*eit#,p*53»suggests that the term 
expresses the possibility of having divine links,also 
associating it with the cult of^family-founder and spirit
ofAsoil on wMoli^family was founded,

n?



MAHDIHG/STJSU TEMNE

S tara Elder (male or female) thara Term for addressing
an elder female

\ s

M kodo Old, elder(male or 
female)

/ /
B b&dt Favourite wife 

3 faden^ Blood relative

✓ ✓ ' / n /M jatigi, S yatigi Host

Term for addressing 
an elder male

u**bath.t (as for Susu)
•v X  /u-fade Enemy(especially 

within the family)

N / - f %u-yath®ki Friend
\ / / vu-ldsari is an ancestor who was the original 

founder of the settlement,being formerly referred to as
\ X Nu-karfi (see 3*432) ,an indigenous item whose original 
meaning has undergone considerable change* The direct line 
of descendants of this family/village founder ancestor 
to whom the annual offering of «=loq a- boya (see 3*412) 
is rendered, are also known as a -lasari*thus distinguishing

1* This is discussed under Pious behaviour, 3*421*



them from the other inhabitants, u-dure* The major
difference between u-dure and u~lasc{ri is that while
they share the same rights,the landowners and those
entitled to chieftaincy belong exclusively to the Glass 

\ / / vb-lasari* A third category of inhabitant in a town
irtoUg**01'-5 N /is referred to by the jtexm u-tik fypfrft Stranger, an inhabitanl 

whose parents were not originally inhabitants of the 
particular town;his children or grandchildren may be called 
u-dure* The distinctions between u-lasari, u-dure, and 
and u-tik are now very confused;the transition from u-tik

v > /t° ^ctare is to some extent arbitrary* Moreover,the child
u~tik may become u-lqsari if the stranger marries into

a family of u -lasori* The Manding and Busu marabouts
profited from these arrangements since, because of their
prestige,they usually married the daughters of -lasciri*

1Their children could thus become chiefs and landowners*

1* This explains,to a large extent,the fact that the 
most common clan names today among the Temne,Eamara, 
Konte, Sisay, Dumbuya, Tarawali,and Turay,are all 
Mending-derived*



It is disrĉ p.d&tful to address an elder by his or 
her name without prefixing the appropriate title, Temne 
has borrowed the terms for an elder male or female from

harrowed
Manding and Susu respectively,giving both of them 
meanings, thus making their application more specific.

The term u-bathL is not a permanent title held by 
a single wife,since the husband’s favours may change. In 
most homes, however,the oldest wife normally enjoys this 
status, u-fade,though meaning a blood relative in the 
source language Susu,has the meaning of enemy in Temne, 
especially a blood relation and more particularly a half 
brother or sister in a polygamous home (i,e, havings 
different mother^.



5,46 Measurement (Time.lumbers.Units of Measurement) 
3*461 TimefDays of the Week

MAHD IN G*/ SUSU TEMNE
* * * X * *sibiri (A. sibr ) Short span a^sibri (as for 1/S) 

of time

wakatu (A* waqat) Time span, ft-w>-k̂ thi period of time 
moment lasting between half

an hour to three hours

yainanu (A* zaman) Heign,epoch u~yamana (as for M/3) 

t«ntn (A* al-ithnafn) Monday a-thVn^ (as for M/3)

talata (A* ^Tuesday u-thalatha (as for M/S)
araba (A# al-arbaca)WednevMay u-raba (as for M/3)

\lakamisa (A# al-kamis) Thursday a —lokamisa (as for M/S)

M arjumâ , 3 aryuma (A* al-jumk) d-yuma (as for M/3)
Friday

s s ssibiti (A, as-sabt) Saturday *i~simthi (as for M/S)

M lahadi, S luxati (A. al-ahd) d-layithi (as for M/8) 
Sunday

lax



The days of the week are now rarely referred to by
their-Arabic-derived forms,English-derived forms having

still used frequently in reference to the day of community 
prayer at the Mosque*

often associated with a particular name or event e.g#

These words were probably borrowed into Temne 
through their use in inter-ethnic trading# Kola nuts,a 
principal trade commodity from the Temne to the Susu,were 
measured in hundreds and thousands (and it is likely 
that these terms were borrowed through the medium of this 
particular trade)* Apart from units of money borrowed

replaced them (see 7*497)* The exception is q-yuma,Friday#

Q-yamana is used to refer to an historical period,

/  \  /  / s / \cx ̂-yamana. jgt G-banka#During the reign of G-banka, or 
d^-yamana^a k^-tim ka-bana,lit* #The period of the big fight
i*e* The World war*

3*462 Number

MATO IKG/StJSU TIME

wulu Thousand &-wul Thousand

kems. Hundred k-em^ Hundred



from English (via Krio),where number terms are used as
parts of compound words for money and measuring units
( see 7*493 p d  7*495)̂  only the terms for a million
(q-miliyon ) and a dozen (ft-rj sin, see 7*496),together

with the two discussed in this section,have been borrowed
1into Temne as terms referring to numbers* Gorry recorded

the indigenous phrase ^ofot tofot* ( *tof:>t tafot l̂it Ten
ten) for Hundred in 1807* By the time Schlenker compiled
his dictionary) however, this phrase appears to have gone

byout of use,the Manding/Susu-derived q-wbJL having^then 
been established in Temne*

1* J*Gorry,op.cit* p*159* 
2* Schlenker,op.cit.



3*463 Implements (as Units of Measurements)

TEMEE

galama Calabash spoon N<x -kalma (as for M/S)
S N " f

3angabintLarge metal 
cooking spoon

k3~yankabin£ (as for M/S)

S /■l£*fa Ba,ffia woven plate 'ct-lVfa (as for 1/S)

Although all these implements are associated 
with food,they are .also important as units of measurement 
and there is a probability of their having come into Temnetk-*.
through^ medium of trade* English-derived,as well as

alsoPortuguese-derived implements have been used^as units of 
measurement (see 7*495 and 9*4S respectively).

II5"



3*47 Music"*'

MATOmG/STJSU T m m

\ S'  ̂ ^jeli, B yeli Minstrel,
professional musician
eomhining functions of
praise singer and
narrator of oral
tradition

M jeliba ,S yelxba leading 
minstrel (M* jeli + 
la Big)

✓ ✓ t t *M.D&la, S baianyi Xylophone
✓ /dunun Brum type
s /kondi Guitar

u~yeli (as for l/S),also 
chief1s spokesmanf 
fester

s /u~yeliba, Professional 
Manding or Susu 
musioian;praise singer 
for alms;persuasive 
speaker, confidence 
trickster, beggar

e-balaj (as for M/S)

A~runu Brum type use A es^ 
ky -W\t ?ovo ^

\ \ /cx-kondi Sanaa

Although u-yeliha and u~yel± are derived from the
/)Otsame source,they^different applications in Temne. Whereas

I X U



N \ / #u-yeli  ̂in the sense of Chief1s spokesman and jester̂  is 
always a Temne; u~yeliba«as a professional musioian and 
praise singer; is always Manding or Susu* Sometimes the

S V /duties of u~yeli include entertaining the chief and his
1counsellors, of ten playing the one*~s£ringe~violin while 

singing songs in Temne* n^yeliba,on the other hand,is 
often hired for a fee to perform at important festivals, 
alone or in a group of several musicians playing different 
instruments (including V^bale) and a~runu) ♦Their songs 
are always in Manding or Susu,even where the individual 
whose praises are being sung may not understand any of these 
languages* Alone among the musical instruments listed above, 
V~bala«j is not played by the Temne since the professional 
Manding and Susu u -yeliba protect their monopoly of this 
instrument with a taboo against its playing by non-* 
professionals*

s \ /(X -kondit though the name is derived from Manding

1* This one-string-violin is known in Temne as «-fon (lit* 
Hair) or a -gbulu ; see A*K*Turay,1 afocabulary of Temne 
Musical Instruments* African Language Review,5»1966tp,27

I Z 1



and Susu,is not played by Manding and Susu peoples of Sierra

6 ) is derived from limb a ^huthuthe ? the limba being
considered the most expert players of

referring to the Sans a, it is probable that this was the 
more common name for this instrument until the Manding/Susu 
term for guitar was borrowed by the lemne to refer to 
a sans a* She use of the Manding/Susu -derived term again 
reflects the prestige which the lexone attatched to words 
from this source which in many cases are considered more 
prestigious or pious according to the context (see 5*48)*

3«48 Insults

leone* An alternative term for this instrument»q̂ tlauthe (see

Although the term q-thuthe is now considered archaic for

MAM ING/SUSU
/ z / / / / / / ^M jankalema de, S yaakamadi

Bastard

bilakoro Uncircumcised u~bilakoro* Uncircimcised 
(as VivsyVV do adxA+s)child

M fontSbalin Irresponsible u-fonthoba Inconsequential,
man of no means 

/ /s=yabi Retort,answer back in 
an insulting manner

/ ^  / sM jabi,S yabi Reply,answer 

I iff



As terms of insult̂  Manding and Susu loanwords have 
a greater impact than indigenous terms,the reason being that 
the former are associated with Islam and are considered not 
only as simple insults but also as suggestions that one 
has acted impiously* Whereas indigenous items of insult 
may be used^pleasanteries between friends,these loanwords 
taken seriously as insults and are avoided even among

\  /  f \  sfriends,e*g* u^.yankamadi and the indigenous phrase 
warn k&̂ -pure (lit* child of a lover) both mean Bastard, 
but whereas one could use the indigenous phrase in exchanging 
jokes with a friend, u-vankamadi would be avoided* In the 
following table, the Manding/Susu~ddrived terms of insult 
on the left hand column are considered more severe than their 
corresponding lemne indigenous phrases and words on the 
right hand columns

^bilakoro Uncircumcised u~te fi & -tol (lit. one
not initiated into a 
secret society)

^ ^ f ^ ^ \  ^ f fu—yankamadl Bastard w—an ka—pure Bastard
u-fonthoba Man of straw w-uni oo^i Man of no means
=yabi Jjisult =nal Insult



5»491 Artisans
MAND ING/SUSXI TEMNE

/ / / gax&nge Leather worker u~karanke (as for M/S)

/ / ' ' kamud£ri Carpenter u-kamd£r ( as for M/S)
\ / V s / -S 7-abui Blacksmith u*k«bi (as for Susu)

Leather~workers among the Temne are mostly 
of Manding or Susu origin, thpugh occasionally Fula* Like 
that of the professional musician (u~yelxba,see 3*47),the 
profession of the leather**worker has not become 
established among the Temne;there are however,Temne 
blacksmiths amd carpenters* u-karanke play© an important 
complementary role to the marabout, u-»moretsince the charms 
and amufcets made by the latter have to be bound by the 
leather-worker before they can be used.

3*492 Foodstuffs
MATOI1TG/8TJBU TEMNE

lemure Orange (X **lemre (as for M/S)

/ , / smankoro Mango v / / N f xcl-mankoro (as fpr M/S)

M j cibb i S vcVbci onion Ka~yaba (as for M/S)

I-SO



MAM) IMt/SBSTJ TEMNE

no no Sour cow* s milk m3~n»no (as for Manding/Susu

S fulaya Butter prepared ma-folaya (as for M/S)
by the Fula

Apart from the last two,the other foodstuffs listed 
in this section are popular among the Temne* £ and
m^folaya are prepared and sold by the Fula who do not 
refer to these products by the Manding/Susu -derived 
items,using the Fula kosam and ji£_ham respectively for 
these*



CHAPTER FOUR

4# FULA LOANWORDS 
4+1 Introduction
4*11 The Fula of Sierra Leone are part of a larger
group extending from Mauritania and Senegal in the west
to Ghad and Niger in Central Africa,being variously
called Peul by the French,Fulani in Nigeria, and Felata
by the Kanuri. They call themselves pulo (pi* fulbf. )
but are known as fola by most other ethnic groups in
Sierra Leone (Te. u-fola! pi* a-fola)* In Sierra Leone,
they inhabit the grassland areas of Northern Bombali>
Eastern Port Loko and Southern Koinandugu Districts,
engaging in cattle rearing,and to a lesser extent,millet
framing. Unlike the Maninka who,on migrating into Temneland,
settled among the Temne in the towns and villages,the Fula
built their own separate villages in the grassland areas

nwhere there was ample grazing ground for their cattle.

1. Thus,in many Temne towns,there is often a section 
inhabited predominantly by Maninka (Manding) known as 
Manikala;there are,on the other hand, several villages 
in Temne land (e.g. Rokul an., R o t imb o, B. o w o r eh) known as 
Fula villages,there being no such equivalent village 
for the Maninka.

J3CL



Quite apart from the convenience of being close to the
grazing areas,an important reason for the Fula starting
separate Gomminities from the Temne was that the Fula,

\ / Nwho arc Muslim, consider the Temne as heathen̂ ?. ( a^kafri),
and thus did not wish to live in Temne communities where
they would he subject to non^Muslim law and custom*
4#12 It is not known when the Fula and Temne first came
into contact but the Futa Jail on highlands to the north
of Sierra Leone,a major centre of Fula settlement and
exp ansi on, have an important place in Temne tradition# The
Temne consider their chiefs as coming,on their coronation,
from Futa where they again return on their death,being

2accompanied on both occasions by their mothers ,who are 
always referred to as ha Futa auring their sons* reign.

1# Even today,the Fula still refer to all other ethnic 
groups in Sierra Leone as kafiri or macudO (slaves), 
including even those who profess Islam#

2. Q.F.Schlenker^A Collection of Temne TraditionsfFables 
and Proverbs.London, 1861#



But this tradition probably goes back to the pre- Susu
and pre—Fula era in Futa;the distribution of the landuma,
Baga,and Temne,all Mel people, around the Futa Jallon

ole*-area suggests this area as theA homeland of the Northern 
Mel people# As they were pushed away from this homeland 
first by the Susu (following Sundiatafs victory over the 
Susu in 1233)"̂  and later by the Fula jihad of 1725, forcing 
the Susu to push farther south into the Mel homeland,it 
appears that the Mel people retained their allegiance to 
their original homeland through this tradition linking 
them with Futa;even today,the Temne still claim that they 
came from ro-thoroj ,North~east,the direction in which 
lies# This tradition,therefore,is not relevant in 
considering the more recent Fula contacts with the Temne*

1# D.T.Niane, *Recherches sur lfEmpire du Mali au Moyen Age*, 
Rccherchcs Africaines#ho*l (Jan#-March I960) ,pp#17~36#



4*13 Cultural contact between the Temne and Fula has
been greatest with the Sanda. Temne from among whom many
SUVOy Fula have chosen their wives*The Sanda Temne are also
the most Islamised Temne because of this Fula influence,
a very large number of them having studied tne noran and
m  a lew cases having become Koranic teachers (6~karmoko)
in their turn,otherwise a very rare occupation for a
Temne. The Fula are recognised as teachers of the Koran
and Islam, and even though they have lived mostly in the
restricted area of Sanda Temne,their fame and influence 
Mv/Cweaze such that Sanda became the Koranic centre* of 
Sierra leone,to which Temne,as well as other ethnic groups, ! 

[send their children for education. These children on completing! 
their studies,which normally last# between five to seven 
years,return to their homes with considerably increased 
prestige in their respective communities. Even though 
Maninka and Susu marabouts prece^ded the Fula in using 
the Koran for the purpose of making charms among the Temne, 
it was the Fula who came to be recognised as teachers of



the Koran,being generally referred to as u^karmpko,(see 5*444 ) 
Their reputation as Koranic teachers also gave them a higher 
reputation among the Temne as charm makers than the previously 
established Maninka and Susu marabouts,the services of a 
Fula marabout still being more expensive to obtain* Their 
UNVftt method oft divination and magic, how ever, involves prayer 
as in k~£lawa» =wurdu and ^moW (see below),a great majority 
of FIJI a condemning the use charms, cx «r*st bs, and mo^n&si (5*

4*14 The influence of the Fula as Koranic teachers is 
evidenced by the fact that the Arabic alaphet is taught, 
even by Maninka teachers,using Fula names for the 
characters. The following is part of the alaphabet as taught

\  v  t tby the ~BL~karmoks in the northern province in Sierra Leone; 
alif | ,when used to indicate length,thus, ^ is called 
alif yowido i*e* Hanging alif (F* yowido Hanging over); 
when it is the bearer of the hamza, it is known as kLif 
tayo (*'* tavaff Out,short);
— /ba , standing alone is known simply as ba, but when
it is joined to a following letter,thus _J ,it is 
known as ba dogudo ,i»e, The runnung ba (F* dogu Bun); 
ta ,in all positions is ta tobg, i*e. The dotted

ta, (F* to bt>£ Bot); 
ta ■»̂  ,in all positions is sa tob£« i,e. Dotted saj

\Z(,



ha .ha" mawodo .Capital ha (P. maudo ,Elder,master);
ha (T) .ha" piha. Knotted ha (P. pitle, & Knot; pifij 1 Tying);
— I / f \■Ja J> «ta ksingal t̂a with a foot (F. koingal. Leg,foot);
za Ji §sa koingal.sa with a foot ̂
sin , sijinjfc., sin with the teeth (F. înfe. Sooth);
— . * * + + N -shin , sijiny£t^het sin with the teeth and dots;

sad ♦ sarcdu  ̂sa- with the stomach (F* reedu Stomach);
»dareflu, da with the stomach;

Cain £  , ayndarida ̂ The upright a,y.n (F. daricUim Upright);
/■ / / \Cain (medial)K ayn walido ̂ The reclining ayn (F. wala,

Lie down,recline);
kaf J) , kaf togbodo>Ihe dotted kaf (F* totfiodum Dotted)
mm / f * t \ mmkaf n ,kaf dogudo , The running kaf (F. dogu Run);

4.15 Despite this Fula terminology, employed by the Temne 
in learning Arabic,only very few Fula words (direct;or 
of Arabic origin) have been borrowed into Temne,the 
spiritual terms relating to Islam having been borrowed 
from the Manding and Susu marabouts. There are,however, 
some words borrowed from Manding and/or Susu into Temne 
to which the Fula take objection, an example being k**qf& ,

v
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a Mending-derived term used by the Temne for Koran# The 
Fula consider this a ’pagan1 term anddits use

1’uneducated’ (i#e# implying an inability to ’make out’
the Arabic script),the Fula-derived a—ls>kuran having
lately taken its place# The use of the term u-ndbi to
refer to G-od (see %432) is likewise cr^icised by the

v / 'Fula and Sanda Temne who use u-nqbi for Prophet,a usage 
which,like other Fula-derived Islamic words,is considered 
educated# This Fula and Sanda Temne influence is also 
seen at the phonological level,where some Islamic words 
originally borrowed from Manding and Susu are undergoing 
changes in pronunciation,the more recent Fula-derived 
pronunciation being considered more 'correct’,i#e# 
approximating more closely to the original Arabic forms, 
and occuring more frequently in religious discussion# Thus 
the Manding/Susu-derived cx-wuthpa is being replaced1 by 
the Fula-derived ft—kutuba, and a-walka by ft-wala#

I. S e c t i o n  4 * 3 ^

1^



4*16 In addition to these semantic and phonological
differences between Manding/Susu -derived and Fula.-derived
loanwords && GimtM of ultimate Arabic origin, certain
customs relating to the practice of Islam and teaching of
the Koran,taught to the Temne by the earlier Manding and
Susu marabouts,are condemned by the Fula as 1 pagan1,these
including the ceremony of a «*wuthpa} involving all-night
dancing and singing in the streets to mark the end of
Ramadan* This ceremony is being replaced ,especially in
Sanda Temne and parts of Port Loko and Koinadugu Districts,
where there is very strong Fula influence,by ft—kutub a,
involving the reading of verses from the Koran all night
in the Mosque* Sending students (a-karandeIftrom door to door
begging for alms while reciting sections of the Koran is

€also criticised by the Fula.; who have succeAded in
discouraging this in many parts of the Northern Province*
Many Fula clerics disapprove of the use of charms and
amulets;the most successful concept which they have preached
to counter What they consider a corrupt form of religion 

/ / /xs sswqkilE- * Trust in G-od, which requires the burning of 
charms and amulets ( €-s£b£ see 3.44*2.), as well as q-wanka 
and other indigenous Despite their enthusiasm,however,
the trade in Koranic charms and amulets,no longer a Manding/ 
Susu monopoly,!© still widespread*



4*17 Temne has also borrowedFula items relating to reading 
and writing (^sikra, -dursi)tand oattle keeping ( ka~w»r£ , 
ka~dinkira, and a^mamarV). It must be noted fhowever, that 
though the Fula have an almost exclusive monopoly in the 
trade of sour milk and unrefined butter,the names for these 
two commodities.mo-nona and ma~folaya respectively in 
Temne,are borrowed from Manding and Susu and not Fula,the 
Fula words for these being kosam and nygbam* The reason 
for this may be due to the fact that Manding/Susu contacts 
with the Fula predated those between the Fula and Temne, 
these words having been already known to the Temne from 
the Manding and Susu before the of Fula influence on
the Temne.



4r-a
Semantic Categories

Prayer and Divination
Since most of the forms of divination used by the Pula 

involve special kinds of prayer,prayer and divination are 
considered here under a single heading* Words relating to 
the usual everyday Muslim prayers are discussed under 
Manding (see 3*411).Even though many Pula clerics have 
been critical of the Manding and Susu marabouts* use of the 
Koran for the purpose of making charms and divination,a 
number of them (Pula) have used their knowledge of the Koran 
to benefit themselves in a similar way as the Manding and 
Susu marabouts* Though not making charms,( a~»sgb£ and ma-nasi)] 
Pula marabouts are hired by Temne who want supernatural 
assistance in achieving their ends and^to this purpose,the 
Pula use the methods discussed below*

PUliA TEMPE

wirdu (A. wird) Special 
prayer

=wurdu Special prayer by Pula 
cleric on behalf of a

cUe.n*'

tagara (A* istikara)
Meditation^(oft b 
future event)

=thakara Put written prayer
under pillow to induce 
dream about specific 
event



PULA

kalwa (A. kalwa) Retreat, 
solitude for the 
purpose of prayer

wakilt (A* wakala) To entrust 
oneself to. G-od(also 
P* tawakaltu , A* taw&kala 
Trust in G-od)

mora To do the hair,hold the ^moxo Hold a patient’s
head head while reciting

a prayer,a common 
method used by the 
Pula as cure for mental; 
illness

The Temne consider the Pula as even more powerful and 
efficient marabouts than their Manding and Susu predecessor^, 
referring to them as a^marebana (M. more + Te. bana,Big).
During nobody te speaks to the marabout,
who is supposed to be in constant prayer* A1 though let/does 
not involve making charms (V~s£bt and mV-nasi ) this is

TEMm

k**alawa Retreat,seclusion 
for several days by 
Pula cleric to pray for 
a specific purpose whici 
he wishes to achieve 

' ' '=wakile. (as for Pula)
=tha w«k «lthu ( as )



the most expensive service obtainable from a marabout. It
is believed that only very powerful marabouts can attempt 

/ / /k~alawa since a man with lesser gifts might go mad in the
process, Gandidates for chieftaincy usually have uHnorebetna
to fgo into kalawa’ to ensure their success. The successful
candidate’s marabout may then be invited to stay with the
chief, sometimes even becoming u~lomamr and having the
additional duty of making the chief’s crowni Both ^wurdu
an(̂  -thakara also involve prayer without the making of
charms. The reliance of the Pula marabouts on prayer to
ach]g$)ve their purposes is in keeping with their general
condemnation of the use of charms,as well as their preaching
of the concept of total submission to the will of God,

/ / /-wakile » This involves the avoidance of personal charms,

1, The chiefs of the Limba and the Loko in Bombali are 
all referred to as Alimamy,each of them claiming Pula 
extraction, A possible explanation for this may be that 
their ancestors were intact Pula marabouts who had been 
made Alimamy in these chief dome as rewards for having 
worked for successful chiefs.



and acceptance of G-od as one’s guide and protector*

4»11 Titles

FUXA TEME

fode learned Muslim u-fode Muslim cleric, Imam
muslim n / ✓ \ Mmuslimi (A. i u ^ m u s l i m i  Devout rruslim

Muslim

waliyu (•&> waliy) Holy man u^waliyu Holy man,Muslim reformer 
Saint Relieved to be divinely

inspired

sarifu (A* sarrf) Muslim u-sarifu Muslim hnly man with 
holy man powers of prophesy

u-fode is the most senior Muslim official in religious
ca/tcW s among the Temne,his functions including not only 
the leading of prayers,hut also the administration of matters 
relating to the Mosque* The Arabic tfafetfc al imam. Imam, has 
been borrowed into Temne only in the form u^lgmami«who is 
a political rather than a spiritual head of a Muslim migrant



community, Both the positions of u~fode and u~lamami , 
still held in high esteem among the Temne, are now often 
held by Temne who frequently claim Fula descent if they 
are u-*fodQ,or Maninkf. descent if u-lamami,

u-wqliyu and u~sarxfu are seen only rarely in Temne
country,the most famous \i-wallyu being the Muslim Moorish
missionary Haidara,who worked among the Temne end Limba

1in Kambia in the mid^l920's# In the writer*s own experience,
si«ce K Nthere has/been only one u-sarxfu visiting Temne country^ 

in 1948,when,being considered a direct descendant of the 
Prophet,it was a blessing to see and touch him#

 ̂ t f  ̂ \ / ̂The term u^muslimi is becoming more common than u-rnoro 
in referring to a Muslim, This is another word gaining 
currency because of Fula criticism of Manding/Susu terms, 

u-mpre, which implies a Muslim who believes in charms# 
This religious snobbery has resulted in Many Islamic terms 
borrowed by the Temne from the Manding and Susu, and once 
considered elegant and pious,becoming less frequent since 
they are now themselves considered irreligious and 
inelegant (of* Pft laknran and k^A£a , u~lafa and V-kVrn/ka , 
CX^wala and l^walka) #

1* Sally Aldridge,Haidara Revolt, M,A,Thesis, S.O.A*S.1969



4»%3Reading1 and Writing
FTJLA

allcurana (A* al*~qur*an) Koran

aluha (A* alwah) Wooden 
"board used for 
writing

to a (A* to a) Fame of second
letter in the Arabic 
alaphatoet, stage one 
in learning to read 
the Koran

sigira Writing the vowel 
signs on an extract 
of Arabic writing, 
to help the student 
with pronunciation; 
stage two of learning 
to read the Koran

dursi (A# darasa Study) Recite

TE3ME 

a ~lalraran Koran 

a^wala (as for Fula)

£-ba Stage one in learning 
to read the Koran

✓ /==sikra (as for Fula)

=dursi (as for Fula)
portions of the Koran; 
stage three in learning ^

to read the Koran
t A'k



FULA

rendugol Joining of letters, 
sounds and words

tafsiru (A# tafsir) transla
tion of,and comment
ary on the Koran

sura (A, sura) B\ira, chapter

ctrno One who has completed 
his Koranic studies 
having passed tests in 
translation and comment 
ary

alfa (A* alfaqih) Muslim
scholar,Fula Koranic 
teacher, a ̂armoko^

T m m

*=rendu Straightforward reading, 
stage four in learning 
to read Koran 

* /=thnfsiru (as for Fula)

a-sora (as for Fula) 

u-tarsno (as for Fula)

u-lS fa Fula scholar and 
Koranic teacher



The length of time spent in learning to read the 
Koran (five to seven years) is partly due to the faot that 
learning is divided into a number o^ Stages,each lasting 
for a considerable period* The first of these, g-ba,may 
last for over a year* huring this period,the pupil spends 

. only very little time in actual studies,being engaged
for a greater part of his time doing various duties for his 
teacher who,not being paid a fee (though receiving gifts

S / /from the pupils1 parents in the form of c^yaka ,3 *̂ /2.), 
feels justified in engaging his pupil in manual work* Many 
Fula, clerics engage in millet farming or cattle rearing as 
a means of augmenting their income,the labour force for these 
occupations being provided by their pupils, ^slng pupils 
for manual work is made easier because the Fula,as stated 
above,live in separate communities away from the towns, 
and pupils sometimes have to travel long distances to go 
to these Fula areas where they often stay for several 
years,returning home only at the end of their studentship. 
This is in contrast with the Maninka teachers who,living 
in the towns with the indigenous population,have their pupils 
coming for only a few hours a day, returning to their 
various homes at the end of the lessons. The only use 
therefore,to which Maninka clerics can profitably^their

m



pupils is sending them around during the day to beg for alms 
in the name of G-od (see =8ftlomuthi 3«4/2- ). This has 
resulted in the Temne terming the Maninka as beggars 
(u-yeliba ) and the Fula referring to them as nyamakala
(F. nyam >.,Bat + kalis Money) Money eaters,i.e. beggars.

✓ /=dursi does not begin until the third stage when 
the pupil has learnt to read a passage continiously;he 
is deemed to have learnt a section when he successfully 
recites (-dursi) in fronjt of his teacher without making a 
mist alee, continuing to do this until he can recite a 
substantial portion of the Koran* After this at age, the 
pupil merely reads directly from the board ( q~wala)until 
he is able to decipher the whole Koran,when he goes back 
to the beginning for the fifth and final stage -thftfsiru.
He takes the title u^t£rano immediately on the successful 
completion of his course,though becoming u~lofa only if 
he starts his own school. Even though the generic term
v \ f t ^u*"karmoko is used for a Koranic teacher as well as being 
a nickname for all Fula, Fula Koranic teachers always refer 
to themselves as alfa,and; as with other Manding/Susu terms,



dislike being called u^karmko. Pupils are often identified 
as having Fula or Maninka teachers according to whether they 
refer to their teachers as u~l3fa or u-karmoka respectively. 
It is from this group of Alfas that the Imam (see u~fode) 
is usually appointed#

4#^Gattle Rearing and Farming
FULA 1EMHE

wuro , gore, Town,village

dingira Enclosure for cows

mamaarc. Old, past bearing 
age

worto Knife with curved 
handle and blade 
used for harvesting 
millet

k©^wor£ Village with
cattle-grazing area

**  ̂ / zks^dinkira Enclosure in a
village for cows

ô -mamars. Old female cow

s / /a-worths (as for Fula)



CHAPTER PIVE

5# METOE LOAHWORLS

§*1 Introduction
5 #11 Mende constitutes the largest single speech 

community in Sierra leone,the 1963 Census having 
estimated the number of native speakers at 672,831#
This figure is 23,900 more than the 648,931 recorded 
for native speakers of Temne,the second largest speech 
community* Together with speakers of Mende as a second 
language (particularly among the Kissi,Kono,Vai and 
Bullom) the total number of Mende**speakers is probably 
over? 800,000# They inhabit an area extending over 
12,000 square miles in the southern half of Sierra 
Leone (together with a tiny enclave in Liberia),sharing 
a common boundary of over 250 miles with the Temne* To 
the east of the Mende are the Kono and Kissi,and to the 
west and south are the Bullom and Vai* The Mende speaking 
area has expanded considerably over the past half century, 
taking in much of former Vai and Bullom speaking 
territory* The Mende also defeated the Banta (a Temne 
sub-group) during the nineteenth century and occupied 
their territory,establishing Taiama as capital of the 
Kpa Mended Even though the Mende became known to

1* E.A* Ijagbemi; A History of the Temne in the nineteenth 
CenturyT Ph#B* Thesis, Edinburgh,1968,p*260.
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*1Europeans only in the late eighteenth centuryf they have 
subsequently spread into areas formerly held by other 
ethnolinguistic groups,including the Temne, In almost 
every major town in Sierra Leone today,including 
Freetown,there is a large Mende community with a Mende

pTribal Headman*

5# llfi Mende is part of the South-western group of 
Mande languages,the other members of the group being 
Loko (spoken in northern Sierra Leone) ,.Kpelle,Bandi 
and Loraa (all spoken in Liberia), Loko is the only member 
of this group which is not contiguous with the others, 
being separated from the Mende by a wedge of Temne who, 
together with the Limba,completely surround the",Loko* 
Conflicting reasons have been advanced as to why the Loko 
find themselves isolated from the rest of the south-western 
Mande group. One explanation is that they were a section 
of the Mende who were cut off from the main group by 
invading Temne^ The other is that they were a branch

1* P.E.H.Hair, An Ethnolinguistic Inventory of the Upper 
G-uinea Coast before 1700, African Language Review 6, 
1967,pp*32~70,

2, M* Bant on, West African City, A study of Tribal Life 
in Freetown,Oxford 1957,pp*11-12,

3* Oral tradition by Alimamy Sesay of Kalangba,recorded 
by A.K.Turay in December 1967*



*jof the Bandi who moved northward through Sierra Leonev 
Ihis second theory has linguistic support in the fact 
that the Limba,neighbours of the Loko,refer to them 
as ’Bandi’,and that Loko is linguistically,especially 
in its morphology,even closer to Band! and Loma,both 
spoken in Liberia,than to Mende. The Loko,according to 
Hirst,have been in the area they now occupy probably for 
some centuries. If,as Rodney suggests^ they were part 
of the Mane invasion of Sierra Leone during the sixteenth 
century,then they had arrived in this area over a century 
before the Mende were fully settled in their own present 
location. If both Mende and Loko were closely related 
members of the ’Manes’,as would appear to be the case on 
linguistic grounds,then they may be presumed to have split 
up during the Mane invasion to settle in different areas, 
developing separate cultural institutions. Ihe Loko do 
not operate either th© Wunde or the Poro, the two ’secret’ 
societies which are central to Mende culture and society.

1# E.Hirst,’A reconstruction of the history of the Loko1, 
Sierra Leone Studiest H'.S*9>P*29*

2 Gr,Innes, ’An outline grammar of Loko with texts’,
African Language StudiestY, 1964-,pp» 115^175♦

3* W* Rodney, A History of the Upper Guinea Coast 1545~1800t 
Oxford,1970,p,59*

4#K,Little, Ihe Mende of Sierra Leone, London,1951*

ir*>



The Kofo,on the other hand,which is the dominant male 
society among the Loko,is not similar to any institution 
among the Mende, The Loko do operate the Bundu,the female 
’secret’ society which is widespread among most ethnic groups 
in Sierra Leone,although a comparison of the organisation 
and vocabulary of this society with those of its Temne 
counterpart# suggests that the Loko form of Bundu has been 
borrowed from the Temne,who had in turn borrowed/from the 

Mended

5*112, There is no record to show when the Temne and
the Mende first came into contact* The two major groups
involved in the Mane invasions and wars of the sixteenth
century,the ’Manes’ and their opponents the ’Sapes} are
thought to have included the Mende and the Temne 

2respectively* But the detailed identities of these so-called 
’irfane’ and ’Sape’ groups,in spite of the efforts of Kup, 
Rodney,and Hair, still remain confused* It is therefore 
difficult to establish this period of early European 
documentation as a certain period of contact between the 
Mende and the Temne* The Mende (or ’Kosso’)were^st

U/v\VC\tru)>rt^v&w&*apparentlyAto Europeans as a separate ethno~linguistic 
group until the late eighteenth century,nearly 150 years 
after the Mane invasion* One must not assume,however,that

l.Loko Bundu songs recorded by the writer in 1968 in G-ben̂  
dembu were all in Temne,interspersed la§?/a few Loko phrases*
2* Rodney,op*cit.jalso,’A reconsideration of the Mane 

invasions of Sierra Leonef> Journal of African History,
YU, 2,pp* 219-246*
A.P♦ Kupf A History of Sierra Leone, 14001787»London,1961*

5* P.E.H. Hair {Ethnolinguistic continuity on the Guinea Coast, 1 
Journal of African History,Ylll,2,(1967) pp*247^268.



contact between the Mende and Temne only began with the 
appearance of the Mende in the eighteenth century in the 
Bumpe and Ribbi area,since that area was surrounded by the 
Banta end Koya,two Temne sub-groups* Migration andrvivcK cAr/iCr
settlement across boundaries may have taken place^but 
unfortunately the scanty historical data available do 
not take account of these peaceful contacts and are 
restricted largely to wars^* But even where these wars 
occured,they were not always fought on tribal lines 
and were often conducted on^basis disregarding ’tribal1 
affiliation^

In 1807 the Colony signed a peace treaty with 
the Temne chiefs of Koya,and subsequently a large 
number of ’Kossoh*,i*e. Mende Liberated Africans 
from Freetown who wished to obtain farm-1and nearer 
their original homes in Mendeland,settled in Koya* 
Contacts between the Temne and the Mende increased 
after 1898,when Britain declared a Protectorate over 
the rest of present-day Sierra Leone,with Bo in 
Mendeland as the capital* This made Bo an important

1* An example of this is seen in the case of G-banka 
who on one occasion led the Yoni Temne against the Kpa 
Mende of Taiama* Later he and his war-boys,together with 
his brother Raka,fought alongside the Mende,looting 
several Temne towns and Bullom villages. Some of these
*wars’ were also between different factions of the same 
ethnic group,like the Eoya Temne against the Yoni 
Temne* See Ijagbemi,op.cit* p.251?271 as well as p* 239 
for an account of the attack on Foredugu in 1881*



centre for trade and adminstration and people from 
various parts of the country went there to seek
employment* The opening of the Bo School in 1906 (the 
only Secondary school in the provinces for nearly 
50 years) enabled boys from Temneland to go to Bo 
for their education,where they also learnt to speak 
Mende*But despite this history of more recent contact 
between the Mende and the Temne,the influence of the 
Mende language on Temne has remained largely restricted 
to one area of culture,namely that of the Bundu society*

5.12 The majority of words borrowed from Mende
into Temne are fsecret1 society terms,particularly
concerning the women1 s society,Bundu, and the Poro
soGiety,over half the total of Mende loanwords noted &&
falling under this category. Even where such words are
not society terms in Mende,they have been borrowed into
Temne to describe the particular characteristics or duties1of individual members of the Bundu or Porof e*g**

Me. mambo, Black,Velvet ci ̂ mambo* Dark-skinned
Poro member*

Me* luge Leader a -ruk=> G-irl leader in
Bundu,

5*121 Prom the large number of Mende^derived words
oprelating to Bundu^(over twenty four of the total/sixty), 

it is apparent that this society has been acquired by the 
Temne from the Mende* Even though the Bundu is a widespread 
institution in Sierra Leone and in the adjacent areas of

1# This is not restricted t$ Mende words;cf. k-orentha 9 •4-5".
• See also A.K.Turay, Naming and place- 

names among the Temne*, (unpublished paper| in
A^Wc&n Lctrvgucto^. IRevKgto

!5k



Liberia and Guinea, the used by the Temne in reference/"Ito this society te^e/been borrowed directly from Mende.
The ceremonial songs of the Bundu in Temne also often 
contain Mende words and phrases. The wide occurence of 
these phrases explains why such songs are largely 
unintelligible to uninitiated speakers of Temne to whom 
the Mende words and phrases appear merely as ’nonsense* 
elements.

5.122 Some words borrowed from Mende relate both 
to the Bundu and Poro,e.g.

Me. sowo*High official Te. u-eoko 1. Member of 
of Bundu or Poro Poro,

2. Member of 
Radigba.

Me.mabembe Go around town Te. =rbembe Go around town 
on someone’s behalf* in funeral procession

foî .) member of Poro 
2) member of Bundu, 

Me, gbonu Poro ’devil’ Te. a-gbonu 1, Poro
official 
2. Radigba 
official.

Me. pali Inner part of Te. o,~pol:T Grave for Poro
Poro ’bush’, or Bundu official.

The close connection between the two societies is not 
resricted to Mend©^derived terminology but extends also 
to the actual practice of their ceremonial rites. Thus

1, The following song, sung by Bundu initiants as they
leave town every morning to go to the ’bush1 ka ~yarma, 
(see S' 4-ni) ,serves as an example,
a muriye a muriye < wa mulirlet us go,let us go,
sskoJlanL ro yarma We are i

Yes, Bundu leader.



at one stage of the Bundu initiation ceremony,members
of the Poro assist members of the Radigba in carrying
out their duties* Conversely, as Bundu officials,£**digha, '-£■
members of the Badigba,have to be present before the Poro
officials can perform certain rites.This connection between
the two societies is further strengthened by the tradition
that Poro was originally a women’s society,taken over by
men# Even today,whenever the Poro 1 devil1 comes into town,
the women block the men’s way,threatening to recapture their
’devil’* Different writers have suggested various2etymologies for the word Poro itself* Harley suggests it
is derived from from a South-western Mande item meaning*’root1,Schwab’s"gloss for it is ’one word’ or ’unity’,

4and Little indicates that the word for Poro m  Mende ’poe’ 
means laterally ’no end’ or ’far behind’*Though there 
is no clear indication as to what the ultimate origin 
of the word Poro is,the traditional association of women v  
with the society must be borne in mind# Apart from the

1# Oral tradition recorded by A.K*Turay at Matotoka(Pa 
Yamba Kore) and at Tikonko (Jibao Luseni) during field 
work for this thesis carried out in Sierra Leone in 1966- 
1969*

2# Gr.W.Harley, Hotes on the Poro in Liberia,Cambridge»Mass* 
1941*

5*0.Schwab, Tribes-^-of the Liberian Hinterland,Cambridge, 
Mass*,1947.

4 X #Little,The Mende of Sierra. Leone, London,1951.



examples already cited,a word such asV^maborfc., Female 
member of the Poro(ex. Me* mabafs. ) suggests either a &  
common origin or a convergence of organisation between 
the Bundu and Poro.Since both societies seem to play 
complementary roles to each other,it is probable that 
the introduction of one of these societies necessitated 
the simultaneous introduction of the other.In other 
words,not only the Bunju,but also the Poro,is likely 
to have been introduced to the Temne by the Mende.

5.123 As in the case of Bundu,there is linguistic 
support for the suggestion that the Poro was introduced 
to the Temne by the Mende,even though there has been

-the
considerable convergence in/organisation of the Temne 
Poro as a result of influences both from Mende and Bullom

The Temne word for the society, g-poro , corresponds 
tonally to the Mende p^o ,Poro society. The Bullom pa e , 
on the other hand does not correspond to the Temne form*
It is therefore more than likely that the Temne term 
V~pair> is derived from Mende than from Bullom* The 
borrowing of such terms as,

a -gbanika (ex. Me. Kpandoinga) Poro fbushf, 
u~soko (ex* Me. sowo) Poro member,
\x~lawund£ (ex. Me* laawunde) Junior Poro official,

all suggest the Mende influence in the introduction 
of Poro to the Temne.

5*124 The influence of Badigba in Temne speaking 
areas in Sierra Leone is in direct proportion to that 
of the Poro* In Tonkolili and parts of Bombali Districts 
where there is strong Poro influence,the organisation of



Radigba and the Bundu is extremely elaborate* Chiefdome 
with Poxo—conti’olled chieftaincies have a female sub—chief 
called Bomdigba ( Te*-horn,Senior + digba Bundu official),
who is one of the wives of the chief,and is responsible for

1the organisation of Bundu and Radigba initiations* In the
Horthern Port Loko and Kambia Districts where there is
no Poro,the Bundu and Radigba do exist but with less
elaborate ceremonial than in other parts* There-’is no Bom-
digba in these areas and most people send their children
to the Susu form of Buî ju, g-bondo q-sbsb, otherwise
known as cx-suna,|see 3 » 4 | ^ )  «Both the Poro and Radigba have
spread among the Temne at the expense of two indigenous2societies,Ragbenle and Ramena * Even today, the hostility 
between the two fforeignf societies on the one hand,i*e,

/auoctw.
Poro and Radigba^ and the two indigenous societies on the 
other,i*e* Ragbenle and Ramena,is still widespread* While

1, For a discussion of the relationship between the 
Ragbenle secret society and chieftaincy among the 
Temne,see V#R#Dor£fri*n, *The organisation and functions 
of the Ragbenlje society of the Temne*, Africa,XXIX, 2, 
1959jpp*156^70f also *The changing political 
system of the Temne*,Africa,XXX#2,I960,pp* 110-40, 
and A.K.Turay,* Offices in Temne chiefship*, Unpublished 
paper*

2* Dorjhan,op,cit.



members of the Radigba will cooperate with the Poro
officials and assist in their ceremonies,they will have
nothing to do with Ramena# Poro and Ragbenle chiefs still
avoid eating from the same dish and a Poro member takes an

1oath by saying he would rather eat k -1 ok,Pood eaten by 
members of the Ragbenle,than fail to carry out his word# 
The influence of the Poro and Radigba/Bundu is now

CH-*-considerable and they today predominant fsecret* societiesA A
among the Temne# The following diagram illustrates the 
inter-relationship between the Poro and the Radigba/Bundu:

1# LUDalby and A*Kamara,fA vocabulary of Temn© Ragbenle
society1 , op# cit* The antagonism between the Ragbenle and 
Poro was one of the reasons for the failure of BritishA
policy of chiefdom amalgamation in Sierra Leone. An 
amalgamation between a Poro and Ragbenle chiefdoms scarce** 
ly ever succeded,since the chief,if he was Poro,would 
not be recognised by the Ragbenle section and vice-versa#



gbonu Senior Radigba 
A official

pa gbonu Poro 'devil

O-mab^rLl?emale member of both 
"Pora Radigba

Radigba —  -^Restricted ̂Mejnbership ̂ __
s=s a*-soko

Poro

Bundu----- ^Circumcision 4z— — — Rabay
(every female) a-sema

a*-gborka
(all uncircumcised,male and female)

One is not considered a mature and responsible 
member of the society until circumcision,a stage through 
which every boy and girl has to pass* Boys and girls 
who have been initialed into the Rabay and Bundu respectively 
are referred to as a~sema« Ihe Radigba and Poro,however,



include only certain women and certain men respectively,
\ / ✓known as a**soko«membership often resulting from selective

N / v vconscription* ft-maborfe, t a, senior Bundu official, is also
the only female member of the Poro,acting as a matron for

 ̂ / /the young initiants into the Poro* pa gbonu,the Poro 
devil is never seen by non-members* A detailed discussion 
of the various functions of these officials may be found 
under 5*412*



*5*2 Phonology of Mende'*'

5 #21 Gons on ant s

cO

Plosives kp gbj

Nasal oompound mb nd

lateral



5«22Towels

i
e

e
a

<$$1 i®eje&esaKiaiwA#
Tone

5, 25/Mende employs lexical tone ana the tone pattern 
of Mend© words will be marked as below,employing the same 
syllabic tone-marks as for lemne;

High
Low
Falling
Bising*

5*24 Phonological correspondences between Mende and lemne
(in loanwords from Mende to femne).
For the majority of phonemes,the correspondences 

between Mende-derived items in lemne and their Mende source- 
items are non*-differential,i,e, ,the same phonemes occur 
in both the femne and Mende forms of the word. For such 
non-differential correspondences only one example is 
quoted,
5*241 Consonants (non-differential)

In.the examples quoted,the Mende form is cited first,
p:p

j :> po wahun Oar den, "a -yo pb wa Market
Market *

b:b
bondo Secret,Bundu OL-bondo Bundu society

bush,
t; t

toke Gantiously -toke Cautiously



d:d
demia Brother in law u-demiya Brother in law, younger

brother of a girl friend
k:k

3eke Oowry (generic k»**yeke Gowry need by members of
term) Badigba

gh:gb
V S V3 agbawa Large metal a ̂ yagbawa (as for Mende)

basin
f :f

n x ^kpafa Hunter1s bag a-gbanfa (as for Mende)
s:s

xsangba Conical drum a-sangba (as for Mende)
N <■" Xmapila Mythical giant \ S X S'

o* -mampila Ghost
n:n\ Xnafale Masked dancer cx̂ nô fotle (as for Mende)

\ \  /ko-yogba Whip used in the Bunduyogba Whip (generic
term)

5.242 Consonants (differential)
The differential consonantal correspondences involve

those phonemes in Mende which do not occur in the Temne
primaryA5syŝ emS! Three examples are cited,whever possible,
to illustrate the regularity of such correspondences#

* 5. ■ 
gik

lugs Leader (generic sa —ruks Leading in Bundu procession 
term)

gind£ Shake, jump around *=kind£Dance of the Bundu officials 
kpanguima Bundu bush a~gbankuma (as for Mende)

I GG



kp:gb
kp'afaT Hunter1 s bag O.-gblmfa (as for Mende)

kp^gbo Hammer rs^gbogb^ Hammer
kpanguima Bundu bush &-gbankuma Bundu bush

Jagbawa Large metal a-yagbawa (as for Mende)
basin

3eke Gowry (generic k^yeke Gowry used by members of
term) the Badigba

j=> p^wahun Market *-yc>p'owa Market
following /o/,Mende medial /w/ corresponds to Temne 

/k/, Medial /w/ occurs^a3 a secondary phonological 
feature in Temne*

w:kX s \ / /mbowa Ehife ot̂ boka Gutlass
S X \ / ^sowo Member of Poro u-soko Member of Poro or Badigba

or Badigba
243 Basal compounds

The Mende nasal compounds /mb/ and /nd/ correspond 
to Temne /b/ and /d/ respectively,in initial position, 
and to /mb/ and /nd/,respectively,in medial position. The 
nasal compound /ng/ is borrowed,in medial position only, 
as /nk/.

Initial
mb :b

f S \ t smbowa Ehife a**boka Gutlass
nd;d

ndamba Crocodile, <X-damba Stocks
stocks



Medial
mb :mb

ndamba Orocodile, a-d^&ba Stocks
stocks

nd: nd
kande Trick =kande Trick(esp#pretence of

being member of Bundu)
ng:nk

kpanguima Bundu bush a~gbankuma (as for Mende)

5»244 Towels
The vocalic correspondences,except those involving 

Mende /a/ are all non̂ -diff erential#
i: i

paii Deep part or river, a-pair G-rave of Poro member 
inner part of Poro Vi-i 
bush

e :e
3eke Cowry(generic term) ka~yeke Gowry used by members

of the Radigba
£: a

\ / S s /s£ki Blacsmith specialising u~s£k:i Official name for 
in making guns and blacksmith in Poro
other implements

j^p^wahun Market V^yop^wa Market
0:0/ /mbowa Ehife d-boka Gutlass
u:u

lugo Leader a ~ruks Girl leader in Bundu

Mende /a/,when borrowed into Temne,results^ either 
/a/ or /a/*

a:a/ \ V / S ‘laga Wunde official a-raka Poro official



a: a
nafale Masked dancer a.-nafale
pali Deep part of river a~psali Grave for Poro member
s , / /  ^ N / ✓mapxla Mythical giant ftasmampila Ghost

Ro regular rule has "been established as to when the 
corresponding phoneme is /a/ or /&/ ;the only regular 
feature being the non-occurence of /a/ in final position 
in Mende-derived items (where final /a/ in Temne is 
normally an extension suffix,
5*25 The majority of loanwords borrowed from Mende into 
Temne retain their original Mende tone pattern in Temne, 
the exceptions being

1) polysyllabic items that have one or more ,* 
syllables elided in Temne e.g. Me* ypawahun 
Te.'o,-yawa. (where Mende high-low corresponds 
to Temne fall),

2) where an initial rising tone is borrowed as 
a high tone e.g*
Me* tonga Te* u~bonka Fellow member of

Bundu
Me* bafima Te* \wbofima * Medicine* made out

of human fat
5*26 The majority of nouns borrowed from Mende fall 
under the .A/E class pair, this being the class pair under 
which the greatest number of nominals fall in Temne* Even 
though many of the words borrowed refer to officials 
of the Bundu and Poro societies,these words do not fall 
under the human class pair oV a , only two items u~soko, 
Member of Poro or Radigba,and u^yeri»interpreter for the 
Poro devil falling under this class pair* General titles1

X#of, q-santhaki and q -lamamif 3,4^1 as well as a -boy

Ifc9



*1 / fall under the A* /E class pair* Only £,-yomb̂  and pa-yaka
are the only two nominals that fall under the secondary
class pairs, J0/E and jZ)/p respectively,the rest of the
Mende-derived nominals being assimilated into the Temne
primary singular/plural class pair system*
5*27 Only five verbal stems are Mende-derived in Temne; 
of t h e s e B i n g  praises of senior Bundu members,is 
the only one that takes an extension suffix,the instrumental 
^  Cl \ *
5*3 Semantic change

Mende-derived words in Temne relating to artefacts 
and items of food and drink have not undergone any 
significant semantic changes* Many words for society 
terminology however,have become narrowed in meaning 
when borrowed into Temne,the main reason for this being 
the fact that several of these terms,though having a general 
application in Mende,are in Temne restricted to the context 
of particular rites and ceremonies connected with either 
the Bundu or the Poro society,e*g*

Me* Jeke Gowry (generic term)y Te, k^-yeke Gowry
used by Radigba 

Me. yogba Whip (generic term)y Te* ks>-yogba,,Whip
used to beat Bundu 
initiants.

The use of the Mende-derived ’society* terms in 
Temne is restricted by their context and they occur only 
infrequently in everyday speech. Many of them are meant 
to be known to and used by members only,hence their 
advantage as*foreign* words* Also,because these terms are 
specifically society terms,they are not being replaced 
by recent borrowings from English,as is the case with
many Portuguese,Manding,or even older English-derived 
words*

n  o ^



5*41 Semantic Categories
5 + 41 Societies
5»411 Titles of Societies

MEBPE
bondo Secrets,Private affaire, 

Secret place, Bundu 'bushN \ligba Society for senior 
Bundu officialsi / Poro,men1s secret society

TEMKEV s s "}cx-bondo Bundu society,female
circumcision society

r'S -digba Women’s society for
Bundu officials  ̂ ? /<x vigors Poro society

2Rodney refers to a female secret society among 
the ’tapes’,described by 3?ernandeŝ as existing in Sierra 
leone in the early sixteenth century,i.e. before the fManeT 
invasion. Rodney asserts that in almost every detail the 
description fits with the Sande and Bundu female secret 
societies as they survive among the Mende and numerous 
other Sierra leone peoples in the twentieth century. If 
this were so,it would invalidate the hypothesis that 
Bundu was introduced to the Temne by the Mende but infact 
the society'described by Pernandes is not Bundu. Rodney 
overlooks the important detail of the girls being under 
the guardianship of an old man, and the fact that the 
initiates were called mendas.This description corresponds 
to that of the Temne present-day Ramena society,in which

9 m y / Sthe initiates,called a-msna are under the guardianship of 
an old man: Ramena is an indigenous Temne society unrelated 
to Bundu,see 5.124*

1* The Mende themselves refer to the Bundu as Sande,a term 
that has not been borrowed into Temne.

2. Rodney,op.cit. p.65
3*f.Monod,daMota,R*Mauny,ed;Description de la cote

Occidentale d! Afrique,par Valetim P ernandes,1506-10, 
Bissau,1951



5»412 Members

rams
bonga friendly term of

address among girls 
sti3.1 undergoing the 
rites of Bundu 
initiation 

sowo High official in Poro 
or Bundu

ligba Senior Bundu official 
laa wunde Official of theftWunde (Mende male 

secret society)

mab* Female member of the 
Poro

? tmambo Black,velvet 

gbonu Poro 1devil1

lugo Leader

sama Person of high social 
standing,aristocrat

s' i •**ss.kx Blacksmith specialising 
in making guns and other 
implements

u-b^nka G-irl still going 
through Bundu rites

u-soko Member of Poro;also 
suffixed to the names 
of members of Badigba 

a-rigba Member of Badigba 
Official in 

Poro acting as 
ambassador between the 
Poro and the Wunde 

â mabars; Senior official of t
the Badigba who is j
also a member of the |
Poro *j

a-mambo Poro member who is t 

dark-skinned i
a-gbonu 1* Poro ’devil1 

2* Senio Badigba 
official 

a -ruko First girl initiant i
in the Bundu !

—sama G-irl ’prefect1 among 
Bundu initiants 

u-s^ki Member of secret 
society who keeps 
society weapons and 
and implements

t m  i m  ymti ^



MMDS TEM13
êilom:> Person who interpretes u~yeri (as for Mende)

for the Poro ’devil’ 
when he comes to town
at night (jei Story +

,Person)
1Change of name and status is a significant 

characteristic for those initiated into the Poro or 
Radigba. Boys undergoing initiation in Rabay are referred
to as sa-bethi*Poro initiants are called Wbankalo , while~    ^  ̂  ̂ r~r~ ^
Radigba initiatants are knowm as ts>~wotho(TgU Baboon).
One who has completed the initiation rites in the Poro
becomes u-soko,and in Radigba becomes q *-rigba.

The laa wunde in the Mende Wunde and a- ~lawund\ of 
the Temne Poro are the official messengers and co
ordinating officers between their two societies (K*-mabj>r&
serves a similar function for the Temne Poro and Radigba). 
Although Wunde does not exist among the Temnef this Mende 
society is reputed to have close ties with the Temne Poro 
and the existence of <X-lawunda in the Temne Poro seems to 
confirm thissThe highly successful organisation ofcthe

1. One is thought to be a ’new’ person after initiation. The 
ceremony of bringing the girls home after Bundu initiation 
is referred t© as =kus(lit. Pour s.t. out of a bowl 
after being washed), the Poro equivalent being =tayf (lit«, 
put s.t* out in the sun to dry after being washed).

2. The baboon and leopard (Te. u~s:Lp) are symbols of 
power among the Temne,with the baboon considered the

less powerful. One may tell the relative position of power 
held in the society by a~rigba according to whether she

113



Hut Tax War and the Mende Uprising of 1898 in the North
and South of Sierra Leone respectively may well have been
due to cooperation between the two societies.

-gbonu further illustrates the close contacts
between the two societies. The Poro ’devil1, gbonu is
never seen by non-members,only its high pitched voice
being heard;the identity of: gbonu,the Poro ’devil’,and
gbonu .the Radigba official,may be more than linguistic
however,the female official probably also performing the
duties of the Poro ’devil’. Like gbonu.q-mab r̂z is also
a Radigba official as well as a member of the Poro,acting
as a female warden for the novices undergoing initiation.
The identity of this female official is known only to members

1of the Radigba and Poro.
lugo and samâ  may be used as proper names by the girls 

after the Bundu initiation,though a change of name in the

carries one or more baboon’s or leopard’s teeth round 
wrist,the combination and number of such teeth further 
helping rank.

1. The unknown identity of this female official to non
members is one of the reasons why non-members refrain 
particularly from discussing the Poro with women as 
one cannot be sure whether one is speaking to q-mabs rs 
or not. This fear of secret spies is also a. majw 

fact tar for the Poro ha.va.ng powerful fornso long.



Bundu is not,unlike the Poro n̂ vsL Radigba, compulsory.
All the other titles discussed in this section m a y  also 
he used as proper names,except u-sskf and u^yeri which 
are not permanent titles,the person performing thier duties 
changing from time to timej The Poro ’devil’ speaks in a 
language that is unintelligible to non-members,u**yeri 
being the interpreter between the ’devil1 and the audience?
5*415 ’Devils’,Masqueraders,and Dancers

WOMDE TEMNE
n^wo Bundu ’ d e v i l m a s k e d  a^n^wo Bundu masked dancer

dancer
gsb^i Mai© secret society’s a-k^b^y Mende masked dancer

masked dancer
nafale Junior partner^of gcboi a-nafale (as for Mende)
S f s s / / f -yamama Masquerader who dances ck -yamama (as for Mende)

d&&K*eo& on a tightrope and 
on top of a pole

1* cf * 5#26 as well as a — santhski«b. ^l^mami 3.4*1. k 
Titles,as opposed to occupations,fall under the1 pA/B class with 0 /A concord*

2* c *̂ u^t^ku,^ *412
3. Many ’society’ devils and dancers have a junior partner 

who functions as a comedian,usually preceding the 
senior ’devil’ ox dancer and giving warning of their 
arrival e.g.

k^^bemba (M. bemba) : Te* kb-tomla in Rabay 
Ck -kDboy (Me, gs bo i) : cx-nafale in G-oboi society 
va ^kegbana :a-fisa Te, Poro
a-yelcu (OKU jegun) ;a-wokosiya ©^eh^see^ .415) 
V£X~n£,k£ ; a  -nVks-thombd' Temne Ragbenle.

n r



\ ^(X ~norwo is the only female masked dancer among the TemneS / ^her functions being similar>to those of ka-bemba, Male 
circumcision society ancestor ’spirit1 mask,in the 
Rabay society* These functions include acting as guardian 
spirit while the initiants are in the sacred bush* The 
other three discussed in this section are not connected 
with any special secret society amomg the Temne, 
performing mainly for money and general entertainment,
They all wear a total covering of robes however to 
conceal their identity,

5,414 Society Dances and Songs

/ Smayugba Bundu dance at 
funeralN / /mabembe Go round town on 
behalf of someone

/ / Nsoenga Collective name for
members of Bundu society

ginds. Jump from place to place, 
skip,trembles /■sale Make a noise,sing loudly

/ /tuma Reply,answer

TEMRE ;
S / S / - . i(X~mayogba (as for Mende) j

f
|

s^bembe Go round town, j
singing dirges,of Bundu; 
and Poro members at 
funeral ceremony

a^sorenka Dance by
members of the Bundu 
immediately after new 
initiants have been 
taken into the !bushr*s A=kind£. Dance of the
senior Bundu official

~s^l Sing loudly in
praise of senior
Bundu officials (of
Bundu initiants)

/ /“tuma Reply in song to
greetings of other 
Bundu initiants

n(*



The term -bembe emphasis«sthe similarity in 
organisation between the Poro and Bundu, the funeral 
processions of both societies being referred to by this 
term* Even though the &-rakatthe official messenger of the 
Poro,is not as expert a dancer as a -sampa,Bundu dancer, 
their dances are very similar,involving jumping and 
skipping# Only the dance of the a*-samp a however is

S Areferred to as s=kind£ #there being no special word for 
the dance of the a -raka} / iThe Bundu funeral ceremony of =bembe may be witnessed 
by non-members while that of the Poro is secret,but in 
both cases,the dirges are sacred,sung by members only 
during the actual performance of the ceremony,it being 
a crime (k^asi, see 3 , to sing such songs at any other
time#

-sol involves praising of members only,all other sing
ing in the society being referred to by the indigenous 
generic term, ,Sing#

1# a -raka, and a-samp a perform similar functions in the
Poro and Bundii respectively# As official heralds of their 
societies their duties include going round chanting 
before a performance by their societies# Their attire 
also strikingly similar,both carrying a sword in their 
right hand,and a bunch of leaves in their left,with 
their eyes and mouths marked round with white clay 
and with similar designs marked on their bodies also 
with clay#

m



5*415 Tows and Initiation
MEEDE TEMEE

k£l£ Vow,promise . k-Erk Vow,promise,oath
njombo Eooci eaten by novices t-y^mbo Mixed food given to 

at the end of initiation initiants of Bundu as
into the Poro or Bundu an oath not to divulge

the society1s secrets

s. vk-£re is restricted to vows made to a court,a chief, 
one’s parents or a secret society,promising to refrain 
from doing something;it involves only giving one’s word 
of honour without recourse to the use of ’medicine bags’# 
l-y/mbo is the equivalent of a -mSko ( among 
members of a male secret society# The result of breaking✓ V sone’s q ~k<£T£ may be imprisonment,but divulging the secrets 
of a society may result in ’disappearance* (i.e. death) 
in the case of the Poro,or a swollen stomach and subsequent 
death in the case of the Bundu. '

1* The indigenous word ~sej an£ is used for oaths involving 
a medicine bag’.q-sasa believed to cause the death of, 
anyone failing to carry out the oath. Many people now 
swear oaths on the Bible or Koran,it being considered 
’pagan’ to use q-sasa. In the courts of Sierra Leone 
however,judges and magistrates give witnesses the choice 
of taking the §ath on the Bible,the Koran, or q-sasa^.



5*416 Society Behaviour
MEECDE

toke Cautiously,slyly,quietly

kande Trick

TEMSSTE
toke (adv.) Slowly and 

esp. of the walk of 
Bundti girls who have 
just completed the 
initiation rites 

=kande Play a confidence 
trick 011 s.o.pretend 
to he member of the 
Bundu and tricking the 
members into believing 
this

G*irls who have successfully undergone the Bundu
initiation are expected to walk in a manner commensurate
with their new status,slowly and majestically,the song
sung as they .walk out of the !bushf into town

1instructing them to do this#
Women who are caught posing as members (-kande) are 

automatically initiated after having been shamed by 
being taken round the village and being jeered at by the 
onlookers. Such women feel so disgraced that they usually 
leave the town after the initiation and settle somewhere 
else.

1* o ya mang Oh suffering [[initiated
o yayo na ma na ma sema Lady,walk the walk of the ̂
toke o ya toke Softly,lady,softly
na ma na ma a<\ sema. Walk the walk of the initiates



5*417 Meeting and Burial Places
5*4171 meeide TIME
kpZndoanga*Poro bush where <a ~gbanitea (as for Mende)

meetings and initiation 
take place> ̂ ' V V X ,Qaama Bundu enclosure in lQ^yarma (as for Mende) 
bush

kpanguiniâ  Bundu enclosizre a~gbankuma (as for Mende)
in town

kondoma Hut in the Bundu d~kondoma (as for Mende)
enclosure where older
women who take care of
the novices live during
the period of initiation

SQ> -gbanika. is the only word in this section that
refers to the Poro,the other term for a Poro meeting
place Q.Kfare Being derived from Bullom (see b *
Both q^gbankuma and a ̂kondoma are collectively referred
to as q^kantha (Be* ^kantha Shut),a term that may also
refer to the plane of enclosure whex'e a Paramoumt chief
spends his period of tutoring before his ceremonial 

1installation*
5 * 417 2

MMDE 1EMHE
pali Beep part of a river, a -pfcli G-rave of Poro or

inner part of Poro bush Radigba member
p»3 Poro,meeting place ro—p^r^ Burial place of chiefs

1* A*B.Bure, *hotes on customs and ceremonies attending 
the selection and crowning of a Bombali Chief1 Sierra 
Leone Studies,X2CL1fSept» 1939,p*95*

I So



The indigenous ko-boma is the generic term for a 
grave. Although non—members cannot see the grave of a Poro 
member since this is in the Poro bush,the burial of a 
member of Radigba is not secret and her cx -p&li is usually 
in the town graveyard*

In the Poro controlled chiefdoms, ro-poW is usually 
in a forest with a stream nearby,this beingABomporo,a 
female sub-chief in these chiefdoms,goes to perform 
rites to the dead chiefs'!: The burial place for the Ragbenle 
is known as a**lank,an indigenous term,while chiefs in

v /  / /Muslim chiefdoms are buried in the a ̂ selkandi, ,3* *

5*418 Regalia
mende

yogba Whip (generic term)

Oeke Oowry (generic term)
>• N ^yumbuyamba Sierra Leone

peach

TEMNE
k9-yogba Whip used by Bundu 

officials to flog young 
initiants

s  ^  /ks-yeke Oowry used by member 
of the Radigba

S S ^ /a-yombayamba Leaves of the
Sierra Leone peach carr - 
ied by members of the 
the Bundu at the start 
of a Bundu initiation 
ceremony

It is considered a social offence to -refer to these 
three items of regalia by their indigenous generic terms 
( kô sg.th£,Whip, kg—font,Cowry, a —bopar ,Leaf),it being 
also an offence to refer to a whip or cowry not used as part

1*1* A.3I,Turay Offices in Temne chief ship



of the Bundu regalia as ka-yogba or ko-yeke respectively, 
kg-yeke is,like the baboon’s and leopard’s teeth,a 

symbol of membership in the Radigba,every member starting 
with one tied roxmd her wrist,the number increasing as 
she progresses in the society until the cowries are even- 
tually replaced by baboons teeth (see pJ73f,n*2)*

''k "S \ f f
<X—yomboyamba are medicinal,used in healing the woung. 

of clitoridectomy* The fact that this plant is used 
medicinally is supported by its also being referred to 
as q-buma, the term used for leaves used by secret 
societies ©nd for medicinal purposes. Before girls are 
initiated into the Bundu,the officials who are to 
perform the operation are given authority to do this by the 
rest of the older women who are already members of the
Bundu;this is done by these women members going to the

, \  ̂ \ \ S \ /most senior fX -rigba, carrying a -yomboyamba leaves singing
the following song;
ee sar̂  sa beko Here we come
ya o ye sema e BMembersflQfsithe BunduV
saf} sa ka ro a^-buma o We have brought the medicinal leaf
o yomboyamba eree The ’yomboyamba’
safr sa kgra <*j-buma o We have brought the leaf
o yomboyamba e e The ’yomboyamba1

This ceremony gives the necessary authority without 
which the members of the Radigba,who perform the 
initiation riteSj cannot proceed,



42 Dress

Mende women,having had such an influence among the Temne 
because of the Bundu,have very little influence on Temne 
women in theirrmode of dress,only one word having been 
borrowed under this category, Even the dress worn by the 
Bundu girls,on coming out of the bush,is referred to by a 
Krio-derived item, a «r>pctikot, (see 7*4-O2&0* 1"̂ ma7 be^there 
was an item derived from Mende for this ceremomial dress fthich 
has subsequently been replaced by the Erio^derived form*
This seems unlikely however,since Krio words of ultimate 
English origin,despite replacing several older words in 
the Temne lexicon,have had practically no effect on cultural 
termonology*

MEEDE

Jambo* Women* s dress reaching 
the ankles 

$143 Pood and Brink

MEEDE TEME
kondogbala Dried cassava chips £ **kondogbala (as for Mende) 
mayugbl Gassava sp# £ -mayugbl (as for Mende)
yatea Swamp rice pa^yaka (as for Mende)
jamb a Indian hemp kO-yamb a, (as for Mende)

Bext to rice,cassava is the most common food both among 
the Mende and the Temne,the generic term for cassava in 
Temne being itself a loanword from Portuguese, ̂ ^yoka  ̂ #
The dried cassava chins,^-kondogbala,are eaten mostly by 
travellers;they keep very well and can^stored for long

TEMBE

a ~yambo (as for Mende)

/P3



periods without going had* -* . ̂The indigenous term for Indian hemp ka—thay is
only rarely used,since smokers of hemp usually refer

1to it by using the loanword as a euphemism*

5*44 Social Relationships

TEMBE
* ✓ S * -r- *poe Adultery, fornication a **pure Lover,, mistress

demia B rother in. law u-demiya The younger brother
one!s girl friend or 
lover

N / /q -pure,involving adultery or unfaithfulness,contrasts
S  ̂ Nwith the indigenous term ka^mana,Boy-friend or girl-friend, 

a relationship which does not necessarily involve adultery* 
Por a married woman to have d -pure is an offence for whichpa husband may sue his wifef s lover* Unmarried friends of 
opposite sex are always referred to as ko-mani,regardless 
of whether there is any sexual relationship or not*N \ / /u-demiya may have been borrowed to help conceal a 
special rela.tionship#Whereas a married man refers to his 
wife’s brother by the indigenous term u-kbmahitBrother in 
law,a lover refers to his mistress* younger brother by the 
loanword u-demiya* Such a younger brother is often the go** 
between for the lovers and plays an important role in keeping 
the relationship a secret*

1* Drinkers of palm wine also prefer to refer to palm wine, 
not by the indigenous name m|-ber,but by the Limba-derived 
loanword,mo—mampama «see (d * (33 #

2* This offence,k|^bal Adultery,is referred to in Sierra
Leone English as ’woman palaver*,and the damages offered
to the husband, (Te* wway ]Q-bal,.lit* Pay for adultery) 
as 'paying woman damages*



5*45 Superstition,Magic and Divination

MENDE
pa^ Poro society and its fetish

V  ̂ /tvipgbs. Fortell the future
(t?>t=> Poretell +gb£ Allow) 

b^fima fMedicine’ thought to 
make a man powerful over 
others

N ^mapila Spirit in the shape of 
a very tall man,mythical 

giant

TEMNE
d -p or ■= Tuft of grass tied 

to the top of a pole 
and stuck in a farm by

j

the Poro;the presence j 
of this symbol forbids j 
harvesting of the crops'it-until is removedA

sstot̂ gbt (as for Mende)
< x fima. ‘Medicine*made

by Mende,as a source 
of obtaining power 
and control over other 
people |

a Hmbimpila Mythical spirit j 
wfo* supposed to take j 
away naughty children -

Other methods of restriction in harvesting are 
the use of a^walka, and a —wanka (see 3  * tf'if.'L. )• The penalty\ /' \ \ / Afor contravening the a»»walka and n ̂ wanka is thought to be 
inflicted by * G-od* in the case of a«*walka and by the ‘spirits* 
in the case of CWwa^a#In the case of a ̂ p^r/however,the 
penalty involves very severe physical punishment or even 
torture for men,and heavy fines for women*

One of the earlier functions of the Poro was the control 
of economic activity,deciding the times of harvesting,as 
well as punishing those who destroyed crops.See K.Little

tThe Poro society as an arbiter of culture' African Studies
7,lfMarch 1948,pp,l~15.



Divination in the form of ~tstigbj involves the 
the use of a hunch of straws in the same way as the

Temne* Several accounts are given on how it is prepared, 
the most Gommon heing that it is prepared from parts 
of human beings*

The use of fbogeymen1 to frighten children is common,

metal working, an explanation being the fact that the 
blacksmith occupies a central role in the community, 
particularly in the secret societies,as the manufacturer

to refer specifically to a perstmsihbcharge of society 
weapons and tools (usually,though not always,a blacksmith)*

1* cf*the use of such Tbogeymen* in English as * Winnie
with the long green horns*,*Winnie with the iron teeth*, 
by parents*

2* It is of the utmost importance that such custodians 
of society implements never leave the town;this may 
explain why blacksmiths are often cripples..

s / s /■ Niindigenous method ro~gb£ 1, or a ««walka „ «
a ~h>fima is prepared only by the Mende even among the

 ̂ Ns s \ \ /the most frequent being ^^mompila,Others include & ~yonsot 
and & ~mblto ,3k !

5*46 Implements
mende TEMNE 

a -boka Gutlass 
a ̂ yagbVwa (as for Mende) 
Ir^gb a gb$ Hamme r 
va -rant sma hail 
cx ̂ gbanfa Hunter* s bag

s smbowa Knife
jagbawa Large metal basin 
kpagba Hammer 
land ima hail 
kpafa Bag

Apart from c\~gbanfa,all these implements relate to

2and custodian of the ritual implements* Though the generic\ \ sterm for blacksmith is itself borrowed from Susu,(u^kabi, 
3 * ), Temne has also borrowed the Mende~derived u-sfcki



The influence of the Mende blacksmith may have increased 
with the spread of the Poro and the Bundu,two societies, 
introduced hy the Mende,which rely on the blacksmith for 
their ritual implements*

The Mende are renowned hunters using their knowledge 
of ironworking for the manufacture of guns (Me* kpande) 
like the jeliba and his £ ~balaot>  the hunter1 s bag, 
ft -*gbanf a is very closely guarded by every hunter,allowing 
no one to touch it as it supposed to contain all the 
powerful ’medicines’ that make one a successful hunter*

5»47 Agriculture

crops,stall for trading
s  ̂ s \ ^ Smanja large farm,chief’s farm k^mantiya large rice farip

These two terms may well have been introduced into 
Temne during the nineteenth century when the Kossoh,a 
general nineteenth century term for the Mende liberated 
Africans,moved into Koya Temne territory to obtain farming 
land which was n#t available to them in the then ’colony’ 
of Sierra leone(i.e* what is now known as Freetown and the 
Western Area)* The fact that the Mende form of the word

)' .Another example of the use of a single word to mean both 
garden and market is the Handing termKfala\G-ar den. Market*
The etymon of the place name Pal aba, in the northern boundary 
of Sierra leone,is large agricultural garden or market, 
Falaba was an important trading centre in the nineteenth 
century,see P. K. Mitchell,’Early trade, routes of the Sierra
leone Protectorate’ Sierra leone S t u d i e s S. 16,June 1962, 
p.204.

iraraE
V S ^ s. |j op ̂wahun G-arden, cupboard for
storing vegetables and other

TMME
"a ~yopo wa Agricultural 

market

i v i



is used 'both for garden and market (trading stall) 
suggests that the dominant trade goods among the Mende 
were agricultural produce.

5#48 Musical Instruments
ME3STDE

fanga Hour-glass drum 
kongoma Type of sansa

cx~fanka Hour glass drum \ / / /CX-konkoma (as for Mende)
constructed from a small 
wooden box,with four metal
strips protuding over a 

hole in the top of the 
box

sangba Conical drum a-sangba (as for Mende)
s ^ ^  ^q -konkoma is played by individuals or groups of 

individuals at anytime as a form of entertainment«q*»fanka ̂ y san<̂ angb a have become popular instruments in Temne cere
monial dances and popular f estivals ;0l~sangb a* is not played
by the Temne themselves,the Mende still being considered ̂ /* /the expert players of this drum, (cf, t-balaj still only 
played by the Susu and Maminka jelibas),

5*49 Punishment

1* See A.K,Turay fA vocabulary of Temne musical instruments1, 
Sierra Leone Language Review,5,1966,pp.27-55*

MEMDE
ndamba 1# Crocodile

TEMNE 
CX-damba Stocks

2# Stocks
gbanaku A distinctive hair- ma-gbananko (as for Mende)

style for criminals 
in which the head is 
shaved in patches

irs



The indigenous term q-kuy,I, Crocodile,2, Stocks 
suggests that in both languages the meaning Stocks has 
been derived from Crocodile,the shape of the stocks 
being like the teeth of a crocodile. Although both 
ft-damba- and ft-kuy co-occur in Temne for Stocks,the Temne 
have not borrowed a-damba in the sense of Crocodile,

The hairstyle ms^gbananko became widely used as a 
form of punishment in the early 1950’s when several people 
migrated to the diamond mining area, of Sierra Leone in 
Mende and Kono territory*forming communes of illicit 
miners and. establishing for themselves special rules of 
conduct. Breaking the rules resulted in being given this 
haircut and in ultimate expulsion from the commune. 
Acceptance into another commune as long as one had this 
haircut was difficult,thus barring the culprit from any 

illicit mining for a considerable period*



CHAPTER SIX

6 LIMA AM) BIXLLOM LOANWORDS
These two sources axe discussed in a single chapter

because , of all the sources of loanwords into Temne,they*
have contributed the least number of words* This is a
purely quantitative judgement used for convenience and

Sŷ cvVVclearer presentation*,the number of words derived
from these languages does not detract from their signi
ficance in the Temne cultural structure*

6*1 LIMBA
6*11 The Limba live in the Northern Province of Sierra 
L e o n e , i n  an area extending over 1,900 square miles 
from just north of Makeni in the Bombali District to the 
Guinea border in the north, and in the extreme south-west

irtAextender into Xambia. Next to the Mende and the Temne, the
Limba are the third largest ethnic group in Sierra Leone,
the 1965 census figures having recorded a total number of
I S3, VIU Limba inhabitants in Sierra Leone* They are an
agricultural people,making their farms of upland rice,their
staple food,on the hill slopes* The Limba also rely on

rvmjorvarious palm products,and are considered the 
palm-wine tappers in Sierra Leone.

1̂ 0



6.12 Limba is a class language whose classification!unlike
1its neighbours, the Mel languages, is still not certain,

G-reenberg having included it in the 1 collection1 of so-called
2♦West Atlantic♦ languages. In an effort to put forward a 

systematic account of the movements of the Limb a, I) or 3 ahn 
and Tholley^ attempted piecing together isolated fragments 
of traditions from various sources. But these attempts 
are admittedly conjectural and supported by little evidence, 
The Limba were definitely in Sierra Leone; however,in the
sixteenth century,having been marked on a late sixteenth 
century map,in roughly their present area,between the *Temnes1
and the ♦Jalunkas,j’ it can therefore be assumed that some

1, D.Dalby, fThe Mel Languages: A Reclassification Of Southerr 
♦West Atlantic ̂ African Language Studies,71, 1965, pp.l-l*/

2, J,H,G-reenkergfLanguages of Africa, Hague, 1965
5« V,R.Dorjahn and A,S,Tholley, fA Provisional History of the 

Limba,with Special Reference to lonko Limba Chiefdomf, 
Sierra Leone Studies, H.3.12,Dec, 1959,pp*275-285 

4* A, De Almada,*Tratado Breve dos Rios de Guine*,2nd,ser« 
voi.iii,ed* by A* Brasio.
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form of contact between the Limba and their Temn©

neighbours was already established before the end of the 
sixteenth century. According to Laing^ the Limba were often 
involved in war with Grbandi (their Loko neighbours), and 
were a source of slaves to other ethnic gruops. The Limba 
today remain close neighbours of the Temne,with many Limba 
(especially in Bombali and Kambia Districts) speaking 

Temne as a second language.

6.13 Semantic Categories of Limba.^derived Loanwords
The majority of Limba-derived items,like those from

p conceptsother African languages , refer to cultural and
* secret societies1. The Rabay^male cxrcumcision society,

mosrt
is the society to which Limba-derived terms refer, 
though there are other ’secret* societies,not popular
among the Temne, which have been a source of Limba-derived 
words in Temne* The terms for rice and palm-wine are also

1.A. G-.Laing,Travels in the Timanee, Kooranko and Soolima 
Countries, London, 1825

2. This would include Manding/Susu-derived items as well,
rtlAA/since /(terms derived from these source languages are,

"hem1* reîciirŷ to 'mystic*-/1 folike^secret societies, terms *&&&&£/divination,
magic, and religion* See f.n. ( p*(73



Limba-derived,as are those for a farm-hut and palm-wine 
gourd

61131 Secret Societies 

LIMA

hubiroj Enclosure,fence

hugboda Part of physical
training for young 
men

wugboso Stone

ragbondowali Acrobatic 
dance

kuligby Whip made of 
animal hid©

TEME
\ \ Afc-birô  Enclosure,fence in

a bush for the Rabay 
initiation, cf* the

v \ \Bundu ka*-yarma 5 #417/
 ̂ / \a*~gboda Part of Rabay ini** 

tiation ceremony

v \ \a-gbo so Stones collected by 
initiants into Rabay, 
and put under a tola 
tree

ma-gbondokali Acrobatic dance 
display by boys who 
have completed their 
initiation in Rabay

v f Vka-lingb^j Whip used in Rabay 
cf. k©~yogba 5*4 Iff



LIMBA

bagbangbani ’Devil* thought 
to have power of life 
and death

hudomba Male secret society

TEMNE 

\  ̂ ^a~gbangbani Powerful ’devil’, 
seen only by those who 
have been initiated into 
Rabay

V \ /Gt-domba Limba male secret 
society

a -gbp sp is one of the most important rites that young 
boys perform during their initiation into the Rabay. On an 
appointed day,before they are finally dispersed,all the 
young initiants go to a place about five or six miles away

\ ^ A.from their initiation ’bush’ a-biroj,collect medium-sized 
pieces of rock, and bring them back to the village while 
singing and dancing. These rocks are collected beneath a 
kola tree which then becomes a symbol of unity among all 
the initiants who have each contributed a piece of rock to

V ^ \q*-gbaso. All through their life—time,disputes between 
men who contributed to the same o>-gbp so are settled when 
the elders ask them to think about their ci-gbs s3 under the 
kola tree. Once every year, the surrounding ground where



a~gbs so lies beneath the kola tree is cleaned by the 
members of the group who originally collected it#^

The actual period spent in the initiation ’hush1 
varies, las ting from two to three months* During this 
period,the boys undergoing initiation are taught various 
techniques in hunting and trapping, wrestling, camping and 
danGing* The most popular form of dance taught is 
m V»gbondokali.* more commonly known as ’Baboon dance’ in 
Sierra Leone,since every boy has to perform this dance in 
public on the day they are brought out of the 1 bush’ ,wearing 
dresses made of baboon’s skin*

The q~gbgmgbani and n-do mb a , though known to the 
Temne,are still organised only by Limba,with Temne who 
have been through the Rabay initiation admitted as ordinary 
members*



6*lg2 Divination and Magic

LB/BA TEUTE

fojfe/) Phrase used in fogfej) (as for Limba)
’lifting’ a curse 
that ha$ been put 
on s*o*

Although this is the only Limba-derived
item under this category,the Limba are considered by the
Temne as having very powerful ’medicines’ (le* \ ~sasa )*
Often,a Temne would send for a Limba ’medicine’ man to
divine a wrongdoers identity, * cast a spell on witches,
or even make charms* Such Limba when they settled in Temne
villages were,like the Manding and Susu charm-maker s,held
in awe while at the same time given great respect* In fact
the Limba ’medicine’ man’s power and prestige,despite the
spread of ’Islam’ among the Temne,still remains great,and 
he hease© sent for to perform some magical rituals even by 
professed Muslims*



6.153 Agriculture (i.e. Rice farming and Palm-wine Sapping)

LIMBA

pagala Rice (generic term) ps-la (as for Limba)

kab&nka House

mampama Palm^wine>

kubuli Palm-wine gourd

k5-‘banka Small palm-1 eaf hut 
built on rice farms 
as temporary shelter

mV-mampama Palm-wine
s. \ /* , .ka~buli (as for Limba)

1Pereira recorded the^term maloo for Rice in the 
first decade of the sixteenth century* It appears that 
Temne subsequently replaced this widespread Manding word 
for the Limba-derived po*~la* The Limba are renowned as 
strong farm workers,sometimes forming themselves in/&orking 
groups and offering their services to Temne farmers for a 
fee*

1* P*PereiraaBsmeraldo de Situ Qrbis* ed* by R. Mauny, Bissau, 
1956.

2. R.H*Pjnnegan,Survey of the Limba People of Northern 
Sierra Leone,Londonf1Q56



6*154 Music

LIMBA TEME

huthuthe Sans a V  -thuthe (as for Limba)
This is the only word that has been borrowed from 

Limba in this category* It is^however,being replaced by 
the Manding/Susu-derived vct-kondi (see 5*4 ) in many
Temne areas* Where it does occur,it is considered archaic*



6.2 BtfXLQM LOAOTORBS

6*9L\ Bullom, like Temne,is a Mel language, spoken along the 
coast of Sierra leone. Because Both languages share 
common roots in their vocabularies,it is difficult to 
ascertain loaning Between the two languages. It has Been 
possible^however,to note certain words in Bullom that 
have Been Borrowed into Temne,most of them having secondary 
features in their Temne forms*

6.22It is known from historical sources*** that the Bullom 
lived on the Sierra peninsular for several centuries 
before the Temne ^rove a wedge Between them,dividing

f / S Vthe Bullom into two halves,the Bullom ( ^Bolsm ) staying
north of the Sierra leone River and the Mampa (a»j i-mampa)
to the south of the river. Both the Bullom an& the Mampa

ihfare collectively referred to in^literature as SherBro. The 
northern Bullom have Been absorbed By the Temne and Susu, 
while the southern are likewise Being rapidly absorbed By 
the Mende*

t* C* ( £—  ̂Un^— ^ __S.v.e.v y«¥ L&̂ tr̂ e* ̂ L (f(,%



mtuA C r £  I h e ' T e w e
6,23 The^area^th&t has been influenced by Bullom appears 
to be tlaat of tiie Poro society* Although the word for the

-£rv*society itself}as well as/several rites and functions of
the societŷ  have been delved from Mende (see 5*41 ),the
personal names for members of the society have all been
derived from Bullom, The organisation of Temne and Bullom
Poro have several details in common which they however
do not share with the Mende form of the society. Three
senior Poro officials , Tasso^( fi.~thaso ), Yasi ( oi~yasi),

/ \ \ ^and G-beni ( q-gbeni) are found in the ©allom and Temne
forms though not in the Mende forms of the society. Accounts
of secret societies in West Africa listed these three as
separate secret societies,but they now appear to have been

2absorbed by the Poro, Harley was probably correct in 
stating that the term Poro originally meant funity1,as 
the evidence now seems to suggest that it is indeed a

1* This word still occurs as a place-name for the island 
in the Sierra River which was the headqu&ters of the 
Tasso Society.

2, G-.W.Harley, Rotes on the Poro in Liberia,Cambridge,Mass,
1941j ff*W«Butt-Thompeon, West African Secret Societies,
London,1929; T,J.Alldridge, The Sherbro and its Hinter
land .London fIQ 01.
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f union* of the Tasso, Yase,and G-b̂ eni societies,originally 
Bullom societies,together with the Mende Poro, Temne 
Poro in its present stag© has gone through two separate 
influences:

1) The introduction by the Bullom of Yase,Tasso 
and Gheni,when the words listed below were 
borrowed into Temne;

2) The introduction by the Mende of Poro, 
incorporating the preceding societies/Wfefefe

6*24 Poro Terms

/ \ 
Vshnl

BUXLOM

G-rand official and 
most sacred dance 
of the Poro,led by 
the Tasso official

TEMME
V / V*X~wini (as for Bullom)

v / ✓nch£.nchfcn̂  Poro dance 
led by the Yase 
official

V v /■ /£t~ttntini as for Bullom)

VNfae Poro bush for grand- 
meetings

v v /CL-fare (as for Bullom)

2X>|



BULLOM
\ \ i>bankan$* Poro enclosure

TEMNE

ka—bankaHo (as for Bullo)

taso Official in Poro 
\ ✓gbeni Official in Poro, 

seen only by 
members

a-thaso (as for Bullom)
v \ /■ .a-gbeni (as for Bullom)

yase Official in Poro Vq-yasfc (as for Bullom)

\  ̂  ̂ \ / V ̂  .q -wini is. sometimes called (K ~tol q-bansi (lit*
The big medicine) since it brings together all the senior

« ' x / / \ \ / \ s sofficials,i.e. a-thaso , q-gbenit and CL-ya.se* It is
performed only at the funeral ceremony of a member of the 
Poro or at the start of the initiation ceremony.

Even though one finds q-gbanika (see 5*4l7f)jift 
every village where there is Poro,there are only very 
few towns with<q»»fare ; several Poro areas have only a 
single q-fare, each q-gbanika in the area sending 
representatives to important general held ocassionally 
in the q-fare. In Temne country,the most important fl. -fare 
where annual 'G-rana. Councils* of the Poro are held is at
loniDana,near the Mende and boundaries.

aoOL



CHAPTER SEVEN

7 ̂ ENGKLISH / KRIO LOANWORDS 
7*1 Introduction
7*11 English and Krio in Sierra Leone

English and Krio are discussed here togethei 
since the vast majority of English-derived loanwords in 
Temne have "been borrowed through the medium of Krio* 
Monolingual speakers of Temne refer to both English and 
Krio by the same name (ke-potho, 9*41),Krio also being 
referred to as inglis by older speakers of Krio* This 
folk-identification of Krio and English explains to a 
large extent the'influence and prestige which Krio has 
gained among the speakers of indigenous languages in 
Sierra Leone* A knowledge of Krio has often been equated 
with a knowledge of English,the language of the colonial 
rulers (and the official language of Sierra Leone),and 
it was clearly advantageous,both economically and socially, 
to be able to express oneself in *English*. Today,Krio 
is no longer regarded as a 1 prestige* language,though its 
widespread use continues*

2j03



7*12 English mariners and traders were active on the 
Sierra Leone River dtiring the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries,and throughout this period they

were in d o s e  contact with the coastal Temne. The Royal
African Company,founded in 1672,had two factories in

1Sierra Leone,one of them in *Bunce Island1* This early
period of direct contact with English mariners and
traders was responsible for the introduction of
several loanwords of nautical origin (7#463 ) as well
as some trade terms. These pre~1800 words may have
entered Temne through a *pidginised* form of English
not too different from the Krio that was later to become

2the language of Freetown*

> i |r......................................................................... ..  -   , - ■ -.- - ■■ ..... .... ........................

1* The toponym *Bunce Island* has been vari{u$sly written 
as *Bence*, *B8iice* , and fBmice* # These are all 
variations from Te*. q-yel Island-f* b ensalV, Monolingual

K
akers of Temne are unaware of the Anglicised forms
Bence,Bancejor Bunce*

2*See I.F.Hancock,*A provisional comparison of the
English~based Creoles*, African Language Review,8»19698
pp. 7^72* For an example of the * pidgin* spoken by the
Temne in the 1790*s,see A#M. FalGonbridge,Two Voyages to

the River Bierra Leone,London,1794,p ,77
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7*13 In 1787 Freetown was founded as a settlement
for freed slaves,the first group of black settlers
arriving from England in September of that year,
further groups being brought later from Kova Scotia*
The British attempt to suppress the slave-trade during
the first half of the nineteenth century resu3*ted in
thousands of slaves being liberated from slave ships
in transit* From 1808 to 1842,the majority of these
*Liberated Africans*,as these recaptives were called at
the time,were resettled in Sierra Leone (reaching a
total of over 70,000 by 1841^)* It was among these
original black settlers,Nova Scotians and Maroons,and
subsequent Liberated Africans,that Krio came to be a native
language* The land in which they were settled was ’ceded*
to the British Government by a Temne chief, ( ’Kaimbana*,
a probable misnomer from E*name' + Te* personal name,Ghana),
so that frtrn the founding of the ’Province of Freedom*,the 
Temne and the new * Creole* population were in close contact,*

1* 0 * Lloyd, The Kavy and the Slave Trade,London,1849,pp•27 5-6 *



7*14 Freetown developed into a trading and
educational centre from the end of the eighteenth
century,and Krio traders moved into Temne areas# In
1796,for example,when Zachary Macaulay opened a
trading factory on the Bio Pongas,he found half a
dozen ’Bottlers1 already living there and Thomas
Ellis,a Maroon trader,had established a ’factory’

1for timber at Mabang by 1850# A large number of trade terms 
of English/Krio origin entered the Temne language 
during the nineteenth century# By the time the

2German missionary,C.F.Schlehkerjcompiled his dictionary, 
in the middle of the century,he was able to identify 
one hundred and forty nine English-derived items in 
the language# A further nineteen entries in his dictionary 
are^of English origin,but were not apparently recognised 
by him as such.

1, C#H#Fyfe, ’European and Creole influence in the 
hinterland before 1896’,Sierra. Leone Studies,K»S# 6» 
1956,pp*115ff.

2, C»F# Bohlenker»An-English-Temne Dietionary,London,1880#
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7.IS In 1896,the British Government,after over 
one hundred years in fSierra, Leone1(i*e* the peninsular 
area fceded* to Britain by Naimbana),declared a 
Protectorate over the rest of the country* Freetown 
became the administrative capital and Krio teachers,

numbers* A secondary school was opened in Bo in 1906, 
with the result that boys from the !Protectorate* 
could now have a formal education in English* English 
loanwords began to be introduced into Temne not only 
through Krio,but,for a second time,directly from 
British English,having a greater degree of 
phonological approximation to British forms of the 

^  language (see,for example, q*-blank§t *7*4 ), New
administrative situations gave rise to a corpus 
of relevant loanwords a.nfl words relating to education,the 
army,medicine and transport were also borrowed extensively,

7,16 With the spread of education and the
acquisition of western science and technology the 
number of loanwords from English continues to increase*

administrators and missionaries were

acn



The introduction of political parties in the last twenty 
years has also led to the borrowing of political terms* 
As examples of recent borrowing one may cite q^masala, 
Martial Law,and ^wpxskap,Slovenly person,.(from American 
English ’Peace Corps’), English/Krio today remains 
the most active source of loanwords into Temne^(even 
though at a slower rate than in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries),all other languages*including 
other African languages,now havJP little or no influence,



7*2 Phonology Kr*o 
7»21 Consonants

Plosives
Affricates
fricatives
Nasals
lateral
Semi-vowel
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7*211 Towels
4 u1

0e
fc. «
a

ffi+2.12 Adaptation of English Phonemes in Krio

English-derived words are adapted into the Krio phonolo*- 
gical pattern and although it is the Krio forms which mostly
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affect the form of the word in Temne,some examples of 
EnglishrKrio differential correspondences are given here in 
order to demonstrate more clearly the source of tjae Temne 
form when it is borrowed via Krio* Only thosê  phonemes 
which do not have direct equivalents in Krio are discussed* 
7*2121 The English central vowels,which do not occur in 
Krio,are realised as follows;

E* A :R o or a
e*g* E* 1 luck, cut,loveT K, l£k,kô b,lov

E* fsun,nut,stopf K* san,natatap

E.^ :K a oro in final position
e*g* E# fbutter,actor1 K* bota,, akts

E*3'» :K a or 0
e*g* E.fbird,hurt1 K. bod» at

E.ft\ :K a
e*g* E. ’calm,park1 K* kam, pak

7*2122 Krio does not distinguish vowel length,realising 
both short and long vowels as short;

E. 1meal,mill1 K* mil
E* 1 full,fool* K* ful



7*213 She diphthongs ei and ou are realised as pure vowels 
e and o respectively in Krio;

B* f day, say,play1 K* de, sjs, pie
B* fgo,so,flow* K* gO, so, flo

7*2124 The English dental fricatives and "become 
t and d respectively in Krio;

E# ’three teeth,method1 K* tri, tits m̂ -t̂ d
E* * then,feather, this* K* d^n, f^da, dis

7*22 Phonological Correspondences between Krio and Temne 
(i»e. in Krio loanwords in Temne)

7*221 Only Krio:Temne correspondences have heen listed, 
since it is the Krio form of the English-derived word 
that normally determines its form in Temne* Where there 
is phonological evidence to the contrary,this will he t 
treated separately*

7,222 Consonants (non-differential)
Several consonantal phonemes in Krio have no direct

equivalent in Temne,resulting in a number of differential
sound correspondences* 'Three examples are cited for

X \ i



\

these ^^-differential correspondences,while 
only one is cited for the non^differential correspondences 
The Krio form is cited first,followed by the Temne#

P :P
pot Report,complain ^pot (as for Krio)

bib1
bab Have or give haircut ^hab (as for Krio)

t:t (final only) 
hot Court u —kot (as for Krio)

k:k
/kik Kick =dxik (as for Krio)

f: f
fel Fail a test or an -fel (as for Krio)

examination

s: s
susmtka Gobbler u^susmtka (as for Krio)

1* The differential correspondence b:p occurs in the item 
K* job :Teâ -yaptthis being the only example noted in 

^ Krio:Temne* of* however =:kopra»9«42tand q-wuthpa*&

2.17-



r: r
Bsfrin Funeral ,13 ere ele

ment ,funeral 
procession

0,-Urin (as for Krio)

Blem Blame sblem Blame

n:n
nos Nurse,ward attendant ik~nBs (as for Krio)

D : D
G-roup of people a-ktrj G-roup of workers or 

dancers

7»225 Consonants (differential)

t: th
dDiet a Medical doctor
tela Tailor 
“bita Butter

O-roktha (as for Krio)
u-thela Tailor S'ea.̂ s+vess 
U^botha (as for Krio)

d&fcta Doctor
dozin Dozen 

/dotiBoks Dusfbin

d:r (Before o )
u -roktha, (as for Krio) 
a sin (as for Krio)
a -rotiBsks (as for Krio)

a.13



gadin Garden
bagin Bargain,conspiracy 
bag Handbag

c: t
cuk Stab,inject
wacman Watchman 
lane launch

3 ' - Y
/jiga Jigger

sajin Sergeant 
j &b Job,employment

j :3s:1'
brij Bridge
pi£ j Mort gage,pawn 

✓katrij Oat ridge

a-lcadin (as for |Kxio) 
a-bakin (as for Krio) 
a.~bak (as for Krio)

~tuk Inject(medical)
u-watman (as for Krio) 
cel ant Ia,unch

a*-y ika (as for Krio)
N / ^u«~sayin Sergeant
a~yop temporary employment

final only)
s Aa-brik Ooncrete bridge 
-plik Pawn 

vo.~katrik (as for Krio)

1# An isolated example in which Krio final /j/ corresponds 
to Temne /y/ Is K, j a j :Te* u^ysy, Judge (this being 

zj explained as consonant harmonjr# cf. q~wandawte , 7» 4



v:h (non-final)
/fiva Fever, malaria 

goyava G-uava 
vot Tote

✓ \'k-fiha (as for Krio) 
\x~koyaba (as for Krio)

Coot Vote

v:f (final)
stov Cooking stove
kov Carve
liv leave,holiday

a-sthof (as for Krio)
cx^k&f Curve
a-lif (ais for Krio)

doz±n Dozen 
k^zin Cousin

siz Confiscate

$ut Shoot
A

a — r^sin (as for Krio) 
o^kosin Close acquaintance from

the same area
»sis (as for Krio)

•ssuth (as for Krio)
hu^o t Khaki hush-shirt K-husSt (as for Krio) 
hrof Brush a~bros Brush

a \C



7#224- Vowels

kik Kick
1:1

s=kik (as for Krio)

get Grate
e: e

Oi-ket (as for Krio)

trak Be stubborn =tr£k (as for Krio)

ka Oar
a: a

A.-lea (as for Krio)

fray Ery
ay: ay'1

=fray Oook in oil

k»p Oup,breakable dish. U-kSp (as for Krio)

1* This correspondence is to be con#traAted with E*/0ti/ ;Te*/ay/ 
in loanwords presumed to be direct from Southern British 
English in the pre-1800 period;

E# mail K. Te. sa-mayl Mile
E* p«sp K* ptp Te*a~p«yp Pipe
E* katnd K* ken Te*V~kSyn Type,kind



o: o
kot Court £\-kot (as for Krio)

u:u
{Jut Shoot s=suth (as for Krio)

7*225 Tonal Correspondences
A Krio lexical item lias one (or more rarelt,for words 

of non-English origin,'two) 1 accented1 , i*e* high tone 
sylla.ble( s) * The tone pattern of a word "borrowed into Temne 
from Krio is determined by the position of this accented 
syllable in Krio*

7*2251 Monosyllables
Many monosyllabic stems in Krio e*g* ti^k (E* trek),

may be either verbal or nominal without accentual !
distinction* When such stems are borrowed into Temne,
however,they are distinguished tonally,the nominals being
borrowed with a failing tone and the verbals with a high
tone* The term tr^k,for example,has been borrowed as

a) a^t^_k,Official tour of duty inland,and 
/~trlk To go on an official tour of duty*

a n



7*2252 Disyllables
Disyllabic nominal stems with the first syllable 

accented in Krio axe borrowed into femne as 
a} HD if with final V,l,or n:

^  N  Z '  SK* fir a Te# a.-«fiba Malaria
K. tebul Te* d-thebul fable
K*' gadin fe» a~kadin G-arden

b) HD if with final 0 (except 1 or n ) :
K* ofis fe* a-wofis

/ V / AK* k&nras fe* a~kanbas Shoe sp*
K* kolbot fe. a-k^lbSt Qulrert

Disyllabic nominal stems with the second syllable 
accented in Krio are borrowed into Temne as follows;

a) LH if with final V:
K* padi < ;;fe* u-padi Mate,friend,pal 
K* bebi fe* ka-bebi Baby,doll

' s \ ^K* goli Te* u-koli Goalkeeper

b) LI* if with final 0
Mi ima^in Te* a-masin Machine 
K* brefsfs fe. a-brsfas Lunch break
K* bodos ' fe# (i-bodos Wooden house

2J8



sy//«4/«.
All disyllabic verbal stems with the first^ accented 

in Krio are borrowed as HE:

t / /K* koba Te* =koba Cover, cheat
K* oda. Te» ™w^da Order

/ / /Km mared Te* =mared Marry (in church or mosque

Disyllabic verbal stems with the second syllable 
accented in Krio are borrowed as

a) HH if with final V:
* / /Km re.di Te* *=redi Be prepared,ready
/ / /Km kanto Te* =kanto Realise oneself

b) i f  if with a final 0:
*  S. /*»K* apil Te* =yapil Appeal

Km bambot Te* =rbarnbot Be promiscuous
k. ankaf Te* =yankSf Handcuff

Trisyllabic nominal are borrowers
a) HHL if the first syllable is accented in Krio:

/  <v / / N,Km kapinta Te* u-kapintha Carpenter
K* kamina s / ^Te* u-ksmina Governor
Km minista Te* u-minista Minister (political)



b) DHL if the second syllable is accented
K* kabudu Te* a —kabudu Group of close friends

/ S %  NKm maneja Te* u-maneya Manager 
K* ankinca Te* a-yankita Handkerchief

c) LLH if the third syllable is accented in Krio, 
with final Y:

/ S \ s /Kg kakbobi Te* a-kakbobi Brassiere 
K * kab e-le Te * k-abl±i Gow! s entrails 
K* goyava Te* a-kb y aba Guava

d) LIF if the third syllable is accented in Krio, 
with a final C:
K* b&rinkron Te* b-bjferinkron Oemetary 
K* k&rosin Te* k-^rasin Kerosine 
K. ondavest Te. 0.—wandawss Undervest.

2,20



7.2234- Summary Charts of Tonal Correspondences between
1Krio and English-derived loanwords in Temne.k

monosyllabic

Nominal' 
F

Yerial
H

Disyllabic

Nominal Verbal

Final V,l>£ FinalC
(exol. 1,n)

Final V Final G

HD HI HHHF

Trisyllabic
Nominal onl

Final V

EHL DHL DLH

1 .Numbers refer to accented syllables.
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7*31 There is close semantic correspondence between
most of the items borrowed from E/K and their source-
items* This is particularly so with words relating to
specific items like tra,de goods and artefacts* There
are,however,a number of cases where E/E loanwords in
Temne have become restricted or in meaning,
or have undergone a shift in application*,

7*312 Words that have undergone semantic restriction
when borrowed from Krio into Temne include,

k^-ten,7«4* 033
a -wofis,7*4*4' 
a -sup 7 * 4 *c1 &

7*313 Examples of words borrowed from Krio with
extended meanings in Temne include,

=sibl£s 7*4
a^mison 7*44-
u-kosin 7*4*03

7*314 Examples of shift in application are
a -pala 7#47/*
ml-torxs7* 4 1Ot Z
v > / s(X— yankita 7*4* °‘a-

0.2-2*



7*32 Borrowing;# at different periods from E/K into 
Temne has in a number of oases resulted in the 
occurence of pairs of doublets from the same ultimate 
source-iiem.Older forms still occur in the speech of 
some Temne speakers,but are generally considered archaic 
as compared to the more recently Krio-derived forms.

Older Porms Modern Porms Krio
Oven a-hofkn a-wobin ovin
Tumbler a-thsmbal a -tha mbla tombla
Shovel a-sobal a-sobul £obul

Older forms borrowed from other languages also co-occur 
as doublets with later borrowings from E/K,
Older Forms Modern Porms
a-lima (P* lima) Pile Oc-fayl (K, fayl)
£ -thopa. (P,estopa) Oakum c-wokam (K. okum)
cx-pipa (P.pipa) Barrel a-bartl (Kebsrel)

Educational terms from Mending and Arabic-derived 
week-day names have likewise been replaced by E/K items 
except in certain contexts (see 3* 4 .^ ).
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7*33 A number of indigenous items are also being 
replaced by words borrowed from 1J/K,e.g, 

Indigenous(archaic) Modern
a-sothra. Head rest,pillow a-pila Pillow 
a ~gbomgbo Pocket a-pokit Pocket
a-buthu Purse a~p3s Purse

7*34 A few Krio-derived words in Temne are borrowed 
in forms which are the result of convergence either 
between English and Krio or between Krio and Temne, 
e.g,

z /E# ’Hawker’s licence1 + K* waka,Walk > K* wakalesin, 
borrowed into Temne as a*-wakalisintHawker1 s 
licence,

E, ’Search1 + ’Charge’ >  K, ciaj >  Te, ^tiyat,Search, 
charge,

K, me,sen.1a (E, messenger) + Te, u~soya (K, soja 
E, soldier ))> Te, unmans<?ya. Court Messenger,

Z 2 J \



7+4 Senjr^tiQ Categories
Since English and Krio have influenced Temne 

to such a large extent, resulting in hundreds of TZ/K*" 
derived items being borrowed into Temne, the lists 
presented under the various semantic categories cannot 
be exhaustive and therefore*only well known items,common 
in the speech of monolingual speakers of Temne,are quoted 
in the lists#

7*41 Administration and Politics 
7*411 Legal

K RIO TEMHE

f ayn Fine (legal) =fayn Impose a fine on s.o.

kot Oourt a^kot (as for Krio)

lo haw a~lo English law

loya (E# Lawyer) Solicitor, u~loV& (&s £°r Krio) 
Barrister

majistret Magistrate u-mayistret (as for Krio)

samss (E* Summons) Start &samos (as for Krio) 
legal proceedings 
against aoraeone



KRIO n m m

a-*yikn£s (as for Krio) 

*=yapl.l Appeal

witne-s Witness
/apil Appeal

iyarinfi (E. Hearing fee) 'a-yarefi (as for Erio)
Sum of money paid 
by both parties in 
a^oourt case as costs

joj Judge u.«~y3y (as for Hrio)

These terms refer mostly to the English legal 
system introduced by the British during the period of 
colonial administration, even though the traditional 
courts have taken up some of the practices of this 
system. TKe traditional law in a Temne village would 
be referred to as ma^ssm for social taboos, and "a«-sirâ  
for antisocial behaviour like stealing,for example, 
q~l£ not being used in these instances« The cases are 
decided at the chief*s compound (Te. ro^kama), or at 
the village community~hell«ro~bare. At this level,the 
elders would frequently try to make a compromise between

QSKo



the litigants,something they cannot do once the case 
reaches the court, ^~k6t» It is still considered anti
social behaviour for one to seek legal redress directly 
in q-kott without giving the elders of the village an 
opportunity to make a compromise at the a*»bare. In a 
’native1 court, q-yarefi is not given hack to any of the 
litigants regardless of who wins the case,it being 
divided among the elders sitting in judgement.

7+412 law Enforcement and Detection

TEME

u-p̂ olis Policeman,local
ohiefdom messenger

u-woda (as for Krio)

u-t^ktlf Plain clothes policeman j 

u-presna (as for Krio) j

KRIO
spolis Police

wsda (32. Warder) Prison 
official,warder

ditektiv Detective

presna Prisoner



k r i o

f/mt (E# Find out) 
Investigate

ciaj (E# Charge,see 7*54) 
Search

warans (E# Warrants) Search 
premises (hy police 
or army)

kofio&a (E. Curfew order) 
Curfew

nayn Nine

IEME 

=fch£t (as for Krio)

/ /=tiyat Search,inspect 

=warans (as for Krio)

k-afiwoda (as for Krio)

a-nayn Signal drummed on
a~thahule (seê »̂ -|\ ) 
at nine o’clock during 
a curfew in the colonial 
period;anyone then seen 
out of doors after nine 
p*m# was detained for 
the rest of the night#



KRIO T E M E

sel (E.Cell) Prison,cell a-scl (as for Krio)

ank^f Handcuff a.-yanksf (as for Krio)

3el Jail a-yel (as for Krio)

A traditional method of detention was the stocks 
referred to o.-kuy»Crocodile, or by the Mende-derived 
a-damba (see 5*49)#

When Britain declared a 'protectorate* over the 
fest of present-day Sierra Leone in 1898,she met with 
some resistance from both the Temne and the Mende,with 
the result that there was a general breakdown of law

entered Temne as a result of the efforts of the British 
in imposing their authority and bringing law and order 
to Temneland especially after the Hut lax War.

1* The Temne,led by Bai Bureh in the north,refused to pay 
tax to the British,this refusal resulting in the Hut 
Tax War of 1898*

and order♦ The terms k-ofiwoda and cv-nayn may have 



7*415 Administrative Officials and Employees 
7*4151 Senior Officials

KRIO TEMNE

govna Governor, Governor-* u-komina (as for Krio)
General

disi (E# Pi*0*) District u-disi (as for Krio)
Commissioner

pisi (E. P.O.) Provincial u-pisi (as for Krio)
Commissioner

The Governor«u~komina was the most senior colonial 
official,and,like u-disi and u-~pisi,was a position never 
held by a Sierra Leonean* After independence in 1961, 
u-komina also acquired the meaning ^Governor-General1, 
the official who replaced the Governor until the 
declaration of a Republic in April 1971♦

Titles and departments were frequently abbreviated, 
such abbreviations being treated as single lexical items 
in Temne (of .also ft -pidabludi ,ex*B* P.W.D. "7 •
Such titles included the two most important administrative



officials in the Provinces during the colonial regime, 
the District and Provincial Commissioners# She then 
'Protectorate1 was divided into two provinces with u^pisi 
in charge of each of them# These provinces were in turn

N  ^  +sub-divided into Districts,with u~disi as the administrative 
head for each one* This administrative structure still 
operates in Sierra Leone,though these titles have been 
officially renamed,since independence,as Provincial 
Secretary and District Officer respectively* Monolingual

S  /■ /Temne speakers however still refer to them as u~pisi and
 ̂ * iu^disx#

7*4152 Junior Employees

KRIO TEMNE

klak (E, Clerk) Secretary 
typist

/intaprita Interpreter

u-klak (as for Krio)

N. f S \u**thapritha Interpreter for
a District Commossion*
er or other colonial 

1officer

u~yeri« 5»412» Wtoku, 8#412, interpreters for their 
respective society 'devils' hut never referred to as
u~thapritW;k



KRIO
r s s , nstkttri (? 1. Secretary u-s&kthsri (as for Erio)

see 7#34)Employee 
of the sanitary 
department in charge 
of spraying disinfec
tants

1# Krio may have "borrowed the Portuguese-derived q~makg

was in turn borrowed into Semne*

u-maneoya Law enforcement 
officer in the
Provinces before the
introduction of the
regular Police force

u-makaman Chief1 s hammock 
bearer

makaman (P* maca +E*Man)
Hsmmock bearer

$o become u-klak or u-thapritha merely required a 

from lemne (see 9*47) to form the hybrid makaman,which



minimum amount of formal education in English* The

since the "burden of communication "between the colonial 
administrators and the indigenous ethnic groups rested 
almost entirely on him* Those who performed this duty
were frequently incompetent in their use o 
language, and sometimes also incompetent in one or 
two of the Sierra Leonean languages with which they 
were supposed to "be acquainted since they were often 
expected to know a number of such languages* This 
situation caused great difficulty in administration and 
the problem still exists today in Sierra Leone
courts,where lawyers,magistrates and imLges continue 
to communicate with non-English-speaking litigants 
and witnesses through interpreters*

7*4132 Domestic Employees

position of u-thapritha was of particular significance

KRIO IMTE

boy Boy, Houseboy,servant a-boy Houseboy,servant

kuk Oook u-kuk (as for Krio)

wacman Watcman u-watman (as for Krio)



The houseboy and carrier were of special importance
to Europeans who had special^ sections of their
residences converted to living quarters for their
houseboys and cooks# u-kuk was in close contact with
his European master or his wife for most of the time,
the medium of communication between them often being

1m  ’pidgin’ English as distinct from Krio# Even today, 
Temne who work as cooks for Englishmen speak to their 
masters what they consider &s ’English1 but which is 
infact ’pidgin’ English# u-kuk, q-boy,and u~thapritha, 
played an important role in the spread of ’pidgin’ 
among the Temne*

1# An example of this pidgin English is to be found
in ffalconbridge,Two voyages to the River Sierra
■featsae leone,op#eit# p#77f !loh I he be fine man,
rich too much,he got too much woman11 would in Krio
be rendered as 11 i na gud man o,i gu plcnti k^ps
gn bs>ku uman#1’ Eor further discussion of Sierra
leone Krio and ’pidgin’ English,see I.F#Hancoek,
’A provisional comparison of English-based Atlantic 
Oreoles’ op#cit#Also G-*D# Schneider West African 

Pidgin English, Athens,Ohio, 1966#

SL'Sf



7 #4133 Employment

KRIO T W E

Job (E# Job) Employment,duty a-yop Work involving carrying
luggage for a fee;work 
lasting only a short 
time

wok (E# Work) =worak Work
a-worak Salaried employment 

lasting for some 
period

The distinction between a-yop and q-worak depends 
largely on the time spent on the Job rather than its 
nature# It was common for young boys to wait at a town 
centre for the arrival of passenger-lorries or for a train 
at the station,when they would offer their services to 
carry luggage to the passengers' houses;they were paid a 
penny,three pence or sixpence, depending on the distance 
involved and such duties were referred to as 
Employment which lasted for sometime however, like a 
chief's hammock carrier, a houseboy or a cook .was q-worak#

a-sr



The indigenous term m&^pahtly occurs as a generic j
term for work; while q^worak is used only for employment | 
and salaried work, ms~panth includes work on !

oW!\one* s^/farm^for example,or any manual labour for which, 
one does not receive a salary*

7#414 Administrative Departments and Buildings

KRIO TEMNE

pidobludi (E* P.W.D*) Public 'a^pid^bludi (as for Krio)
Works Department

ene (E. N*A,) Native Admini^v c ^-prne (as for Krio) 
stration office

of is Office 'q-w^fis Provincial or
District Commissioners 
office

kompaun (E* Compound) q^-kompan Residential area
Compound,house and for Senior Civil
surrounding property Servants

Since the senior civil servants were originally 
all expatriates in the Provinces, a-kompan in Temne

a'SC*



1had the specific meaning of white residential area, hut 
the occupation of these areas by African civil servants 
since independence has resulted in the extension of the 
term to cover the residential area of all senior civil

1* A traditional Temne song reflects the association 
of a~kompan and the European;

O^wuni fera ma thase 
ti ko kori o~disi 
ro^kompano 
ka-uotho i tslys o 
m£.te yi u-potho e 
Poro 3a Langha 
yema ko ro-kompan 
yema ko kori o~disi 
kfr«*potho i talye. 
me mbe gboe *a yi du* 

n a a bra manino11

When the white man passes 
I long to visit the D.C*
At his residence 
I do not understand English 
Not being an Englishman 

~^Poro and langba
I wish to go to the ’compound1 
I wish to call on the D.C*
But I do not understand English 
When you get there, "How do you a<? 
"Ah morning mate11 is all you get*

•^Poro and langba are a pair of female and male names 
respectively,used in songs as symbols of love and 
male/female relationships*



servants* Often,where such a site was available, the 
quarters were built on the top of a hill,then being 
referred to also as ro~te^ (Te* kg*»te^ Hill,Gf*Hill 
s tat ion, Freetown* s equivalent of ro'-tej ) *

7#4-15 General Administration

KRIO TEMNE

U^lasln (as for Krio)

a~wakal£sin (as for Krio)

granted to a petty 
trader

/ a-pamit Residential permitpamit Permit

pas Pass Sa~pas Pass

fingaprint (B* Fingerprint) a^finkaprint (as for Krio)
Employment card 
containing the
bearers fingerprint 
and photograph



KRIO TEMNE

staf (E* Staff) Gane stick ko~sthaf (as for Krio)
with Grown engraved 
on a metal plate at 
the top,given as a 
symbol of authority 
to Paramount chiefs 

q~pamit and a~pas were introduced to control the flow of 
illicit diamond miners to Kono in the early 1950*s. They * 
are still in use*a*»pas being grantf^o temporary visitors, 
an<3- cfr*P&nit to those who wish to reside permanently in Kono* 

q~finkaprint was used as a testimonial ,especially by 
cooks and houseboys, and had to be shown to prospective 
employers by the bearer whenever he sought employment*
Its importance has? however, diminished since the decrease

qJCof European administrative officials fwvow* independence*
s. * fOne of the duties of u~disi was supervising the 

election of a new Paramount chief and handing over k§«*gthaf ♦ 
the coveted symbol of authority to the successful 
candidate* Though the Temne outwardly accepted this cane



as the symbol of British authority, it was ir|fact never
taken into the sacred enclosure where the chief was 
installed (&~kantha) ,the chief only using ka^sthaf in 
public especially when meeting representatives of the 
’government* like the District Commissioner,for example* 
In all traditional and ceremonial funetions♦ k wpsTag 
Elephant’s tail,and ko«-b^k£lma, S t i ek (often with 
carvings,and never displayed in public) are used as 
the symbols of authority*

taks lax
KRIO TEMHE

a-thaks Tax (Poll tax paid 
anually)

*thaks Coerce payment from
someone

penjjon Pension sa-p£nson Bulk sum of money paid 
to worker on retirement

t n k  Journey,tour of 
inspection

a~tr£k Trek,tour of inspection 
undertaken by official 
within his area

kont Count
ayn Sign

*=kant Count,take a census 

Make *Xf mark,sign,accept
responsibility

$ 4 0



The Hut Tax War,the resistance movement led b y  

Bai Bureh in 1898, started as a result of the demand 
by the British to the Temne that they (the Temne) were 
to pay a 'tax' for their houses,a policy which the
Temne claimed was unfair and unjust. Up till today,the

a
Temne still consider 'tax' as financial exploitation,
hence their reluctance to pay tax.

/

Since the Temne authorities with whom the British 
had their earliest contacts were illiterate, the only 
way for the Temne to signify their agreement was 
either to place their thumbprint on documents,
the contents of which they were supposed to have fully 
understood,or to make an fX f sign with their own hand 
at the bottom of such a document* The thumbprint or ’X1 
sign committed them to the contents of the documents, 
whatever these may have been.

1. 'Taxes1 were also responsible for the riots in the Horih
&/ Stevr ̂ /.orvv<L-
A in 1955/6 ̂ when the Temne demanded the removal of their

TOchiefs who they felt were ccjniving with the 1 government' 
in extorting money from them.



7 • 4-16 Polities
Very few terms relating to polities have been 

borrowed from E/K into Temne. Party politics mem 
introduced in Sierra leone in the early fifties,the 
first general election taking place only in 1957fless 
than four years before independence.

KRIO t e m e e

minista Minister (Eeligious u-ministha Minister(political) 
and political)
/ s N  ̂  ̂ Sprayminista Prime Minister u-prayministha (as for Kriof 

vot Vote =bot Vote

kanvas Canvass(at an election) -kambas (as for Krio) 

ilekj'on Election a^lekson (as for Krio)

^  v S m \pati Party,political party a-pathi (as for Krio)
V / / V V ✓ ^The words u~ministha and u-prayministha entered the

X  ̂  ̂ -VTemne language in the early fifties«unainistha having 
been known since 1951 when,for the first time,the British



colonial administrators created ministries which were 
held by Sierra Leoneans* In 1959» Sir Milton Margai

\  s  ^  Sbecame the first Prime Minister,the word u~prayministha 
then also coming into the Temne language at that time* 

Luring the military takeover in 1967,martial law 
was declared by Brigadier lansana,and this term,together 
with that related to subsequent demands for return to 
civilian rule,added two new loanwords in Temne;

KRIO TEMHE

ma^alo Martial law a-masalS (as for Krio)

handova (E. Hand over) Return ==handoba (as for Krio)
to civilian rule by 
the military



7»42 Military
The extension of British colonial rule to the Sierra 

Leone started with a major military campaign (the BaiA
Bur eh Hut lax War),, ending with the subjection of the 
Temne and entrentchment of British rule* Military might 
remained a major factor in sustaining this rule,with 
soldiers sent round the country at regular intervals 
as a display of force. Many Sierra Leoneans,including 
a number of Temne,were recruited by British officers 
into the army,some of them serving both in the First 
and Second World Wars. From this long association with 
the army,Temne has borrowed words relating to ranks,parade 
and uniform.

7+421 Officers

KRIO TEUSTE

Ofisa Officer (military 
or police)

u-wofisa (as for Krio)

kaptin Captain u*-kaptin Captain (military)

mejo Major
mts (E. Mess) Officer's

u-m&nyo Major 
a-mts (as for Krio)

mess



KRIO

batin (E. Button) Officer's 
pip

✓  V

TEMNE

a«b^tln (as for Krio)

The terms u~kaptfn and u«*minys are comparatively
recent in Temne,having become current in the language
only in the last ten years when Sierra Leoneans began

\ / sattaining such ranks in the army* The older term u~kyapm 
(see 7*4 ) though derived from the seme ultimate
source as u~kaptin.is restricted to a Ship's captain*

7*422 Other Ranks 
KRIO

kopul Corporal (Army or 
police)

sajin Sergeant (Army or 
police)

sajinmejo Sergeant Major

TEMBE

u^kppul (as for Krio)

u~sayin (as for Krio)

u^sayinmeyo (as for Krio)

sivili (E* Civilian) Person u**sibili (as for Krio) 
not in army or police

soja Soldier u*-soya (as for Krio)

24



During the colonial period,it was prestigcms to 
be a member of the army or police^ and soldiers or 
policemen often used the term u-sibili as an insult 
to non-members of these forces;this is however not the 
case today,as many people now describe^ themselves as
S N / Nu-sibili without any sense of insult* This change of 
attitude towards the forces may partly be explained 
by their increasing interference infea polities since 
independence *

7*423 General Duties«Barracks ♦ Equipment
KRIO TEMRE

folin (B. Ball in) Stand «=f*lin (as for Krio)
in marching order

pared Parade,march,beat srparê  (as for Krio)
the retreat

salot Salute ŝolo't (as for Krio)

barik (E.Barrack) Residential a-barik (as for Krio) 
quarters for army or 
police

I
So\cbLe*s “Ucrtt- pcu-V d a  (Le-vi'w*
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jokaki (E. Joe khaki)
KRIO TEMNE

V s s ^&*-yokaki Military vehicle
Soldier,military
vehicle

yunifom Uniform s * f > /' o^yunif^m (as for Krio)
> V <*Soldiers were nicknamed as .jokaki because of the

khaki which they wore as a uniform,the term also being 
extended to the vehicles in which these soldiers 
travelled* T^mne has borrowed the extended meaning from 
Krio*

7#424 Arms and Armaments
KRIO TEMNE

makingsn (E. Machine gun) 
Large gun

pisul Pistol/ a~pisul (as for Krio)
\ / /  K o.~katrik (as for Krio)/ rkatrij Oa^ridge

okum Oakum C-wok^m (as for Krio)

Shoot sssuth (as for Krio)

2A1



The Portuguese-derived term for Gun, q-pirikar,9+4 4, 
is not "being replaced by an English-derived term, even 
though ck**vlsa is now being replaced by &-m&.sinkon and
s / v
S-thopq by £.~wokam* Though the earliest loanwords in 
Temne for guns and armaments were borrowed from Portuguese, 
the term for shooting is derived from English* A Portuguese- 
derived term- may have existed in Temne for shooting but 
was not apparently in use by the middle of the nineteenth 
centuryfwhen Schlenker was eomplilng his dictionary*

7*43 Education and Literacy
KRIO

buk Book 

p£.n Pen 

pfinsul Pencil 

ink Ink

TEME

a-buk (as for Krio)

k^-pen (as for Krio)

k£-p£hsul (as for Krio)

o-yxnk Manufactured ink, as
opposed to that usedi>; 
the marabouts, r^uba 
(see 3«4Â \ )



KRIO TEMNE

skill School o.~skul (as for Krio)
/

pisk^p (Ameri < English^ u**piskap American Peace Oorp
Peace Corp)American teacher,siOTenly
Peace Oorp teacher unkempt person

/skulboy School hoy u~skulboy (as for Krio)

tica Teacher u-tita (as for Krio)

The association of slovenliness with the Peace Gorps 
is due to the fact that the Peace Oorps teachers have 
frequently dressed in dirty shoes and looked generally 
unkempt;this has contrasted with standards in Sierra 
leone schools,where personal hygiene had^been stressed, 
and is a major reason for the unpopularity of the Peace 
Corps*

Newsreaders in the Sierra leone Broadcasting
Service often use Manding~derived terms,which they 

jypcnor foconsider^indigenous Temne terms,when translating some 
words,e.g, instead of &*»buk, a~skulf u~skulboy,or u-tita 
they would say k-af a « k~aranthe » u**karandeand u**karmoko 
respectively;^see 5#4 4 | )• great majority of Temne
speakers however,use the Manding-derived items mostly 
to refer to the Koranic schools for the learning of Arabic*



Three verbal stems relating to examinations and study 
have also been borrowed under this category;

KRIO

fel Fail an examination 

pas Pass an examination

sit (E,Sit) Take a written 
examination

/st^di Study,prepare for an 
examination

TEMNE

*fel (as for Krio) 

«pas (as for Krio)

=sit (as for Krio)

»sthodi (as for Krio)

7*44 Religion
Despite the work of Christian missionaries among

ithe Temne from the sixteenth century, the impact of 
Christian terminology on the Temne language when

1# Balthazar Barreira,a Jesuit, was already doing
missionary work in Sierra leone by 1605# Others had 
preceeded him by the end of the 16th,century, Kup,op#oit, 
p,14.

2 {fo



compared to that of Islam lias been very slight. There 
may be several explanations for this, one of them 
being the fact that by the time the Christian missionaries 
arrived,Islamic terms may have already been fully estab** 
liched in the Temne language. Early translations of 
Christian texts Into Temne contain words such as 
a ~riyana.Heaven.a~yanama.Hell, u-mhleka,Angel, and u~nabi. 
Prophet,all these words being Arabic-derived and having 
been borrowed from Manding and/or Susu( see chapter 3). 
Another possible reason for the paucity of Christian 
terms in Temne is that while the Temne could use Islamic 
concepts to fit into their own traditional way of life,
(see ̂ ~walka and k-alawa.for example),this was not the case 
with Christian terms. Christianity was not as 
accomodating as Islam was,with the Christian missionaries 
condemning especially the use of charms and amulets and 
traditional reverence for the ancestors. This total 
break with tradition was not demanded by the marabouts, 
whose flexibility in the practise of Islam made that 
religion more readily acceptable to the Temne.



There are also a number of oases where caiques have 
been used instead of the word referring to the Christian 
concept being borrowed. These include,

(l«»kont k^ pinking (lit. The stick lying across)i.e.Cross 
a-re gT-lapso (lit. The final day) i.e. Judgement day 
a-yina- (lit. Sacred spirit) i.e. Holy ghost

KRIO TEMBE

baybul Bible a-baybul (as for Krio)

bijop Bishop u*-*bisop Senior church 
official

pasts Pastor u-pastho Priest,missionary

coc Church a-tiyot (as for Krio)
r

mijon Mission <X~mison Residential area
for missionaries, 
school compound

kresmts Christmas o.-kresmts (as for Krio)

baftayz Baptise =bafth.ays (as for Krio)



\ / sThe extension in meaning of the term <*.~mis:?n in 
Temne to include school compound is due to the fact 
that the earliest schools were opened by missionaries 
whose residences were usually also located in the same

S  / Scompound as the school. a*«kresms.s» like the Islamic
S /Va-sali,(see 3.4 \\ ),has been converted into an annual 
dance festival in which the whole community, regardless 
of religious affiliation.participates. «=bafthays is the 
ritual that most Temne objected to in Christianity, 
claiming that it was,more than anything else,responsible 
for ’westernising1 their children and making them turn 
their backs on their traditional customs. Many Temne 
parents still refuse to send their children to school 
because of ’baptism’ which they equate to the rituals of 
taking secret society oaths.like y»mbs (see 5.415)#



7*45 Medical 
KRIO

fiva (E* Fever) Malaria

yalafiva Yellow fever 
/<ospitul Hospital

dakta Doctor,medical 
practitioner

/dispansa Dispenser

n^s Nurse,ward attendant

maklet (? Innooulate +
mark) Yaccinate, 
Innooulate

cuk (?E. Stick) Stab,inject 
(medically with syringe) 
/bandej Bandage

IEMNE 

a~fiba (as for Krio) 

a-yalafiba (as for Krio) 

a-woskit^l (as for Krio) 

u^r^ktha (as for Krio)

s ,  ^  su~*dispsnsa (as for Krio)

u^nSs (as for Krio)
/ /*=maklet (as for Krio)

=tuk Inject (medically with 
syringe)

sa~bandet (as for Krio)

plasta (E.Plaster) Elastoplast a-plastha (as for Krio) 

lint lint Vlint (as for Krio)

QSl



s

Malaria was,from the time the Europeans first 
arrived in Sierra Leone,a very serious threat to their

JYIO. Ay
health, m&pes&k Europeans having died from it only a short 
while after arriving in Sierra Leone* n̂jfact Sierra 
Leone "became such a notoriously hazardous place "because 
of deaths through malaria that Europeans nicknamed 
it $he White Man’s Graved

1* (J> A •£* *Tke. Ulkvfe, Q y - o u ; f.o*\cU>



7*46 Transport and Communication
7.461 Hoad Transport

KRIO ^ TEMKE
✓ s flori Lorry a-lorx (as for Krio)

b ^  Bus 
ka Oar

/baysikul Bicycle 

drayva Driver

^l)$s (as for Krio) 
o.~ka (as for Krio)

a^baskul (as for Krio)

v>«drtba (as for Krio)

apr^ntis Apprentice,Driverfe u-yaprsntis (as for Krio)
mate and helper

pasenja Passenger u-pasenya (as for Krio)

The most popular form of transport in Sierra Leone 
is by road in private lorries, a-lori«u^yapr£ntis sits 
at the back of the lorry with the passengers to help 
in loading or unloading luggage as well as collecting 
fares« The period of being an apprentice may last for 
several years,the long period of training being paid 
for by the apprentice working for his boss (cf* u-karmik . 
5.4 q I ).

v>



7.462 Hail Transport 
KRIO

tren Train 
/

spiral (E„ Special) 
(roods train

TEMRE
V Aa~tren (as for Krio) 
ix-ps,sal (as for Krio)

/0 v \ .steX^n Railway station n (as for Krio)
tikit Ticket (X-tikit Railway ticket

7.463 Sea Travel
Most nautical terms borrowed into Temne entered the 

language in the pre**1800 period,i»e# before Krio in its 
present form had begun to influence Temne* Some of the

, V s V A vwords do not occur in Krio (e*g* d-bosinpgyp) and the
/ / v A  V /  Soccurrence of the phoneme /h/ in <x ~huk and a^hanka 

precludes their having entered Temne via Krio,
KRIO

/kyapin Captain (Ship) 
profo (E« Provost,’Master

TEMNE 
/ s

at arms’in a ship) 
Offioer in charge of 
discipline in a ship

u-kyapin (as for Krio)
V V /u~porfo Person appointed to 

enforce discipline at 
work

as“7



KRIO TIME

manawa (E. Man o'war) Large 
ship,man of war

^ip Ship 
/

stima (E, Steamer) Steam 

ship

a~manawa 1* Man of war,large 
ship

2* Large banana#
 ̂ A<x~sip Ship, cargo boat 

<*-sthima (as for Krio)

bot Boat o— bot Oanoe

E# bosun1 s pipe V  ̂ V *cx̂ -bosinpayp Whistle

E# Hook a^huk Hook (for holding ship)

E# Anchor  ̂ ^
o* -hanka Anchor

V V AThe use of the term <x~manawa in reference to a large 
banana is probably due to anology,the man of war being 
larger than a normal ship, and a^manawa,Banana,being also 
larger than a normal banana. The indigenous term a ~bil 
occurs for canoe together with o*»bot • These words relating 
to sea travel have been boaKclwed intto Temne for a 
considerableAof time,the Temne having been on the coast
since^the arrival of the Europeans#



7#464 Post and Letter Writing
KRIO

/post^fis Post Office

stamp Stamp 
/£nvilop Enveloppe 

✓ls-ta Letter

ts-lifon Telephone

waya Wire,telegram

TEME
A-potowofis (as for Krio)

A-sthamp (as for Krio)
v /• AA-milop (as for Krio)

d~l£ta (as for Krio) 

s > s /■^-ts-lifon (as forcKrio)

ô -waya Telegram

7#i|7Building and Gonstruotion 
141L Houses

KRIO

bambu os (E. Bamboo + house) 
House with bamboo 
leaves as thatch

TEMHE

<x**bambuwos (as for Krio)

bodos^E* Board ® house) House a-bodos (as for Krio) 
built of timber

fokona (E* Eour + corner) Square a-fokona (as for Krio) 

or rectangular house

os2_



KRIO
panes (E* Pan + house) House

with corrugated iron roof

tono^ (E. Stone + house) House 
built of cement

rum Room
/pala (E. Palour) Sitting room

yad (E. Yard) Enclosed area 
belonging to the house
hold
/latri (E* Latrine) Lavatory

datiboks (E* Dirty Vbox)
Dustbin, refuse hut

TEMHE
a-panos (as for Krio) 

a-thonos (as for Krio)

a-rum Bedroom

&~pala Large open section 
in a house used as 
general sleeping 
quarters

Aa -yad Latrine

*a-latri Lavatory,esp.
public lavatory

a-rVfcibSks ( as for Krio)

The commonest building among the Temne used to be 
the round mud house with grass roofing (Te+ oi-n&pal ),

'a-panos has now become the most popular type of house

ato



having replaced "both the 1 bambuos * and the indigenous 
p&~fokona hae also become the standard style of 

huilding,round houses only surviving in villages and 
the ’older1 sections of the towns*

The terms q~ram and £«*pala are replacing the 
tfcfcfc indigenous terms q*»konko and q^kunthe

V. V* A*respectively* In polite conversation,the word q~latri 
is often avoided,^~yad heing used instead or the 
indigenous Temne euphemism, »=wur ra-ka^ ^lit* going out}.

 ̂ s \q~muru is the indigenous term for a place where 
rubbish is deposited,each household having its own in 
its backyard* Apart from being a rubbish heap, however, 
it also had the cultural significance of being a burial 
place for babies,the Temne believing that such babies 
were born again and were therefore not buried far away 
from the house.

7 Building Materials
KRIO TEMS

bolit Bolt,Boor fastener a^bolit (as for Krio)

bl^k Brick (of mud or cement) d-bl^k (as for Krio)



KRIO TEMNE

fr^m (E# Frame) Piece 
of board

pent Paint

simtnt Cement

incis (E. Hinges)
Moveable mechanism 
like that by which 
door is held to a 
sidepost.

get Grate

babuwaya Barbed wire

o.-fr£m (as for Krio)

a~ptnt Paint

k»**siirfint (as for Krio)
\ / Aa.**yintis (as for Krio)

a^ket (as for Krio)

a-babuwaya (as for Krio)

The use of these materials in house building is 
fairly recent among the Temne,dating back only to the early 
decades of the present century,when the building of round 
mud houses began to give way to the new types of houses 
discussed in the section* Despite the influence
of these new types of building, gates ,V-ket, and q~bNabuwaya 
are not used extensively among the Temne,as the building 
of fences around houses is considered m^^potho (see 9*41) 
and therefore anti-social*

X<o<2-



7»475 Hoad Construction
KRIO SUMS

ovasiya (E. Overseer) Superintendent ^-wobasiyh (as for Krio] 
of works, Works inspector

lebra labourer, one engaged in 
in public works as a 
manual worker (esp« in 
road works)

forod (E. Four + road) Crossroads,
road junction 

trit Street, motor road 
layn (E# Line) Motor road

kov Curve,bend on a motor road

kolbot Culvert

ta Tar

u-^lebra (as for Krio)

/ Aa-forod Town centre, 
road junction 

a-trit (as for Krio) 
a-layn (as for Krio)

^~k»f (as for Krio)

V-k^lbot (as for Krio)

V**thar Tar, Road with 
tarmac surface

The term u—lebra is not applied to carriers or 
houseboys. Even though the meaning has been extended now 
to include people employed by private industry,it was 
used,up to the time of independence,to include only those 
workmen emplyed by the then colonial administration,and



who were specifically -under the Public Works Department 
(P.W.D. see 7.414)• There was usually <a*S^one major 
crossroad in most Temne towns,hence the word a»»forod 
acquired the meaning Town centre in Temne» q-forod is 
often used as a general meeting-place for festivals 
as well as,in recent times, for political gatherings.
The rolled /r/ in the Temne si\~thar suggests direct entry 
from a British dial-ct rather than from Krio.

7. 48 Household Utensils 
7.481 Sitting and Sleeping

KRIO
bene Bench,long wooden seat, 

seat for more than one 
person

cia Ohair

stul Stool,used for sitting 
on

/tebul Table

aytnbed (S. Iron + bed) Metal 
framed bed

matras Mattress 
/

pila Pillow

TEMETE
a~b£nt, Long wooden seat, 

small, low, round 
wooden stool

k5~tiya (as for Krio)

V^sthul (as for Krio)

Na~thebul (as for Krio) 

ko^haynbed (as for Krio)

Na-manthras (as for Krio)

N f Scx-pxla (as for Krio)



EE 10 TEMEE
ttnt Tent,mosquito net a.**thsnth (as for Krio)

The words o.~bgnt and ou-thebul have replaced 
their Portuguese-derived equivalents a -bunka and^m^sa 
respectively (see 9*45)» fl*»bfcnt is also replacing the 
indigenous term cL-gbeth to refer to the low,round stool 
commonly used hy Temne women as a seat by the fireside* 
Kwtiya co-occurs with the indigenous item ka-waq * These 
terms contrasty with Nfl.~btnt in the sense that only one 
person at a time can sit on y£~t iya or kS—wan while several 
people may sit onN&-bc.nt * ka-wa^ is often associated 
with dignitaries suoh as chiefs or District Commissioners; 
in public gatherings, the chief or District Commissioner 
(an Englishman in the colonial period) was the only person

N ' \ N / WVi'kwho sat on k*-tiya or k>*wa^ the rest of the
people sat on^q-bint*

The indigenes term a-sothns has also been replaced
V / S S Aby the English-derived <x-pila* a -th&nth is one of the

important household belongings that Europeans always
have in Sierra Leone* Mosquito-borne malaria proved fatal to
many early European visitors to Sierra Leone,which

wkirt .
because of this earned the name Mans G-rave*
1* See footnote# 1*59
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The mosquito net, a~th£nth thus became a useful means 
of protection against the mosquito

7#482 Cooking and Eating 
KRIO

f*ks Fork (eating)
/tispun Teaspoon 

/t^mhla Tumbler,glass 
drinking-cup

s=>sa Saucer

plet Plate

tikitul (E* Tea + kettle) 
Kettle

saspan (E* Sauce + pan) 
Prying pot

bekin(pot) Baking pot 

/
sisptns Sixpence

OJofa

TEMNE

ka~foks (as for Krio) 

k»-thipun (as for Krio) 

a-th^mbla (as for Krio)
*

a-sasa (as for Krio)

"o-r-plet ( as for Krio) 

'a^thikitul (as for Krio)

V-saspan (as for Krio)

V / sa-hekin Medium-sized pot used 
for cooking curries,

V-sup (see7*t/*0lfe)
\  ̂ Na-sispms vTery small pot, used 

only rarely for 
cooking



KRIO TEMKE
A t S / X^ilin Shilling (X~silin Pot used to cook small

meals
/ . V / N>ovxn Oven a-wobin (as for Krio)

V / N s / sThe terms a~silin and a.*-sispsns ?used as names for 
specific types of pots, reflect# the costs of such pots when 
they were first sold to the Temne# &~sisp£ns is often used, 
because of its small size, by many Temne as a container

v *1for cowries, ka-fcTnt, immersed in water, keeping this 
under their beds as protection against evil# ks^foks,

N  / \kdwthipmi, and a~wobin are not common utensils in Temne 
households although they are known to them; Temne cooks 
and houseboys who served under English masters may have 
played a considerable part in popularising these words#

1# of# ko*»yeke15,418, the oowry used by members of the 
Radigba society# Even^the cowries put in the q»-eisp<.ns 
are used for superstitious purposes,they are not referred 
to by the Mender-derived k5~yeke but by the indigenous 
Temne^ ka~fant ,

061



7»483 Lighting
KRIO

lamp lamp

panlamp (E. Pan + lamp) lamp 
made out of milk tin,with wick 

protruding from the top

sedlemp (E* Shade +lamp) 
Hurricane lantern

wik Wick 
✓ksndul Candle 

holh Bulh

layt Light (art ificial)
smacis Matches

TEME 

a-lamp (as for Krio) 

a-panla^p (as for Krio)

V-selamp (as for Krio)

^ a . .a^wik (as for Krio) 

k~tndul (as for Krio) 

"a-b^lf Bulb,esp. for torch 

o--l«yt (as for Krio)
S A  ,m-atis (as for Krio). The

initial phoneme of this 
word has been treated 
in Temne as a prefix,

Stng. / /s s Ahence^ k^atxs or r~atig« 
(although this is not 
a regular development 
and varies in different 
idiolects)#



-  X  A
(X -panlamp is the most common method of lighting in 

Temne houses,electricity having been introduced only in 
very few toms^the term a  --layt being used to refer to 
light from electricity, candle or lamp*

7*49 Trade, Money, Measurements
7#491 Selling Places and Salesmen

KRIO TEMKE

fam (E. Eirm) Company store a-fam (as for Krio)

m&kit Market ct~makit (as for Krio) of*
5#47, V~y:> g=>wa 

a~syap (as for Krio)^ap Shop, store

tebul (E. Table) Stall where 
petty traders display 
their goods

mane3a General manager of a 
company store

a-thebul (as for Krio)

u-maneya (as for Krio)

e3^nt (E* Agent) Senior store u«riy£nt (as for Krio) 
supervisor

treda Petty trader u~treda (as for Krio)



X Ag~f am includes the European^owned company stores^ 
( e*g* United Africa Company, G.33.Ollivant, Paterson 
Zoehonis, C.F.A.O. and S.C.O.A?’) while g-syap refers 
to privately-owned stores run by ttaae individual owners 
and their families* Today,the majority of these a.~syap 
are owned by the Lebanese in Sierra Leone,though a few 
indigenous people are now beginning to operate their 
own private q-syap* The form of ownership remains the 
distinguishing factor between q-syap and a~fam, size 
being unimportant*

b-riysnt is found only in q-fam since the other 
business concerns axe private and do not employ 
management*

1* C.F.A.O. (Compagnie fran<jaise de lfAfrique occidental ) 
and S.C.O.A. (Societe commercial© de l’ouest Afrique) 
are the two most common French-owned business stores 
among the Temne* C.F.A.O. ,the more popular of the two, 
is commonly known by the Temne as fr^ns kpmpin , i*e* 
French Company, distinguishing it from the British - 
owned firms. S.C.O.A.,though also a French firm,is not

/  ̂ sreferred to as frt-ns k-anrpln.

QJ10



7*492 Business Transactions
KRIO

pras Price,cost

koks Coax, induce customer 
to buy

T I M E

a-pr£s (as for Krio)

kok^s (as for Krio)

las (E. Less ) Reduce price =lfcs (as for Krio) 
for a customer

mitop (E. Meet + up) Strike *=mit̂ p (as for Krio) 
a bargain,reach an 
agreement on price

las (E. Loss) Suffer a loss *los (as for Krio) 
in trade

gen Gain, profit

losis (E. Losses)Loss

s&t±n(E. Shorten) Loose 
goods through theft 
or loss

rken Make a profit 
V-ken Profit

V-lo'sis (as for Krio)
✓ / ... s=sotin Be reduced in quantity

through theft or loss

/ /ok^in (E* Auction) Sell at «woksin (as for Krio) 
reduced prices,make a 
sale

an/



Apart from V-fam where prices are fixed,trade is often 
carried on by bargaining between the trader and each 
individual customer* A customer might complain of the 
price being too high, asking for a reduction, «l£S* This 
continues until an agreement is arrived at, gnat/p • The 
Portuguese-derived a~kana and the indigenous ko-thenku 
still occur for Gain or Prof it»although a.*»ken is now 
heard more often than the former two* q, ~pr£s also has 
an indigenous equivalent, m*olo * Sohlenker record©
'kisans. tog way yc.V for an auction but this phrase 
appears to have fallen out of use in present-day Temne*

7#495 Money
KRIO TEMNE

fadin Farthing a-fadin (as for Krio)

wankopo (E* One + copper) a—wank^p*(as for Krio)
Half penny

trikopo (E* Three + copper) (as for Krio)
One and a half pence

fokapo (E. Four + copper) OL-fokapo (as for Krio)
Two pence

9  («.



KRIO
/

siskopo (B. Six + copper) 
Three pence

etkopo (E* Eight + copper) 
Four pence

naynkopo (E. Nine + copper) 
F6mr and a half pence

tffnk̂ po (E. Ten + copper) 
Five penGe

✓ptni Fenny

tr^ptns (E. Three + pence) 
Three pence

sikspgns Sixpence

naynpgns Nine pence

^ilin Shilling

porj Pound (sterling)

TEMNE
v ' / ’*» / Va~sisksps (as for Krio)

a-yetk>po (as for Krio)

\ -naynk»pSo (as for Krio)

a.^thtnk^pa (as for Krio)

a.~p/ni (as for Krio)

Na~tro , 0L-tropS£n» (as for
Krio)

0.-sispene (as for Krio) 

'‘o.-naynptns (as for Krio) 

o.~silin (as for Krio) 

a~pSn (as for Krio) cf# ̂



Even though the Sierra Leone currency was changed 
from Pounds, Shillings and Pence to Leones and Gents in 
August 19641 the terms a-p&ni» q-silin, and 3n are still 
used to refer to the new currency a* a-s&nth, One cent, 
ten cents and two leones respectively. The other terms 
are however hecoming less frequent.

7*494 Weights and Measures
KRIO

skel Scale

pa3 Pound (weight)
/

huVe. 1 Bushel,1 sackful1
as measurement for 
grain, fruit,palm~ 
kernels,&c#

kyan (E. Gan) Pour gallon
can,used as measurement 
for half a hushel

galon Gallon a-kalon (as for Krio)

paynt (E. Pint) Bottle,ahout q^paynt (as for Krio) 
half th® size of a pint

TEMNE 

a~skel (as for Krio) 

a-pa<j (as for Krio) 

a-husYl (as for Krio)

o.~kyan (as for Krio)



KRIO TEMNE
fai^m Fathom, six feet it~fa1»m Fathom,two yards.

Sometimes, in the 
absence of precise 
instruments,the length 
of an adult1s arms 
stretched wide apart is 
taken as the equivalent

S  * Vof ft~fatom.

pis Piece of cloth twelve a.~pis (as for Krio)
yards long

yad Yard Ck~yad (as fox' Krio)

teprul (B. Tape * rule) Tape ite-teprul (as for Krio) 
measure for cloth

\  ~buszl and q~kyan are the most common units for
measuring produce. Another common object used for such

Tc , ,measurement is the rectangular box, (^k~uma) t estimated 
as being equival^b to one^bushel. Scales and pound weights 
are used for heavier goods especially when they involve 
goods weighing morecthan a few bushels. Liquids,like palm 
oil;are measured by gallons and/or pints. These measurements



are used particularly for wholesale trade* The Market 
women, for example, who are retail traders, use different 
measurements to sell their goods in much smaller units than 
"bushels or gallons,often using the containers discussed 
in the next section as their of measurement*

7*495 Containers as TJnits of Measurement
krio T m m

poiipan (E. Penny +pan) Small a~panptni^( as for Krio)
tin howl for measuring 
produce valued at a 
penny (in old Sierra 
Leone currency) and two 
cents (in new currency)

folsppopan (E. Pour + copper +pan) v<x**panfokspô (as for Krio) 
fin howl for measuring 
goods valued at twopence

1* The morphemic metathesis in the Temne forms of these
words is due to fact that in Temne, the adjective follows 
the noun,while the reverse is true of Krio* Temne borrowed 
these two words as separate words && Krio (with t&e adj* + 
noun structure^ then adapting them to its own structure of 
noun + adj*

Z1U



KRIO TIME

bayg Bag,sack for carrying a**b€k (as for Krio) 
grains,fruits and 
similar produce

E# 'Demi john'
s \

keg Keg

a-dibiyon Large bottle for
carrying and measuring 
palm wine. This word, 
a direct entry from 
a British dialect, 
does not occur in Krio 

a~k£k Barrel.
s  V / \kitul (B.Kettle) Small bucket o.-kitul Small bucket used-frc

measuring rice,as 
well as for drawing 
water from dug-out 
wells

AV V j  ̂ \ / / yQ.~pan+pt.ni q-panfokopo still retain these names'w
despite the change of currency in Sierra ieone* The term

\  A  . ^  vis now rare,the Portuguesenderivedo.~*pipa (pRfi Q- 43) 
heing more common.
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7*496 Numberb

KRIO TIME

miliyon Million cx-miliyon Used non-specifically 
to refer to a large 
number

dozin Dozen a-rosin (as for Krio)

These are the only two numbers surviving as English**
V. ✓ * Nderived number terms. (X^miliysn is not used often,the 

Manding q*»wul (see 3*462,) being sometimes duplicated to mean
V / V Aa million. Together with k»«e.ms, ,Hundred, and o^wul,Thousand,
V  / / V s s vboth borrowed from Manding,a.~miliŷ n and a^r^sin are the 

only number terms borrowed into Temne ( i.e. apart from 
the units of money under 7*495)* Schlenker lists q-tausin 
Thousand, in his dictionary but this term is now apparently 
obsolete.

7*497 Days of the Week. Time, Distance
Tt/97/ Of fat. Ujee-K- -----   KRIO
sonde Sunday
tmonde Monday

cusde Tuesday
w£nsde Wednesday 

/tosde Thursday 
/frayde Friday 

satide Saturday

TIME
o-sonde (as for Krio) 
v / s& -m^nde "
S  f A<x ̂ tusde "
v y aa-w^nsde B
a-thosde 11
V / \cx -frayde 11
<x„c,a.4icle. »'



These English-derived terms have replaced the Arabic- 
derived ones for the days of the week (see 3# 4 6 /), %

the Arabic-derived terms only occur,and then rarely,in
V  ̂\religious contexts, e*g* -rima, Friday community prayers*

7*
KRIO TEMNE

taym Time, period a-tcym (as for Krio)

awa Hour &.~hawa Unspecified period of 
time* cf * \-wokatlai
3.4M » * ,

minit Minute a-minit Short but unspecified 
period of time* cf*

✓ V0.-sibri. 3*4 6/’. *

wik Week \ AGi-wik Week

kick Clock \  -klok ( as for Krio)

wae Wrist watch O-wat (as for Krio)

The unspecified period referred to as a, -hawa 
may last from one to four or five hours* Time among the 
Temne is more often expressed in terms of long (o-woni)



or short (3 -l^mp) periods# Appointments arecmade according 
to the period of day without restriction to a specific hour, 
e*g#

pa re" g&k (lit# it is getting bright) Dawn,may mean 
any time from five o'clock in the morning till seven 
thirty in the morning,
*-»b/th Morning, extending from eight till about midday, 
ra ya),Afternoon«from about midday till about five o'cloS 
ret Yay (lit» when the sun is slanted), late afternoon 
ro fay, Evening, i*e# seven thirty till about ten thirty, 
totak, late night, lasting from around ten thirty till 
dawn#

"7‘ V 9?Z

KRIO IEMNE
mayl Mile &.-*mayl (as for Krio)

Ihis is the only term referring to distance 
that has been borrowed from Krio into lemne* It probably 
became popular with the construction of roads wfeaese 
dtfrflsfc#. which have distances marked in terms of mileage#
All other distances in lemne are expressed in terms of 
either being near (a~fatx) or far (p~boli)#



7> 4»#0 Implements , Artefacts
KRIO TMHE

"bled Bazor blade ambled (as for Krio)

ptn^f (E. Pen + knife) Small a**ptriif (as for Krio)
pocket knife

sizas Scissors \ -sisa.fi (as for Krio) ef# 
q."tisgr,9»45

fayl Pile q~fcxyl (as for Krio) cf.
the older Portuguese*

V ^ vderived a"lima,9>45

plen Plane ( carpenter’s) 0l~p1©*i (a-® for Krio)

cisul Ohisel /* \CX-tisul (as for Krio)

rek Bake 0. "rek (as for Krio)

(\>vul Shovel,spade &~sobul (as for Krio)
V _A  V ✓ SQ."plen and q."tisul are used particularly by Temne 

carp enters, while a->rek and ̂ "SJbul are found more 
commonly with labourers ( U"lebra,7>4 7 5 ) engaged
in road work* Kone of these implements are used by the 
Temne for farm work, the term for the most common implement 
for such work, q*-boka, Cutlass^ being Mende"derived*



01
Pood and Drink 

7»4* Qll Imported Poodstuff
KRIO TEMHE

biskit Biseuit kO"biskit (as for Krio)

bred Bread 
/b^ta Butter,margarine 
/flawa PIour 
/

k°fi Ooffee 
ti Tea

ks>~bred (as for Krio)
V / s ,  .a-b^tha (as for Krio)

q -flawa (as for Krio)
s* ak-^fi Coffee, breakfast

V Aa-thi Tea, breakfast
N S. A.It appears that the term ka-biskit was not yet known 

to the Temne at the ;time of Schlenker ,who records ka"bo
f j Ak^-bothi (lit* sweet cake) for biscuit, a phrase not now 

used in Temne for a biscuit. Very rarely,one hears the 
Portuguese-derived kWp&j, Bread, or more often the 
indigenous k£-b&, Cake, used instead of ko~bred*

V A V Ak-ofi and q~thi may have acquired the sense of breakfast 
from cooks and houseboys who had to serve coffee or tea 
to their European employers first thing in the morning* 
Both terms,in the sense of breakfast, co-oecur with the 
indigenous k-pnya , Breakfast, first meal of the day.



OISL
7*4*A$ Drinks

KRIO TEMKE

t^ris (E. Tourist) Imported ma^t^ris (as for Krio) 
or manufactured 
alcoholic drink

bia Beer,ale

st ao t St out, (G-uine s s)

wiski Whisky

jin G-in

a~biya (as for krio)

&~sthawoth (as for Krio)

a^wuski (as for krio)

0~yin (as for Krio)

The indigenous p&m mP-ber is the generic term in 
Temne for alcoholic drink,while m9~»toris applies to imported 
alcoholic drink only and is not used for referring to 
palm wine, for example* In the ceremomial rite of 
pouring libation to the ancestors, ( =M$_ (t-boya, see"5 )>
V \ A  \ Aa~wuski and <x~yin are now repla&±£Lg the local cheaper 
palm wine, the use of the more expensive me-toris 
being considered more respectful and therefore more 
acceptable to the dead ancestors*

Q£ 3



7*4*M& Smoking
KRIO TEMM)

/tabaka Tobacco C\-thabâ  (as for Krio)
/sigar^t Cigarette

PQr*Pipe
/ V / \layta Cigarette lighter 0*-layta (as for Krio)

snof Snuff O— snof (as for Krio)

smok Smoke =smok (as for Krio)

Smoking has become a popular habit among the Temne, 
although women smokers are very few .since it is frowned 
upon and considered !unfeminine* for a woman to smoke* 
Tobacco is a symbol of respect when sent as a gift in 
traditional Temne society. Anyone going to see a chief
r ^or someone in authority bound by tradition to take

1* cr* V-yopowa, where the final syllable in the Mende form 
has,likewise been elided in the Temne form,with a 
corresponding tonal change (see 5*25 (1) )•



with him some gift as a token of respect and friendship*

This gift, (Te. q-somm)hag to be presented to the chief 
before explaining the purpose of one’s mission. The most 
common of such gifts is q-thaba for the chief himself,and

SrfrtAOiSa few asa&iz© of beads for his wives. The 'buying* of 'Freetown*
by the British from Baimbana with tobacco was probably
regarded by the Temne as fulfillment of this custom and

1not,as is usually imagined ,payment to buy land*

1. This custom is also known by the Temne as k-ola »
Oiving Kola, the kola nut being the common indigenous 
gift in such cases* The 'kola* may consist,apart from
s s #s,ft-thaba and beads, anythingsclothes,swords ,or gunpowder.

Ai'sfto r»coAThis may be the custom that is referred to in
ritr

as 'Cole*, see 3?yfe, History of Sierra Leone 
op. cit. p.8.

2̂ 5"



Ol/f
7«4.|p8fl Food Plants

KRIO

brcdfrut Breadfruit 
/koknat Coconut

TEMKE

q-bsrefut (as for Krio)

ko-koknat (as for Krio)

kokokasada (E. Cocoa, +
cassava) Cassava 
sp.

/goyava Guava

k^kumba Cucumber 
/piya (E. Pear) Avogado

sawasap (E. Sour sop)
Anona muricata

✓switsap (E. Sweet sop)
Anona squamosa

/caynis (E. Chinese) Small 
yam sp*

yams Yam

 ̂ \  ̂S , .a-konkokasada (as for Krio)

V-koyaba (as for Krio)

a-k^kumba (as for Krio)
s ' \ , , xq-prya (as for Krro)

a.-sawasap (as for Krio)

S Aq-suytsap (as for Krio)

\  ̂ /^-tsnis (as for Krio)

0 -̂yamŝ (eis for Krio)

1* For other examples of Englished-derived plurals being 
borrowed into Krio and ultimately into Temne as singular 
forms,see o.-lasis7 a n d  m-atis

o?c,



The termg ~yamrincludes the cultivated yam, together 
with two types of wild yam m$~nay and m^-won. The indigenous

V N / ,term <k -yala is also used, though rarely,to refer to tNbNR. Ata*
V v /yam sp* a.~ttnis* Apart from these examples however, all the 

other plants listed in this section have no indigenous 
terms to refer to them*

01*3
7.4 . m  Meat* Oakes

KRIO TEMTB

kabelc-(E*Cow + belly) Cow's k-abtls (as for Krio) 
entrails

rosfsl (E* Roast + fowl) 
Roasted chicken

✓roshif Roasted meat

kasadabred (E* Cassava +
bread) Cake baked 
from cassava flour

a~rosf$l (as for Krio)

X A ,a-rosbif (as for Krio)

ko-kasadabred (as for Krio)

pankek Pancake k$~pankek (as for Krio)

rssbred Cake made from rice kV*riLsbred (as for Krio) 
flour

a?7



k-abils and pork, especially !hog!s feet1 K* pgfut 
are popular Krio dishes;the term ogfut has however not 
been borrowed into Temne because of the influence of Islam 
which forbids the eating of pork*

7 + 4*&06 Dishes and their Preparation
KRIO TIME

fray Fry, cook in oil -fray Cook in oil 
affray Stew cooked in oil

sup (E. Soup) Ourry (with c*~sup Gurry cooked without 
or without leaves) leaves

fraysup Stew cooked in oil ^-fraysup (as for Krio)

ptptsup ’Pepper soup19very a ~p c p £sup (as for Krio)
hot stew

wanpot (E. One + pot) Dish 
with both curry and 
rice cooked at once 
in the same pot

o.~wanp̂ t (as for Krio)

jolofrts »Jollof rice', oily 
dish of rice,chicken 
and meat

«.~yol3frts (as for Krio)



0*7
7*4*$.&ff Hotel, Restaurant

KRIO TEfflE
/ s  ̂

kukri (E. Cookery)PlaGe where <x~kukri (as for Krio)
food,esp* rice,is

ot£l Hotel,place to eat and/or &~wot£l (as for Krio) 
sleep for a fee

v N *Although there are now several £~kukri in Temne
V V 'land, &~wots.l is not common since people can usually find 

places to sleep without having to pay a fee* It is
s / v . .considered a-hak! ,Sin, (see 3*4 lii* ) not to give a 

stranger free lodging ,it being believed that a house 
with many strangers is a blessed house*



0*X
7+4«R Dress and Fashion

o a t7«4*l®t Male Dress
KRIO TEME

ôt Shirt a-sot Shirt (with short sleeves)

hujo tjBush shirt,worn <x~busot (as for Krio)
especially hy 
Europeans on trek

kotsliv (E. Gut sleeve) <x-kotsli$ (as for Krio)
Sleeveless underwear

^otsliv (E. Short sleeve) a**sVfcslif (as for Krio)
Short-sleeved shirt

kot Coat k-ot (as for Krio)

ganain (E* Guernsey) Thick &«kansin (as for Krio)
knitted jersey

panks (E* Pants) Trousers £~panks (as for Krio)
t \ ^ Anektay Keoktie a-ntktay (as for Krio)

f  ̂ / \tela Tailor u-thela Tailor specialising in
sewing ’western’ style 
clothes like & -s$t f£-pahfc

/ \ v  V  ayidavtst Under garment Oi-wandaws-s (as for Krio)

£ 9 0



/Krio also uses the term trasis for both trousers
"V Aand shorts* Even though Temne has borrowed g~panks* the 

indigenous terms y~ankra» and £■»manti are more frequently 
used for trousers and shorts respectively* Wearing of

S N \coats and ties is considered ms>~potho, 9*41, and therefore 
sometimes ridiculed# They are seen as the symbols of 
accepting total ’westernisation1*the Temne often 
referring to a necktie derisively as q~katha ro-bolo 
(lit# Y/oman's sanitary loin cloth wrapped round the neck)#

Lt>'V2%
Eemale Dress

KRIO TEME
/ . V y V /kakb^bi (E* cock + boob? ) <x~kakb»bi (as for Krio)
Erassiere

\imi (E. Ohemise) Woman’s a~simi ( as for Krio) 
undergarment

droz (E. Drawers) Underpants V£~dr$8 (as for Krio)

pc.tikot Petticoat ,Wpstikot, Velvet
skirt worn by young 
girls especially on the 
day they come out of 
the ’society bush1 *



Compared to the terms relating to male dress,only 
very few terms relating to women’s dress have been 
borrowed into Temne from E/K* The reason may be that 
while men accepted or took new kinds of dress like 
£.-panks, the dress of Temne women has largely been 
confined to the traditional k^otha,wrapped from the 
waist down to the ankles* The words that have been 
borrowed for women’s dress, apart from ornaments and foot**

V  ̂ /wear,refer largely to underwear* a^piti has replaced
V / /£~gbagba, small aprons sewn together and tied around H’Ke. 
waist,as the ceremonial dress worn by girls on being 
officially brought out of the Bundu bush*

Ornaments
Krio TEMHE

bangols Bangles,wrist kWbankos (as for Krio)

golbid Cold coloured beads 
hung round neck

Gen Chain,necklace

ms-kolbid (as for Krio)

k5-ten Metal necklace cf* 
k~:>rentha 9*45.

iyapfn Hair pin 

oD|sivxit
a

cx-yapin (as for Krio)

0  -  k o  | s i r o a t f s ,  (<?s> I d - r / o J )



Apart from ks~ten«there are two other types
/ tof necklaces,namely k-erep ,literally Grass, mad© of

grass and small seeds, and ms~ka ,Beads, (lit. Little things)
made from imported beads* These three types of necklaces
may be regarded as three separate stages in the 'history*
of necklace wearing among the Temne, starting with the

/ /pre«-European period when k~ere^ was used* This was 
followed by ma-ka, probably starting with the arrival 
of the Portuguese in the fifteenth century,and finally 
with the arrival of the English, the metal chain, ka~ten 
came into use* These divisions coincide with those 
postulated for the three stages of the development of 
bridge building among the Temne (see a^kadat9*4-7) *

7 .4.014 Footwear and Headgear
KRIO

/susmtka Shoe repairer, cobbler

but Boot, rain boots

krep Crepe sole shoes 
/plastik Plastic

*9*5

T m m

o~susm£ka (as for Krio) 

t~but Rain boots 

\ -krep (as for Krio)
S S Ai-plasthik Sandals made

of plastic rubber



KRIO lEMNE
tanbay (E. stand "by) Be £—thanbay Loose sandals, so

prepared,Be on the called Because of the
alert speed with which they

can Be put on
s ^soks Books a-s=*ks Socks,stookings

Bolat (E. Bowler hat) Helmet te**holat (as for Krio) 
felt Belt hat Ks-ftlit (as fox Krio)

kolkyap (E* Gold + cap) ko«kolkyap (as for Krio)
Knitted woollen cap

The sun-helmet formed part of the uniform of 
District Commissioners and other administrative officials 
up to the time of independence in 1961,it Being Believed 
that the helmet provided protection from the sunfs heat*
It was subsequently taken over By African District 
Officers,sanitary inspectors and medical workers,as well 
as By other Temne who wore it as a status symbol*

2^



7.4.ai5 Fabrics 
KRIO

flaunt (E* Flannelette) 
Cotton fabric 
resembling flannel

gab ad in Gaberdine 
✓

kaki Khaki

T m m

a—flanst (as for Krio)

a-kabadin (as for Krio)

k-aki Khaki

poplin Poplin

silk Silk

naylon Kyion 
/satin Satin

ctk Check-patterned 
material

<x -poplin Poplin

a-s^l^k Silk
* v fo< -naylo n Kyi on
V / ^
ck -satin Satin

a-ttk (as for Krio)

vralin Woollen material o**wulin (as for Krio)

tapol (E* Tarpaulin) Tarpaulin u-tharapol Tarpaulin

blankit Blanket 
/

pisis (E* Pieces) Rag, piece 
°f cloth

0.~blankit,̂ -blanket Blanket

S 7 A
<X -pisis (as for Krio)



\  /  v y A  y / ^k~aki» a -poplin and qi-sq tin axe worn frequently 
while g-kabadln, g-wulin ando^sS^k all have a certain 
*snob! appeal, being held in high esteem and worn only 
on special occassions. Silk is particularly associated 
with beauty,and a beautiful person is sometimes described 
as o'-gbfcntha mo salgk (lit* He/She shines like silk*)

7.4*qi6 Styles» Fashions
KRIO IEMEE

wankayn (E. One kind) Identical o.~wankayn (as for Krio)
dresses

* f tkotl&s (E. Ooatless) Wear shirt s?kotlE.s (as for Krio) 
with end tucked under 
trousers

blof (E. Siuff) Show off,swagger s=blof (as for Krio)

swank Swank,swagger =suwank (as for Krio)

o»-wankayn differs from q-yasVbi ( 8*4^ ) in that
imply

though both of them more than two or more people
/dert+iW v s Awearing ̂clothes. gl-w anky ̂no t be for any special festive

celebration*



7*4*03 Social Relationships
KRIO IEMNE

b£l (E. Bell) Flatter, =bfcl (as for Krio)
esp. in seducing girls

/yan (E. Yam)Ghat up =yan (as for Krio)
a girl

f  f \  t tmared (E, Married) Wedding, a-mared Wedding in Ghureh or
dance festivities in Mosque
celebration of wedding =mar4d Marry in 0hurch or

Mosque
konakPna (E. Corner corner) u^ks»nak»na (as for Krio)

Secret lover or girl
friend

traditional marriage among the temne , -nqnta , 
is often a private ceremony,involving only a few members 
of the bridegroom*s family ( o-wos ) and the bride’s
/ V /( vJ-rani)family* A linguistic distinction is made in 
temne between «n<*nta ,Marry, used only of men, and =bala ,
Marry, used only of women* grnanfa and -bala are never referre 

/ /to as gsmared*which is reserved for the actual Christian■' V N / Aor Moslem ceremony of marriage * j\.o nak̂ > na is used more 
frequently by unmarried men and boys who have a girl friend

that is known publicly,while at the same time having another
’secret1 affair !in the corner1•



7»4«(14> Behavioural Terms and Pergonal Attributes 
7»4«tt41 Social Behaviour^ — ^ — Mv m m «««■h m m i » * m m m m h m a a w i m m mmmmm

KRIO TEME
 ̂ * sbiya (E. Bear) Have pa.tien.ee, =biya (as for Krio)

endure

tray Try,persevere =tray (as for Krio)

tanbay (E* Stand by) Be prepared, =thanbay (as for Krio) 
ready, alert (for action)

✓rtspik Respect =rtsp£k (as for Krio)

Each of these terms has an indigenous equivalent;
f t  N  A  \ A  **> \  t is=biya : =muyu, *=resptk : =yikis. stray : -mcmgr # Although 

the indigenous =bincht has a similar meaning to -thanb ay, 
the latter is not used in the ease of preparation for a 
traditional ceremony. To be prepared to take up an 
appointment, or to get ready for something to happen 
would be gthanb'ay,whereas to get ready to take part 
in a traditional dance,or to prepare for circumcision, 
for example, would be =bcntni>



7*4.042 Anti-social Behaviour (i#e» disaproved of)
KRIO fEMHE

/  , \ Abambot (E* Bum + boat) s=bambot (as for Krio) 
Prostitute oneself

' t /b sfcin (E* Button) Hold “botin (as for Krio)
tight by the collar

skda (9avergence between =skola ( as for Krio)
E* Scold and collar)
Hold by the collar

* / s f sintafiya Interfere,meddle =yantafiya (as for Krio)
»*v̂someone else’s 
affairs

fonful (E, Porm fool) Play =fonful (as for Krio) 
the fool, not be serious

f t /tanot (E. Stand + out) Bebel, =th*not (as for Krio) 
be stubborn, challenge 
authority

/ n. Adisgres Disgrace, shame publicly -diskres (as for Krio)

She use of the word =bambot is thought to have 
originated from the practice of sailors sending boats

^ 9 ___________________________



ashore to pick up girls,such girls being referred to as
1fbum-boat* girls# An indigenous item with the same 

meaning -rap (lit# Revolve, go round and round) is 
used more frequently in Eemne, -bambot being used when 
one wants to be particularly insulting#

7#4#Q4-,5 Personal Attributes

KRIO IMRE

lok luok,good fortune a-lSk (as for Krio)

trfcnk Strength,(physieal) d-trenk2(as for Krio)

pawa Power, (seeular)

sivilayz (E. Civilise) 
Be westernised

v ' 2̂  a-pawa Power
-.S'

raskel Raseal

* 1) Become westernised
2) cheat,deceive,triok s#o.,

make a fool of 
**siblss (adj.) Westernised

rs-raskel Rascality,deceit

1# J.Berry,* She origins of Krio vocabulary1, Sierra Leone 
StudiestB»S+ 12,(Dec# 1959) pp*298ff#

2, of. ̂ ^f£s^9.46

3oo



The term ĉivilise* -siblfcs is associated with
giving up onefs 1 traditional ways1 for certain actions 

h<considered to/more desirable, such actions being mostly
western* To be civilised involves wearing shoes,and
to eat with a fork and a knife^for example. The term
is now used in a very wide sense,with the Temne terming
most actions which they consider as not being
modern as 1 uncivilisedf. This term is also frequently
used as an insult by Sierra Leoneans to people whoynthey
consider as being 1 beyond the pale1,such people being again
described as 1uncivilised1. On the other hand, to 1 civilise

tosomeone is considered ars involve# deceiving^
t ' ^tricking or making a fool of such/person. Most Temne

get offended if they think someone has tried to 'civilise*
them.



OS'7»4»3a& Games and Recreation

TjEME 
tUbak (as for Krio)

OS I7«4*1*1 Football 
KRIO

bak (E. Back) Defence 
player

gola Goalkeeper

bol Ball

fil Field

gol 1. Goal (score)
2* Goal (post) 

gem Game
/kona Corner kick 
/ova Out of play, 

dead ball

togs Toss a coin at start 
a match

pik Pick,select a team

sko Score a goal

kad (E. Scared ?-) Dribble,
beat opponent by bogy 
feint*

u~kola (as for Krio) 

a-bl>l (as for Krio) 

a-fil (as for Krio)
\
d-kol (as for Krio)

V  A~kem Football match

a~k:>na (as for Krio) 
a-woba (as for Krio)

~t;>s (as for Krio)

t-pik (as for Krio)

s=©kD (as for Krio)
/

=kad (as for Krio)



KRIO TIME
✓mit (E.Meet) Tackle an ^mit (as for Krio)

opponent

pas Pass a ball *=pas (as for Krio)

Football is the most popular game introduced by the 
British in Sierra Leone, accounting for nearly fifteen 
of some twenty English-derived loanwords relating to games 
that have been noted in Temne.

7.4,*# Cricket and Tennis
KRIO TEMKE

bat Cricket bat (imported a-bat (as for Krio) 
or made of coconut leaf 
stalk), tennis racket

bol (Convergence between E* =boi (as for Krio)
Ball and bowl) Pitch 
a ball for a batsman, 
bowl

f \ V 'ttnis Tennis ball, Lawn tennis di-ttnis (as for Krio)
The word for the game of Lawn Tennis has 

been borrowed into Temne even though no other word

t5o 3



relating to that game occurs in Temne, Because foothalls 
are expensive,hoys use tennis halls for playing football, 
this being th© reason for the extensive use of the word 
q, ~tcnxs in Temne, Cricket has been adapted to local 
conditions,with the mid**stalk of coconut leaves being 
used as hats,and three reeds put together as a tripod g-tutserving as a wicket. The hall used in /game, known in 
Krio as koknatbat (i,e, Coconut bat)vis again the tennis 
hall*

7+4+Q6 Music
KRIO

han (E. Banej.) Large^drum 

flut Elute

TEfflE 
A.-han (as for Krio)

ka*-fiut (as for Krio)

gramafon G-ramaphone k-armafo G-ramaphone
s  A }t*f>crrfec{Apart from a-ban, no /musical instrument &z&J&g&sr 

M&fr is used in traditional dances.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

7). OKU (YORUBA) LOAHWORDS
Introduction
Thirty four of some fourty two words of Yoruba 

origin,borrowed into Temne via Krio,are terms specifically 
associated with the Ojeh,men's masquerading society,and 
its junior counterpart,Adikali fa -dikali). Membership 
of these societies among the Temne is open to any male 
who indicates a desire to join,there being no power of 
conscription as in the Poro. Teenagers are voluntarily 
initiated into the Adikali,and then into the Ojeh when 
they are adults.

.12 The introduction of both the Ojeh and Adikali 
is traditionally credited to the Oku Krio,the descendants 
of the Liberated Africans of predominantly Yoruba origin. 
Settling among the Temne as traders especially after the 
declaration of the Protectorate in 1898,the Oku introduced 
these societies,with themselves as society heads (u-wagba). 
Such Oku 'agbas' became influential in the areas where the 
Ojeh became popular,being often credited with supernatural 
powers,even though,unlike the Handing and Susu,they never 
practised divination and magic.

1, In Makeni,the writer's hometown,an Oku,Pa Abu George
was head of the Ojeh for several years during the 1940's 
and early 19501 s,finally returning to Mgeria,his 
homeland,in 1954.



^ *15 Despite the introduction of the Ojeh among the
Temne, this society does not exist in Mendel and, two 
possible factors being responsible for this:

1) The Mende uprising of 1898 which frightened away 
the Krio from Mendeland,

2) The strong influence of both Poro and the T/unde 
in the south of Sierra Leone.

This second reason has also determined the area of 
influence of the Ojeh among the Temne* The Poro is 
usually opposed to the existence of any other male secret 
society in its area of influence,and thus the influence 
of the Ojeh is greatest in Kambia. and North Port loko 
Districts where there is no Poro;in Bombe,li,the Ojeh 
influence is minimal,while in Tonkolili,the most strongly 
Poro-influenced-District,the Ojeh is non-existent. The 
Ojeh and Adikali,wh©re they exist in Poro or Ragbenle 
chiefdoms,have neither political nor religious 
significance;there is therefore no rivalry between 
the Ojeh/Adikali and the Poro or Ragbenle as there is 
between the Poro and Ragbenle. The Ojeh has acquired 
the importance in Kambia and Port Loko Districts which 
the Poro has in Bombali and Tonkolili. Even though 
a chief in Port Loko or Kambia does not traditionally 
have to be a member of the Ojeh,it has become expedient 
for him and his sub-chiefs to be members,since as in 
the Poro and the Ragbenle in Bombali and Tonkolili,the 
Ojeh headquaters may be used as a meeting place for 
deciding important matters affecting the whole chiefdom.



.14 The Ojeh and Adikali societies employ the same 
Yoruba-derived words as secret terminology,even though 
their forms of initiation are referred to by different 
words( s=mawo‘ in Ojeh and ?=vara in Adikali, see $ .415) • 
Membership of the Ojeh entitles one to membership of 
the Adikali even if one was not initiated into Adikali 
before ;this does not apply in thas reverse however. A 
third type of masquerader,also introduced by the Oku,is 
the d -kakadEbul (lit. ’faeces masquarader1,ex. K. kaka 
Faeces + dCbul ’devil’,masquerader ),not associated 
with a masquerading society,but associated with children 
of around 8-13 years,as suggested also by the name 
6 -kakadibul.There is thus a three stage hierachy, 
demarcated by age,in the society and non-society 
masqueraders introduced to the Temne by the Oku:

1) Ojeh, 18 years and above ( Membership by secret
initiation smiawo)

2) Adikali,14-18 years, (Membership by secret
initiation

3) Kakadebul, children under 14 (no initiation).

.2 Phonology (qs Jpcrr
See 7 -2

Changes
<5̂ *31 Several Oku terms have been narrowed in meaning
when borrowed into Temne,the reason being that though
these terms may have general applications in the source
language,they are used only in the restricted context
of the Ojeh and Adikali societies,e.g. 

s  s  Su-wagba see? .412 
u-woko " ”
=wiie ^ .416
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8.4 Semantic Categories 

8.41 Secret Societies
8.411 Society Uames

OKU TEMNE

( SY* Title in V(X-wiy$ (as for Oku)
\ ifamily where Ogtln 

is worshipped) Male
secret society

adtecali (A, al-qad Judge) \-dikali (as for Oku)
The Adikali society

The term for the Adikali society,though of 
ultimate Arabic origin,may have been adopted originally 
by the predominantly Muslim Oku to mean chief. The Adikali 
society occupies a position similar to the boys’ circumcision 
societyjRabay,among the Temne,the name of that society also

N Vbeing derived from a term meaning Chief,Te. u-bcty.

1. Ogun is a national G-od of the Yoruba: he is god of iron 
and of war,and is therefore,the G-od of hunters and 
soldiers;no hunter goes out hunting without first sacri
ficing to Ogun.



It is also significant that the title of the Paramount 
chief of Port Loko,an area where Adikali is very popular,

\ \ / Ais u-dikali,
There is no common term referring to both the Ojeh 

and Adikali despite their being complementary societies with 
a similar origin. The influence and popularity of these 
societies has dwindled considerably since the early fifties 
as a result of the migration to the Itono diamond-mining 
area of large numbers of young men who were responsible for 
their organisation.



THMNS
u-wagba Head of the Ojeh or 

Adikali society, 
u-ghata Powerful member of 

the Ojeh.

u-gbogbo Ordinary member of 
Ojeh or Adikali.

u-gblri A non-member of the 
Ojeh or Adikali.

<ft.412 Officials and Members 
OKU

agba (SY. 'agba) Senior 
society member 

akpata (SY. akpata)
1.Rock
2. Strong formidable 
person.

gbogbo Member of the Ojeh 
or Adikali(SY.gbogbo,
Whole,all), 

igbtri Mon-member of the 
Ojeh or Adikali, V S S(SY. |gbari One not
initiated in religious

 ̂ societv)^
"Yrtpku (SY. atD3su) Companion

and interpreter for
the Ojeh masquerader.

'awoko (BY. awoko) 1.Talkative u-woko Interpreter for the
person;2. Person who Ojeh masquerader.
converses with the Ojeh
masquerader.

nohA ’devil1 or masquerader does^go around unaccompanied 
masqueraders are supposed to be from ’another’ world, 
i.e. the world of spirits,and therefore do not share a 
common language with the rest of the people. They thus 
need an interpreter,u^wokq in the case of Ojeh (cf. u-yeri 
for Poro),or a companion/u-toku in both the Ojeh and 
Adikali (cf. Bundu and Rabay u-sema) ♦

u-toku Companion and
interpreter for the 
Ojeh masquerader.



The term u-gb\ri»Eon-member of the Ojeh or ^dikali, 5^ 
is restricted to these two societies,the Mende-derived 
u-gborka "being used for non-members of the Bundu, Rabay, 
and Poro#(but not for the Ojeh and -Adikali)* Ihe following 
chart shows the different terms used by the various 
societies for members,non-members,interpreters, and 
companions*

poro Radigba Rabay Bundu Ojeh/Adikal
Members u-soko

s s /Interpreter u-yeri
Companion -- -
Ron-member u

* / /u—soko

g b o

' / /u—sema

V / /u-sema
\

r k a

\ / /u-sema N / 'u-gbogbo
V s /u-woko

/ /u- s ema u~ t ® ku
N S N \- ~ ' u-gblrr

The Poro ’devil' does have one particular companion! 
since he is never seen by non-members,only the shrill 
high-putched voice being heard.



8*413 Masq.uerad.ers
OKU TEME

aguda Adikali masquerader 'ar-kuda (as for Oku)
\  s sThis term is probably derived from the ST aguda*A 

Catholic, Portuguese African returned from Brazil. Such 
people were considered trend-setters and were often gaily 
dressed,hence the application of the term to this Adikali 
masquerader.

4 S / \gbadogbado (SY gbadu-gbadu ^-gbadogbado (as for Oku)
Eighter) Aggresive 
Ojeh masquerader

310-



OKU TIME
y \ s  r  /  V  /  N  /kekere (SY. kekere Tiny) (X -kekere Tiny short-statured 

Short-statured Adikali masquerader.
Adikali masquerader

v  ^  s  /  /  /  s  \  ^alarugbe (SY. alaruge Sleepy a-larobi Ojeh masquerader (as
head,person who talks 
drowsily) Ojeh 1 devil' 
dressed in bright velvet 
decorated with heads and 
mirrors,talks in soft 
drowsy manner* 

talabi (?SY. talabi Kame
given to a female with 
ruptured membrane) An 
Adikali masquerader, 
aggressive,always in 
red and carrying horns 
on his head.

A * s \egu (SY.egun Spirit,Ancestor) 
Generic term for Ojeh 
masquerader.

"ariyogbo (SY. ? ) Witch-
hunting Ojeh masquerader

'okosia (SY. ?) Comic Ojeh
masquerader

for Krio)

-talabi Adikali masquerader 
(as for Krio)

*** yf yCL-yeku Ojeh masquerader.

W/h-yogbo* Witch-hunting Ojeh 
masquerader. 

"(X-wokosiya Comic Ojeh 
masquerader.

<x -larobi is the only Ojeh masquerader with a soft 
quiet voice,all the others deep distorted gaggling sounds 
conce sling their identities from the non-members who may



"be listening* gbadogbado of the Ojeh,like <x —talabi
of the Adikali,is not present at the performance where other
masqueraders of the society are dancing,both always being
the last to perform their own dances after the others
have retired. These two masqueraders are considered so
aggressive that they are usually restrained from going
wild by members of the Ojeh or Adikali confining their
movements within a square of sticks,and often having
to calm them down by pouring a mixture of leaves and

/
water(fe, ma —f:sy= A. sawe ex. Me* sawei,Medicine) 
over their heads. While all the other Ojeh and Adikali 
masqueraders normally have only one companion,u-t ku, 
O-gbadogbadcf and -talabi need at least four each*

Ra -yogbo is the most feared of all the Ojeh masquerader 
especially in Port loko and Kambia where the authority of 
Ojeh is strongest. In Bombali and Tonkolili,a witch is 
absolved in the Ragbenle society,while Rs-yogbo does 
this in Port loko and Kambia.

like the Ojeh comedian a-wokosiya,the Adikali
u-wolpapa (K. ol 1 Oldt + naua) is a comedian 
masquerader with a carved wooden face of an old
man. In contrast to "a.-gbaddgbado^ and V-talabi, both
h* -wokosiya and u-wolpapa are friendly masqueraders
who go around town during society performances
entertaining children and generally causing laughter,
always avoiding crossing paths with their aggressive
counterparts q-gbadogbado and V-talabi.



•414-Dances
oihj temne

at Sw o Instruction giren (as for Krio)
to Ojehor Adikali 
members to clap 
hands in rhythm 
as masqueraders dance.
(SY. kpate.w2> Applause) 

gbada Stop,waitjinstruction =gbada (as for Krio)

=smnami (as for Krio)

/  /=sire Dance (in Ojeh or Adikali)

=tangba (as for Krio)

igblribata Dance at end of *o^-gb£ribata (as for Krio) 
Ojeh performance,drummed 
specifically for non~ 
members to join in.

s. **"■ /bata Small flat drum used by <x~bata (as for Krio) 
the Ojeh and Adikali*
(SY. bat a Drum)

sir

to Ojeh or Adikali 
masquerader. (SY.kpada 
To come back). 

sumami Gome,as instruction 
to Ojeh or Adikali 

masquerader.(SY. su 
ma mi Gome near to me) 

sire 1. Walk in a swaying 
manner, 2. Dance (in 
Ojeh or Adikali)
(SY. sire To play)✓ /tangba Kick,esp. of Ojeh and 
Adikali masqueraders 
who may do this to 
members who have 
broken a society rule. 
(SY. takpa Kick)



The dances of the Ojeh and Adikali are primarily for 
the masqueraders of these societies,with the members doing 
the drumming and singing Yoruba songs. Kon-members do not 
take part though they may occasionally be asked to clap 
in rhythm as the masqueraders dance, ~at^w £ . At the 
end of the evening's performance,however,when all the 
masqueraders have retired,a special rhythm, &-gberibata! 
is played to the accompaniment of which everyone, 
members and non-members alike,may dance.

% .415 Initiation

OEXT THflHE
f * V * S~\awo Food eaten as <x-yawo Food eaten as oath in Ojeh 

initiation. (SY. awo and Adikali
Secret)

mawo Initiate into Ojeh. ■aaawcT (as for Krio)
(SY.mawo mo + awo 
lit. Know the secret) 

jara Initiate into Adikali =yara2(as for Krio)
(SY.ja "to separate from"
* ara "body")

l.cf. Bundu ̂ -y£mWand Ragbenle k i -lok. These foods 
are thought to cause eventual death if one exposes 
the societies' secrets; see jf*

2.One is supposed to shed one's old body on initiation, 
it being considered a form of rebirth; see ̂ >*/7 3 I



<2 >416 Meeting Places

OKU TIME
igbal& Adikali members’ 'o.̂ gbal̂  (as for Krio)

meeting-house,restricted\ Vmembers only*(SY* igbal&
Society meeting centre)

igb£.du Ojeh members’ meeting a-gb^du (as for Krio)
house (SY* igb&du)

ŵ le" Enter society meeting— =wole (as for Krio)
house (of Ojeh and/Adikali) (SY* wale Enter 
a house)

Ojeh and Adikali are the only secret societies 
among the lemne that have their secret meeting-plaees 
in houses rather than in a’bush’ removed from the town* 
cf* Bundu ka -yarma ST' «Poro*q-gbanika ,
and Uagbenle thurma*

^*417 Skin Powders

OKU
'ale Powdered herb used 

as skin irritant 
thrown secretly at 

non-members who offend 
members of the Ojeh 
or Adikali* ( SY* 'ale 

Herbal aphrodasiac) * 
werekpe Itching powder 
used by Ojeh and Adikali 
against non-members*

(SY* werekpe)

IEME
a-yale (as for Krio)

<X~yeregbe (as for Krio)
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A non-member offending against the laws of Poro,Bundu 
or Bagbenle may either be initiated into the relevant 
society,or he may live in fear of being killed by the 
magical powers of the society* The Ojeh and Adikali, 
lacking these powers,can only rely on the fear their 
skin-$OT&@sii§, <&-yale and q.-yeregbe usually thrown 
secretly at the unsuspecting victim*

&418 Society Dress
OKU TEMME

as3 Costume for Ojeh or £ -yas/ (as for Krio)
Adikali masquerader*
(BY* i Cloth,clothing)

afd' Exposed! shouted at Ojeh afo^(as for Krio)
or Adikali masquerader 

when part of his
body is exposed* (SY.afaro 
Exposed)*

faku Wear Ojeh or Adikali *=faku, *=fa (as for Krio)✓costume* (BY* f &ku Wear 
costume)*

TEfflE
W a s ^ b f  (as for Krio)

y*42 Dress General 
OKU^ v. /ashbi Identical dress

(esp* among women) worn 
for a wedding,dance,or 
other festivity* (BY* a§p 
+ /bi Eamily dress)



OKU TEMHE
K f S  ̂  ̂ s ^sokoto Largest)ottomeb "baggy & **sokptho (as for Krio)

trousers,worn esp* "by 
Nigerians#(SY, sokoto) 

tiro Antimony used as eye V~tiro (as for Krio)
shadow (SY# tiroo G*alena 
used as oosmetio)#

Another Krio**d@rived term, q^wankoyn*(E ’one kind1) 
Identical dress, differs from *£~yas abi in
that it is not necessarily worn for a festivity; two

 ̂  ̂ a.friends,male or female,may wear #>~wankayn at any time 
as a simple sign of friendship# \r»yasobi,however« 
is always worn for a celebration at which there is 
music,singing and dancing# In certain cases,there may 
be more than one set of £ -yasabi for a single 
celebration* At weddings,for example, there may be as
many as four sets,the families of the bride and bridegroom 
each sewing separate &*»yasabi, (and groups of friends 
doing the same)* &~yassb£ has become a symbol of expressing 
friendship and solidarity,and refusing to participate 
could be interpreted as a sign of unfriendliness* Bival 
political factions sometimes wear different £ -yasabi 
at certain festivities,each trying to outdo the other

TIME 
k~iri (as for Krio)

k3~kara Cake fried from 
ground rice#

in singing and dancing#

*43 Food and Drink 
OKU

ogiri Preparation used as cos*  ̂ ^condiment • (SY* ogiri) 
akara Oake fried from beanX >. \flour*(SY* akara)



OKU TEMNE
Illicitly distilled mWwW^Le (as for Krio)

gin,made out of palm~
wine and roots* (BY*✓sm^le (rin,lit, "the 
child is strong11)*

m « s ^ l £ w a s  possibly introduced through the Ojeh 
and Adikali societies,since their two aggressive 
masqueraders,V^gbadogbado and o>̂ talabi respectively, 
are believed to get drunk on this gin before donning 
their costumes,this being the reason for their 
aggre s s ivene s s,

*44 Social Relationships
OKU TEMNE

yawo Bride,married in **yawo (as for Krio)
church or mosque,
(SY, 'iyawo),

osusu"̂  Mutual aid club, Ol — susu (as for Krio)
savings society,
(SY. sosusu)
Te,q-fok,Contribution,is also used to denote 

Mutual aid society, although the loanword q~susu is now 
more frequently used, ~f<?tk being now largely 
restricted to compulsory contributions,likeq«-»thaks, 
Taxes(see ),

1. Bee W.Bascom, ’The Esusu: a credit institution of the 
Yoruba’, Journal of the Boyal Anthropological Institute* 
LXXX11,1952,

32.0



CHAPTER HTHE

9* PORTITG-TJBSE lqamords

9*1 Introduction
The Portuguese reached the West African coast in the 

mid-fifteenth century, Sierra Leone'*- being the first 
sighted in 1446 by a Portuguese expedition under AlvaropFernendes* Accounts written by Portuguese travellers in
the first decade of the sixteenth century mention Temne and■5Bullom as ’the languages of Sierra Leone1* The earliest 
fort erecjfced by Europeans in Sierra Leone was built by 
the Portuguese between 1482-95,at a site near present-day 
Tagrin Point,once Bullom but now largely Temne territory* 
Contact between the Portuguese and the Temne and Bullom 
may therefore be considered as having been established 
on a significant scale before the end of the fifteenth 
century*
9*11 . As Portuguese activity increased on the West African

1* The Portuguese gave the Peninsular the name f serra 
 ̂lyoa1,meaning Lion Mountains,thinking the high 

[mountains,rising suddenly from the coast,looked like
wild lions* This name has become'Sierra Leone‘over the 
centuries*

2* A.P.Kup, A History of Sierra Leone*1400-1787»Cambridge, 
1961,p*l*

5* D*P*Pereira>Esmeraldo de situ orbis (ed*by Kimble), 
Hakluyt Society,London,1957,pp*95-9;Valentim Fernandes, 
Description de la cote occidentale d’Afrique (ed* by T 
Monod,A*Teixeira. da Mota,R,Mauny),Bissao,1951,pp*81-97*



coast,their language came to serve as a trade language
between the Portuguese and their African contacts as well
as between Africans speaking different languageŝ " The
Portuguese tried to overcome the difficulties of communicatioai
by employing Africans as interpreters,and according to
Cadamosto,in the 14501s.1 each of our ships had negro

2interpreters on board,brought from Portugal’# Africans were
taken by force or persuasion to be ’interrogated by the many

%negro interpreters to be found in Portugal’* The Portuguese- 
derived trade language spoken along the West African coast 
was known to Africans even before they left West Africa 
for the Americas^ The actual form of such a ’pidgin’ may 
have varied considerably in vocabulary,with each area. .5using their own local words to describe specific items;
The extent and result of these early contacts between

1* Marius F.Valkhoff, Studies in Portuguese and Greole, 
with special reference to S.Africa, Johanesburg,1966; 
A.T.Von S.Bradshaw, ’Vestiges of Portuguese in the 
languages of Sierra Leone’, African Language Review»4»
1965#pp#5*-37.

2* The Voyages of Gadamosto( English Translation), ed*by 
G*R«Crone,Hakluyt Society,London, 1937*oh*35 p*55*

3. Gadamosto,ch*50 p. 84*
4* D.Taylor, ’The origin of West Indian Greole Languages’, 

American Anthropologist,LXV*1936 * p,802#
5# A possible lexical item of this Portuguese ’pidgin’ as 

used in the sixteenth century in the Sierra Leone area 
appears in a. word list collected by Fernandes* The word 
kangreverde which he glosses as*Snake,looks yellow,no 
remedy’appears to have been derived from Te# a-kanre *
Greenish yellow mamba,very poisonous,+ P* verde, Green*



the Portuguese and the peoples of the Upper Guinea Goast
are reflected in the number of Portuguese loanwords which
ddspite the decline of Portuguese influence in this area
since the middle of the seventeenth century,have survived1in several West African Languages,including Temne#
8ii| Portuguese-derived words were fully established
in Temne when Schlenker was compiling his dictionary* 
although he failed to identify most of them as being of 
Portuguese origin* His will to record the origin of words 
is borne out by his attributing some of them to ’Mandingo*, 
German^Arabic,and English,’pesa1 (<A -pssa Large gun) being 
the only word he correctly attributes to Portuguese,however* 
Two possible explanations for his failure to identify words 
of Portuguese origin may be advanced:

1) His knowledge of Portuguese was undoubtedly 
limited,

2) The words had had several centuries to become 
assimilated into Temne,making it difficult for 
him to suspect their foreign origin*

9*12 Despite the early and long contacts between the 
Temne and the Portuguese,surviving loanwords from Portuguese 
into Temne are restricted largely to one area,trade, 
reflecting the objects and method of trade that existed 
between the Portuguese and the Temne* The objects of trade 
included'arms and armaments,artefacts and household 
utensils,while some of the methods of trade included 
ambushing and waylaying,i*e* for procuring slaves* Thereis 
no Portuguese-sderived word in Temne referring to units of 
money although a generic term still occurs (a -kobor* Coin)* 
The reason for this may be that trade was mainly through

1* cf* the words Gun,Powder in Koelle,Polyglotta Africana 
London,1854,p*68f*

2* G*F# Schlenker, An English-1emne DictionaryLondrm} l



a system of barter and exchange,the Portuguese paying 
with goods like guns,saws,and beads,and the Temne 
.uppljrtaS produce like rioe,hides,«■», slaves end
elephants’ tusks# It is also likel.y that the Portuguese 
used the containers in which their goods were brought 
as units of measurements,a function which most such 
containers perform up to the present*

9«13 There are also Portuguese loanwords in Temne for
certain plants and foodstuffs,their presence in this
and other West African languages being one of the main
criteria for the often repeated assertion that the
foodstuffs and plants designated by these words were

2actually introduced by the Portuguese* This assertion 
cannot,however,be supported on linguistic evidence alone 
and, as Bradshaw himself copedes, some termsj^Like ka-blay, 
Basket ) that have been borrowed from Portuguese into

hutTemne may not have represented new industriesyprobably 
tg ’a new style’ of the objects* What is even 

more probable is that some of these words,instead of 
'new styles’ or ’new industries’ were merely ’new names’ 
for objects already in existence among the Temne

1* M*A*Nunes, ’D*Antonio e o Trato Ingles da Guine (1587-93) 
M t e  Boletim Cultural da Guine Portuguesa,Vlll (1953) 
PP.683-797,

2# Bradshaw assumes this throughout his paper ’Vestiges of 
Portuguese in the Languages of Sierra Leone’ op#cit*
See also F*Willet, ’The introduction of Maize into West 
Africa: An as segment of the recent evidence’, Africa XXXII 
ZXTL1,1(1962),pp*l-13 ,and R.Mauny 'Notes historique 
autour des principales plantes cultivees d’Afrique* 
occidentals’, IFAN Bulletin XV (1953)*PP*684-730*



before the arrival of the Portuguese. In the contacts
between Europeans and Africans,the burden of communication

1has largely fallen on the African and the adoption of 
Portuguese-derived words in Temne may be early instances 
in which African discarded indigenous terms for Europeanpones^ The occurence of a loanword in Temne from a 
European language does not therefore always mean that the 
object designated by the word was also introduced by the ( 
speakers of the donor language.

1* David Dalby*Black through White:Patterns of CommunicatiQn. 
Hans ITolff Memorial Lecture, Indiana University. In this 
paper,Dr,Dalby has traced the historical causes for and 
the present-day significance of this phenomenon.

2, The word for Oassava in Temne,ft-yoka borrowed from
Portuguese *yucca1 is a case in point. It should be noted 
this Portuguese-derived word occurs only in coastal 
languages in West Africa*the rest of the other languages 
having indigenous words for cassava (see Koelle Polyglotta 
Africanatpp.llQff.)» It is possible that these people 
on the coast (including the Temne and Bullom) whoW tfhwere acquainted/the Portuguese 1 pidgin* then spoken in 
this area,discarded indigenous words that once existed

[more advantageous economically) P*ftuguese 1 pidgin* form, 
Similar arguments could be advanced fora -maka Carrying 
hammock, S~fariya,Cassava flour* .r>ILe Portuguese-derived 
—fin;> Pine,Beautiful,Uood, also helps to illustrate this 
point* Similarly,because of the influence of Kri#*Temne 
speakers,especially in Freetown, only very rarely use the 
rfe* ka-wotho * Baboon* preferdnsc the Krio-derived ka-babu. 
cf * also Eng lish Krio-derived «w6rjk 1 * ̂  £ \

j for this commodity,adopting the more prestigious^and



3*222 Phonological!. Correspondences between Modern ' 
Portuguese and lemne . (in loanwords from Portuguese)

9*221 Consonants (ndh*»differential)
Only one example is oited in the oases of a one 

to one'correspondence,with two or three examples where 
possible,!or differential correspondences*- Portuguese 
examp3.es,in normal orthography,are quoted first*

b: b
*banco Bench

p:p
Ipipa. Cask

k:k
camisa Shirt

f :f
'fino Pine ,beautiful

318

'serra Saw

m:m
Ilima Pile

\^banko (as for Port*)

\  ̂\cv ( &‘s. f or Port *)

v  \  ^  VGĉ kamisa Imported shirt

/ v^fino (as for Port*)

(X-si!ra (as for Port*)

\ f \ ;
Ck *!ima (as for Port*)

(



n :n
ana!nas Pineapple Vix.«iumas (as for Port#)

1:1
Vvela Sail CX̂ 'b̂ la (as for Port*)

r: r
serra Saw V * / ,cx-stfra (as for Port*)

9*222 Consonants (differential)

t :th
es'topa Oakum 
ooiJrente Current, chain

 ̂ / s / \ t-thopa (as for Port*)
S  /  v.k~ortntha Metal chain

d :th
Vidro Bottle,glass 
Vidro Citron

N ' Vc*.—bit hr a. (as for Port,) 
(X ̂ sithra (as for Port,)

g:k
ganhar Profit / sCl**kana Profit, savings

v:b
Wela Sail
'vidro Bottle,glass

Vl^’bHa (as for Port,)
Ô bithrCX. (as for Port,)

511



z : 3
*mesa Table
tesouras Scissors

9.223 Vowel Correspondences
a: a

canfora Camphour

i:i
Vidro Bottle,glass

*

'fore a Strength

u:u
cadfora. Camphour

9.224 Vowel Correspondences
The following vowels 

in the Portuguese .forms :
S>:a

*vela Sail 
*mesg. Table 
escada Ladder

3 • r
teaouras Scissors 
*pota Jug,pitoher

11%

\ / S
cl ~nrisa (as for Port,)
N f v. .cv^tisir (as for Port*)

(non~differential)

k̂ afura? (as for Port,)

\ f \CL-bithm (as for Port,)

V  ̂S /&~foso(as for Port,)

k-afura (as for Port,)

(differential)
occur in unstressed syllables

a ~b£la (as for Port,) 
a^misa (as for Port,) 
a-kada Y/ooden ladder bridge

cities r (as for Port,) 
o^-p^thi Mug



u:o
cobrax Ask for payment 
corrente Current.chain
fino Pine,beautiful

/ /=kopra (a,s for Port,)
V  \k^orfcntna Metal chain 
/ \-fino (as for Port.)

9*2g Tonal Correspondence
Each Portuguese lexical item has one main syllabic 

stress and it is the position of this stressed syllable 
that influences the tone pattern of the borrowed word in 
Temne,

9*231 Monosyllables
There is only one monosyllabic item borrowed into 

Temne from Portuguese;
P* pao Bread *» s .kâ p̂ r) (as for Port,)



9>232 Disyllables
Disyllabic nominal stems with
1) the first syllable stressed in Portuguese are 

borrowed into Temne as HL;
■ganhar Profit \^kana Prof it, savings
*mesa Table o^m^sa (as for Port*)
I \ \pesa Gannon a~p^sa Large gun

2) the second syllable stressed in Portuguese are
borrowed iss. into Temne as LF:
(The examples cited here,even though in the spelling 
orthography appear^as trisyllables, they are infact 
realised as disyllables)
analnas Pineapple -nanas (as for Port#)
pelota Pellet -pilor (as for Port#)
papaiya Pawpaw k~*-papay (as for Port*)

3^0



Disyllabic verbal stems with
1) the first syllable stressed in Portuguese 

are borrowed into Temne as HH:
‘cobrar Ask for payment »kopra. (as for Port*)
Ipanhar G-rab s.o* -panya G-rab,waylay,ambush
correr Call together ^kure (as for Port*)
2) the second syllable stressed in Portuguese 

are borrowed into Temne as LF:
salgar Salt «salkar (as for Port*)|  ̂ Atouoar Press hair -tiskar Have a hair out

N Abarcar Grab s*o* sb̂ rkar (as for Port.)
The following chart is a summary of th© Disyllabic Tonal 
Correspondences between Portuguese and Portuguese—derived 
loanwords in Temne*

Disyllabic

Nominal

HL HH

Portuguese 
stress (on! 
1 or 2)

Temne tone 
pattern

Five trisyllabic nominal stems,all with a DHL ton©'--pattern 
are borrowed into Temne from Portuguese:

c amis a Shirt * (X -kainisa Imported shirtI S ' V.cor rente Current, chain k-o n  ntha Chain
k~afura (as for Port*)
\ s \k-akawo (as for Port.) 

^fariya Cassava flour

canfora Camphour 
cacau Cacao 
faxinha Flour



9*24 Morphology
9*241 Nominala

Portuguese-derived nouns fall mainly under the A /E
class pair (apart from four under E/T) which mostly
covers inanimate objecta like trade goods for which
the Temne have borrowed Portuguese words* Only u-potho,

1 2European,falls under the human 0 /A class pair,reflecting
the fact that the Portuguese introduced few new occupations
The term 1 padref, Father,Religious priest,appears on the
Temne word list of Fernandes (1510) ,and would no doubt

1 2have fallen under the O /A class pair had it survived in 
2Temne*

9»242 Verbal Stems
Out of six verbal stems borrowed from Portuguese into 

Temne, =kure* Gall together,takes no extension suffix, two 
take the instrumental ^ q  suffix:

/ A  N *■* A=kamp9r Surround =kampara Surround with
'■*» A A v* /*■»~b£rkar Fall on ~bsrkar& Fall on for

1* Fernandes op.cit* f 122v, f 123r
2* Even though Portuguese Jesuit missionaries v\rere active 

in Sierra leone in the sixteenth century,no Portuguese- 
derived word relating to religion has survived in Temne.

-33*2.



two,both ending in Towels,take jrhe allomorph ^ n £ ,of the
suffix, (used after stems ending in V except /!/ );

/ /-kopra Ask for payment
X /A~koprani Ask for payment on behalf of
/ /=panya G-rab

=panyani G-rab for or with
^  A  ^one, -tiskar,G-ive a hair cut,takes both the <̂3 and the 

reflexive ~ suffixes:
K A=tiskar G-ive a hair cut
 ̂ S \ . . .-tiskaxcx Give a hair cut for (s.o*) or with (an implex

ment)
N /  As=tiskarni Give oneself a hair cut*



9»5 Semantic Ohange
9*51 Majority of the Portuguese-derived items referring to 
specific goods and items of trade,have undergone no 
changes in meaning. Some, however^ have had their meanings 
extended when borrowed into Temne, e.g.

N* N. \u-potho, see 9*4-̂
~f ino , 9.4^

Words whose meanings have been narrowed include, 
a-maku 9*47 
k*o r£ ntlia 9 ♦ 4 £
£-fariya 9*4^ *

9.52 Portuguese words are not being borrowed into Temne
nV\ Vtv<a_ Vo-ia-g uctqe,any longer,and those already^doJnot,because of the long 

period in which they have been pairfc of the Temne lexicon, 
co-occur with indigenous synonyms. But,like many other 
words in Temne,both borrowed and indigenous,some Portuguese*- 
derived words are now being replaced by English-derived 
loanwords,rendering them:

a) obselete «cf. 'fr-mfesa' Table, (Schienker, s.v. ) 
now replaced by a~thebul (ex.Krio tebul,Table),

b) archaic,cf.
ka~iy>j Bread,now being replaced by ks-bred 
Q- -hanks Bench, now being replaced by A~bs.nt 
-kamisa Shirt now being replaced by a -s^t

c) doublets, co-occuring with English-derived 
terms,cf.
a -p 3 thi/& —ks p Gup 
£ -thopi /£ *-w oka m Oakum 
&-lima/«~fayl Pile



9.4 Semantic Categories 
9.41 TPortuguese *

PORTUGUESE TEfflE
Portuguez, Portuguese u—potho (obs. u—pothoki) White

person,educated African,one 
who has adopted the west
ern way of life;mulatto

V  V. N  ✓ A  , Au-pothof era ( -potho -s- Te* fera 
White) Light-skinned 
African

\ V X-potho (adj.) Pine,good looking 
(in reference to plants, 
produce and animals), 

imported
s s \k&-potho English language and/or

Kr io 
S \ Nm9>-potho English or western man

ners or ways,anti-social 
behaviour 

ro-potho Whiteman1 s land
 ̂ \ \The use of u—potho for one who has adopted a western way

3^r



of life,a mulatto,and a light-skinned African is 
perjorative* A mulatto does not feel insulted,on the other 
hand,when referred to by the Krio derived term u-malatha ♦

s  / \1* Bradshaw wrongly derives the term (X-mulath,Albino, 
from the Portuguese or Spanish •mulato1 ; in the list 
of languages for which he gives the forms for mulatto,
only the Krio form could be satisfactorily derived from

/  \  v /  \Portuguese. Bullom mulath and Temn© CL-mulathtwhich he
cites as meaning Mulatto,in fact mean Albino,Temne

v  ^  \  v  v  ^  \having borrowed u-malatha and u-kakikola from Krio for
a Mulatto.



\ \-potho as an adjective contrasts juicy large fruits 
and well bred animals with dry and thin ones*}“ e.g.

V f \ V*a.-toykP u-potho large well bred cock
S  k  /  ^  ^  s&-thambaa -potho Large juicy tomato 

\ \-potho is al©o used in reference to imported European 
goods in contrast to locally produced ones e.g.

\  /  \ S  / ^  V V vka-taia Hoe; but ka-tala ka-pothotImported hoe
This use of -potho is different from that in relation to
plants and animals,where an animal or plant may be describ
ed as -potho without necessarilly being imported.

2Among the actions considered anti-social and termed

1, Eote that the adjective -fin£,Good,fine,is not used to 
refer to such fruits and animals*

2* The following song to tease people accused of m^-potho 
illustrates the Temne attitude to this style of life:

o mcn-potho 
a &i
a af) yir 

k^li mu tâ  
pa lap p-th n 
rsma rin m  diit̂  mu 
tey ma-potho 
tey rn-dxr

^ 1

Oh western ways 
While others eat 
Others only sit round 
Staring hungrily 
A little,old man 
One handful will not kil! 
Stop being western 
Stop being greedy



mS-potIxo are,
1} living a secluded life,
2) exchanging abrupt greetings and not stopping for 

a chat,
3) not calling to visit other people,
4) eating alone without inviting others*

9*42 Money and Payment
PORTUGUESE 

'ganho Prof it, earnings

cobre Copper,coin 
cobrar Collect,regain, 

receive

TEMHE
a-kana Savings, profit, treasure 

collection of ornaments 
( like beads,trinkets) 

CX~k£p3r Coin (now rare)
t ts=kapra Collect payment of 

debt,ask for such 
payment

a—lean a occurs more frequently 'in the sense of Savings,
treasure* The English-derived o^ken#Gain,profit (see 7*
has largely taken the sense of Profit,and the use of 

s f \& -kana in this sense is now restricted to older speakers 
of Temne* ^

q is the only term referring to money that has
survived in Temne from Portuguese,strengthening the 
suggestion that the trade with the Portuguese was mainly 
through a system of barter,exchange of money being 
minimal* It may be argued that units of money borrowed 
from Portuguese may have been replaced by English-derived 
ones when^English gained ascendancy ovef the Portuguese

1* cf* Krio kopo t Money and Te* Ĉ weink̂ pa Halfpenny 7*4^3



in West Africa. Even if this had been so,one would expect 
to find traces of the earlier Portuguese terns in the objects 
used as -units of measurement but often designated by their 
value.

Selling on credit is a popular method of trade in 
Sierra Leone,in which a local petty—trader supplies goods 
to a customer,collecting his payment afterwards, This form 
of trading was used by Portuguese traders who left goods 
like bracelets with their,customers on a previous visit, 
collecting payment, -■kopra' in the form of slaves,tusks orpother forms of produce <ln their next visit ♦

1. In Sierra Leone,for example,even though the use of 
pounds,shillings and pence ended with the change of
I currency in 1964 to Leones and cents,certain objects

[used as units of measurement are unlikely ever to lose
I their names derived from the old currency, e.g*

 ̂  ̂ * N* / \a -panps.nl (E, pan * penny) ,7*4̂  5 , Small tin
container used for measuring produce valued at a 
penny in the old currency,and one and a half cents 
in the new,
& -silin (E. shilling),One shilling (now rare); a 
type of cooking pot which cost one shilling* This 
latter use is retained to describe any medium^sized 
pot,whatever its cost in the new currency.

2. M.A. Nunes,f 1 .Antonio e o Trato Ingles da G-uine (1587-93) 
Costa in Boletim Oultnral da Gulne Portuguesa.Vlll (1953) 
pp* 683-797*

3-^



9*45 Gont ainer ŝ. C Units of Measurement
PORTUGUESE 

*pipa Ga.sk, barrel 
ba*laio Basket,hamper

TEMBE v / \a -pipa (as for Port.) 
k3~blay Basket,container made

of reeds,leaves or cane
Ividro Bottle,glass 
po^e Jug, 3©.r,pitcher,pot

/ vlCk *-bithra Bottle,glass
a-p3thi Brinking cup,mug

These items are used both as containers and as units 
of measurement in trade,especially for cola nuts,grains, 
cassava,groundnuts and potatoes* Oil is measured in bottles,

imprecise and it appears to have been not until the Temne 
started trading with the British that exact units for

and phonological correspondences* A derivation from I
Portuguese would have resulted in the word having a IF tone
in Temne since the Portuguese word is accented on the second !
syllable (see 9*252)* ;

1 * Houis wrongly derives the Susu bitra.Bottle,from English • 
!bitter*;it is intact,like the Temne word,derived from j 
Portuguese.See Maurice Houis, Etude descriptive de la •

a-bithra %the value being determined by the size of the ss ■ -  -
container. These units of measurement are of course

5measuring goods began to be used*
Bradshaw derives fe» ~kitul from Portuguese * quintal1, 

Measure of weight* The Temne word is injfact derived from 
Krio (English * kettle*) kitul* with which it has both tonal j 

2* cf. ynt *7*4
3* o^V-busfel, q-paapini, a~yad and <x~pâ  under 7.4^
4. Bradshaw,op.cit. p.26



9*44 Arms and Armaments
PORTUGUESE

Xespingarda Gan 
estopa Oakum,caulking 

fibre 
pelota Ball̂ "bullet 
pesa Heavy artillery 
pofvora Gunpowder

TEMNE
a^pinkax (as for Port#} 
s£~thop^ Oakum
N V ^<*-pilor Bullet
cx~p£sa Large derelict gun
a^popa (as for Port.)

Arms and armaments were an essential part of trade, 
and it is significant that even though Englishaderived 
words are replacing,or at least co-occur with,Portuguese** 
derived words,the words for fiftn,a-pinkartgunpowder 
and feul-let,a-prior, still remain free of any. But even 
more interesting is the fact that though Portuguese has
supplied the terms for the word s*suth,Shoot
is borrowed from English and not from Portuguese, Even
if a Portuguese-derived form existed in this meaning in
Temne,it probably went out of use before the middle of

1nineteenth century,since Schlenker does not record such 
an item. The variant S£ -v̂oksiii (E, oakum) co-occurs with 
£~thopa.

a.-p£sa is applied only to refer to derelict guns as 
2at Bunce Island which for a long time was a Portuguese fort 

modern large artillery being referred to as fr-masinkSn,
(E, machine gun).

1# Schlenker,op*cit# 
2, See f#n* p#

3fl



9*45 Artefact8
PORTUGUESE TEMNE

coxVente Current,metal chain k—2r£ntha. Metal chain 
‘lima. File Salima (as for Port.)

-lima (vb»)
*serra Saw a-s£lra (as for Port*)

*cstra (vb.)
i \  /  vtesouras Scissors a-ties, r ScissorsI V # N t \chave Key a—sap:>(as for Port.*)

■banco Bench a-'banka (as for Port*)

The Englishederived ks-ten (necklace,"bracelet) alsos / smeans a metal chain,hut used as an ornament, k*ort ntha.
now only referring to a chain used for tying and pulling

s * \objects* One application of k*orsnthatprobably going 
back to the slave trade,which has been retained is the

\  V ^ \.phrase s=gbak k~0 rsntha, liter ally , Hang a chain* This 
involves hanging a special kind of chain round an 
insolvent debtor1s neck!the chain only being removed 
when the debtor has performed some duty either for the 
Chief or the creditor,thus regaining his freedom*

\  / \ N < Aa -tisir co-occurs with the Engl ish^de rive da ̂ sisas,
and a convergence between the two terms has produced \ * \ex **siss-r t.all three items co^#ccuring without any semantic 
distinction. X / vBradshaw considers the derivation of Te* a -sap-̂  
from Portuguese fchavef anomalous in his list,suggesting 
its exclusion* The derivation is ir̂ fact valid,there 
being phonological correspondences between Portuguese 
and Temne (see9*222)«\ / N  ̂ Aa --banks is now rare,the English-derived q~bs.nt 
having largely taken its place*



9.46 Attributes (of goods and people?) and Hair Style
PORTUGUESE lEMHE1 * Nfino Pine,thin -fino Good,beautiful,kind;

careful
forca Strength,force,energy, a —f os0 (as for Port*} 

powerI  ̂ ^touoar Comb,dress hair ^tiskar Cut hair roughly with
scissors (often as 
form of identification)

✓ \-fino,the most widely used loanword from Portuguese 
in Temne,will have been used frequently in the trading 
context,with Portuguese traders advertising their goods 
as ffinoTand insisting on receiving goods of similar 
quality in exchange* **fins has almost certainly replaced 
an indigenous item,and takes no extension suffix,unlike j
its antonym,the indigenous -las,Bad,ugly,wicked, I

-las Bad,ugly,wicked
-lasa G*o bad,become ugly or wicked i
-IsS3r Spoil,make ugly,give a bad name to 
slBSBrns. Harm oneself,ruin one^s chances 

By analogy, the indigenous starred form ~*~-thes may be
t Nreconstructed,which appears to have been replaced by «-*fin?

and to have survived only in extension forms:/thes Oood,beautiful,kind !
-thesa Become good,beautiful,kind j

* ! wthesir Make good,beautify I
S i '  A. 1srthesirns Beautify oneself I

&  -foso may have been used in^slave trade,as^Portuguese j 
certainly desired 1 strong* slaves* q —fiso is now the 
generic term for Power,strength in Temne, English-derived

\ / S Ap. -pawa and n^trcnk,having been borrowed subsequently
to refer specifically to political or secular power and 
physical strength respectively.

3^3



though the tw* Englishederived wo$ds are mutually exclusive^
\  / \they may each he replaced hy q<~f oso e.g*

■Dibay 0 baf q^pawa (or a -fa so ) The chief is pov^erful 
hut» o -lu y o ha q-ti£nk (or ft *̂ fo s^)The chief is physically

strong.
An indigenous phrase -hah taibanth^lit* Have strong bones, 
may he saxhstituted, for a ~tr£ nk in the seoond example,hut 
there is no indigenous item that could he substituted for 
either a^pawa ora ^fd'ss in the first example.

gtiskar is still used as a form of identification (or 
even punishment) for petty criminals,although the more 
drastic ma^gbananko^ is replacing this method, -hah (E.harh) 
refers to a normal haircut*

1, cf*5#49* Head-shavings and styles of haircut form a 
common method of social identification among the Temne 
and other Sierra Leonean ethnic groups* Apart from 
m$~ghananko and -tiskar , there is the custom of shaving 
the head completely only leaving a small tuft on the top 
of the head as identification for a young Koranic 
student,ulkarande (3*4 4/ );a thin line of hair left near 

J the ears with the rest of the head shaved indicates an 
(advanced student,and a totally shaven head indicates a 

teacher ,u-karm^t$^»4 ^  I )* Among the limha and Kuranko, 
plaited hair indicates an uncircumcised hoy,with a 
special kind of hairstyle for an uncircumcised girl*



9»47 Travel and Transport
PORTTJGTJEBE temne

escada Steps,ladder & cicada Ladder-like "bridge made
of wood

dmaca, Hammock V-m&ko. Hammock for carrying
chiefs and other 
dignitaries,including 
Europeans

vela Sail V - b R a  Sail (asp. o* SoVlowv Uo*tO
via Way,channel kV-biya Narrow,shallow stream
Viagem Journey *x«Jbiyas (as for Port*)

/ KTwo other words occur for a bridge,apart from a -kada; 
a^tharoj is the indigenous word referring to a "bridge,and 
the English^derived& —brik, 7*4- , refers to a concrete
bridge* The occurence of these terms,all.mutually 
exclusive,gives an idea of the development of bridge 
building among the Temne,starting with the stick bridge* 
Q-̂ tharoij, then the wooden ladder bridge ̂ -kada* and finally 
the modern cement bridge t&~brik#

The indigenous term, for hammock,a«*th£ntiia, is used to 
refer to a carrying for a sick person or for other people 
as a means of transport ;but is referred to only as & ̂mako, 
when it is used by a chief or,during colonial times,by a 
European* Bradshaw asserts without sufficient evidence 
that there is little doubt that the hammock was introduced 
into Africa by the Portuguese,but he unfortunately fails 
to investigate further his observation that *it is odd'that 
the loanwor^%nly to the carrying hammock in all the

345 "



1languages quoted except KrioT* This can be explained "by the 
fact that the Portuguese referred to the hammock which 
they probably used as a means of transport in West Africa 
by their word fmacaf,which the Temne (and other Africans) 
borrowed to refer only to the kind of hammock which the 
Portuguese were familiar with in Africa,i.e. the carrying 
hammock* n -nuka is used less frequently now, chiefs using 
a carrying hammock only for ceremonial occasions*

V t /<x -bcla is used by the small ,Bullomt beats which
cross the Sierra leone River and which ply along the 

2Bullom coast*
The word & -In yas has become the generic term for 

Journey* It probably entered Temne from the short trips 
the earliest Portuguese made inland,carried either on 
a H&akq or going up by boats through the water channels, 
k5~bxya (cf* Q-~tr£.k*7»4 E*trek* , Journey made inland 
by an administrator)*

1*Bradshaw,op.cit*p,22, The Krio amaka is derived from
English *hammock** The phoneme /h/ does not occur in
older Krio words,and adding vowel endings to words that
end in a consonant in English is a feature of many/ * / early Krio words e,g* dedi,lead» yeritReart fredi
Afraid*

2* The Bullom were on the coast at the time of the
arrival of the Portuguese and today Bullom has more 
Portuguese loanwords then any other Sierra Leonean 
language*



9>48 Gathering and Seizing (of people and animals)
PORTUGUESE 

acorrer Call hastily 
together

TMJE
-l̂ ure Gall together,esp* of 

children for the 
purpose Of work and 
play

 ̂ *=b r̂kar Grab,fall on s„o* or 
s*t* suddenly

spanya Grab, ambush
/* /V=kampar Encircle,fence

abarcar Monopolise,embrace, 
grab

apanhar Gatch,grasp9seize 

campar Encircle, fence, camp

g=kure is considered an insulting method of 
calling people together,since it involves shouting out at 
them and is largely restricted to children or oneTs 
subordinates*

The words in this section are probably a clue as 
to how unwilling slaves were obtained,involving ambush 
and being forced to the ships* Similar methods are still 
used to press-gang unwilling members into the Boro society*

/ / Sgpanya is ,however,only rarely used now,while s=barkar and
A=kamp3r are still common*



9 #49 Pood
POHTUQ-irSSE

iananas Pineapple

'cidro Citron

f ar inha FI our ( whe at) 

almooo Lunch
ipapaxa Pawpaw

yucca (16th, century 
form,correspond
ing to Modern 
Port, ’mandioca1)
Cassava

pao Bread

TEMNE
\ K A,a-nanas (as for Port,)
s / va-sithrfc (as for Port,) 

V 'S'*c-fariya Cassava flour

m-asa Left-overs
 ̂ ^ .k3-papay (as for Port#)

\ t Aft*—yoka. Cassava

% as for Port,)

Even though the Temne word £~fariya is derived from 
the Portuguese for Flour,this term is not used to refer to

N  /  Swheat flour,the English-derived ft— flawa being used in this 
instance,

✓ AThe form of the word m-Ssa,Left-overs,may be the 
result of a convergence between the archaic Temne loanword

V * v 1from Portuguese, Qrin^sa,Table,and the Portuguese word f almoco 
/almos© /, The serving of a meal (to Europeans) on a table



would have led to the frequent association of both words* 
The tone pattern of these words in Temne,however, indicates

\ / vtheir different sources* <X~misa Table,is now known only
to older speakers of Temne,the English-derived a~thebul

v voccurring more frequently* ka~p»r> is also rare,ha.ving
been largely replaced by ke-bred ( E. Bread).

1Bradshaw includes the word 1 banana* as of possible
Portuguese derivation,stating that the possible African
origin of the term 1 banana is not convincing,since too

2many languages of varying affinities employ the root1. 
Using the argument that Sao Tome was the main source of 
plants for the Portuguese settlements and that that fruit 
was called a 1 banana* there by 1500,he concludes,* it is 
obvious that any West African language which uses ’tana* 
or * banana* or anything which may be regarded as an 
associated form may not have given it to the Portuguese 
but received it from them* * He does not take into account

1, Bradshaw,op*cit.,p.32
2* The languages he lists are in fact not of * widely

varying affinities* ;Mandinka, Eono,Eoranko (all Manding) 
Susu,Mende,Loko (all 3#W, Maude) are all members of the 
Mande group of languages,while Bullom,Efim,G-ola and

Temne are members of the Mel group*

 _____________________



the fact that even if the word existed in African languages
long before 1500,the Africans had no system of writing to
document it* Secondly,Manding was a source of lexical
borrowing right across West Africa* The Manding word for
Ricetmaloo,for example,was already borrowTed into Temne and

1recorded as such by Pereira in 1505 ;the root * banana* is 
thus more easily explained in Manding than in Portuguese 
terms,

9*410 Clothing

v  \  \  /g*-sampatha being used to refer to any footwear resembling 
sandals,

PORTUGUESE TEJffifE
apato Shoe v V \ /•C-sampatha Sandal-like footwear

camisa Shirt
V \ r \kamisa Imported shirt( now rare)

The indigenous generic term for shoes is €»~kofthii»


